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Formal Approaches to Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous Design

Bin Xue
(ABSTRACT)

The research reported in this dissertation is motivated by two trends in the system-on-chip (SoC)
design industry. First, due to the incessant technology scaling, the interconnect delays are getting
larger compared to gate delays, leading to multi-cycle delays in communication between functional
blocks on the chip, which makes implementing a synchronous global clock difficult, and power
consuming. As a result, globally asynchronous and locally synchronous (GALS) designs have
been proposed for future SoCs. Second, due to time-to-marketpressure, and productivity gain,
intellectual property (IP) block reuse is a rising trend in SoC design industry. Predesigned IPs may
already be optimized and verified for timing for certain clock frequency, and hence when used
in an SoC, GALS offers a good solution that avoids reoptimizing or redesigning the existing IPs.
A special case of GALS, known as Latency-Insensitive Protocol (LIP) lets designers adopt the
well-understood and developed design flow of synchronous design while solving the multi-cycle
latency at the interconnects. The communication fabrics for LIP are synchronous pipelines with
hand shaking. However, handshake based protocol has complex control logics and the unnecessary
handshake brings down the system’s throughput. That is why scheduling based LIP was proposed
to avoid the hand-shakes by pre-calculated clock gating sequences for each block. It is shown to
have better throughput and easier to implement. Unfortunately, static scheduling only exists for
bounded systems. Therefore, this type of design in literatures restrict their discussions to systems
whose graphic representation has a single strongly connected component (SCC), which by the
theory is bounded.

This dissertation provides an optimization design flow for LIP synthesis with respect to back pres-
sure, throughput and buffer sizes. This is based on extending the scheduled LIP with minimum
modifications to render it general enough to be applicable tomost systems, especially those with
multiple SCCs. In order to guarantee the design correctness, aformal framework that can an-
alyze concurrency and prevent fallacious behaviors such asoverflow, deadlock etc., is required.
Among many formal models of concurrency used previously in asynchronous system design,
marked graphs, periodic clock calculus and polychrony are chosen for the purpose of modeling,
analyzing and verifying in this work. Polychrony, originally developed for embedded software
modeling and synthesis, is able to specify multi-rate interfaces. Then a synchronous composition
can be analyzed to avoid incompatibly and combinational loops which causes incorrect GALS
distribution. The marked graph model is a good candidate to represent the interconnection net-
work which is quite suitable for modeling the communicationand synchronizations in LIP. The
periodic clock calculus is useful in analyzing clock gatingsequences because periodic clock cal-
culus easily captures data dependencies, throughput constraints as well as buffer sizes required for
synchronization. These formal methods help establish a formally based design flow for creating a
synchronous design and then transforming it into a GALS implementation either using LIP or in a
more general GALS mechanisms.

This project received partial financial support from NSF grant CCF-0830882 and SRC task 1818.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous (GALS) systems are likely to dominate the fu-
ture integrated circuits (ICs) that are designed as system-on-chips (SOC). This seems like an in-
evitable consequence of the Moore’s law [47], combined withthe increasing intellectual property
(IP) reuse when creating an SOC, and the need for low-power system design. In this dissertation
we consider a number of problems germane to GALS design. The problems facing the IC industry
that gave rise to this increasing interest in GALS research are as follows: the first problem arises
from the unceasing improvement in semiconductor manufacturing technology. The feature sizes
are decreasing all the time which allows increasing number of devices fitted on a single die. How-
ever, this inevitably makes it more difficult to design a global-clock network that can control all the
blocks in the design. Even when this can be done, such a network significantly increases the power
consumption. Secondly, the SOC design methodology requires reusing predesigned and verified IP
modules to shorten the design to market cycle by enabling thedesigners to put more concentration
on modification and customization at system level. However,the speed of each IP module is often
designed and optimized for different clocks by different groups. Global optimization is hard to
achieve without changing the predesigned IP blocks. Thirdly, for certain clan of designs, multiple
clock domains are inherently required according to the nature of their functionalities. This may
be due to the fact that they may perform different computations and communications. Partitioning
large system into several clock domains is a possible solution to these problems mentioned above,
which forms a GALS system. More detailed review for related work on GALS design styles is
provided in Section 3.1.

1.1 Latency Insensitive Design

Latency Insensitive Design (LID) [16], some times also regarded aselastic design, is a special case
of GALS design that it is still a synchronous design but adopts the idea of hand-shake to control
the data flows as used in asynchronous design. Remaining in synchronous domain allows the LID

1
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to utilize the prevailing design flows of synchronous designwith only small modifications. LID
provides a flexible assembling of IP blocks, making themelastic to interconnect latencies. This
approach packs IP blocks withinwrappersand insertsrelay stations(RS), a special communication
pipeline between IP blocks according to the post layout latency information. It can compensate for
wiring latencies and synchronize data flows with different speeds. The resulting system is regarded
as a Latency Insensitive System (LIS) (shown in Fig. 1.1(a)). In that figure, RS1, RS2, RS3 and
RS4 are four relay stations transporting two data flows f1 and f2 to an IP module, which is packed
within a wrapper.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: (a) A hand-shaking based LIS (b) LIS by scheduling (c) Implementation of EB

An important problem in this context is how to control such interconnect pipelines. Early work
on LIS design such as [33, 42] usehand-shake based protocols. Every stage of the pipeline is
controlled byvalid andstall signals, where “valid=1” denotes that the current the inputfrom its
previous pipeline stage is valid, “stall=1” denotes that the next stage of the pipeline is full and
the current stage needs to be stalled from generating new outputs. The use of both valid and stall
signals indicating that the execution of a stage in the pipeline depends both on the availability of
valid inputs and the availability of space at the output buffers of this stage. Stall signal is generated
and transmitted in the opposite direction of the data flow andit can disable its previous stage
from execution when the receiving stage has no available storage space. This way of using stall
signal is also termed as “back pressure” in the literature [17]. The link sending back pressure
information is referred to as “back pressure arc” accordingly. More detailed explanation about
back pressure can be found in Section 2.1. A common implementation of the pipeline with hand-
shaking is theelastic buffer(EB) [33] shown in Fig. 1.1(c). The clock signal is not shown for the
sake of simplicity. The rectangular structures marked “H” and “L” are latches which are enabled
when clock value is “1” and “0” respectively. Its data path consists of two latches clock gated by
“EM ” and “ES” which depend on the hand-shaking signals. Such a structureallows storing two
data values when the pipeline is stalled. Similar implementations include thephase elastic buffer
(pEB) [80] which is claimed to be compatible for both synchronous and asynchronous interfaces,
and a robust wrapper [2] which can endure multi-clock cycle latencies. However, the control logic
for these hand-shake based protocols is complicated which results in large area overhead.
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If the clock gating signals are periodic, the control logic in Fig. 1.1(a) can be replaced by periodic
clock gating sequences (schedulings) leading to the systemshown in Fig. 1.1(b). This alternative
approach is called ascheduling based protocol[20]. It avoids thestalling signalsby clock gating
the relay stations and wrappers with pre-calculated scheduling sequences which reduces the area
overhead incurred by the complicated handshake controlling blocks. Hence, it is suitable for ap-
plications where area is critical. Another parallel attempt is presented in [12]. In this approach,
they use an as soon as possible (ASAP) scheduling rule so thatan IP module is activated as soon
as all of its inputs are available. A more rigorous discussion about ASAP scheduling is provided in
Section 2.1. On the other hand, ASAP scheduling is a scheduling for unconstrained output buffer
size and data may aggregate at a reconvergent IP module (a module which has multiple input chan-
nels) because of resynchronization. It requires additional buffers to store these data and at the same
time not affect the system’s performance1. Therefore, implementations offractional synchroniz-
ers [20] andfractional registers[12] are used toequalizethe system since everyelementary cycle
(see Definition 3.4) of the design must have the same throughput.

1.2 Modeling and Analyzing LIS Implementation Using Poly-
chronous Framework

Implementation of GALS calls for innovate verification methods, since the verification tools for
synchronous design can’t be directly applied to asynchronous systems. However, only a few ver-
ification tools have been proven useful for asynchronous andGALS designs but there are some
attempts. A review of these works is provided in Section 3.2.4. Most of the current work are based
on model checking techniques which verify the protocol by exploring all of the reachable states.
This is not desirable for GALS design. The GALS design has asynchronous communication and
exhibits indeterministic behavior. Multiple execution path can exist leading to more observable
states. Therefore, the state explosion problem is worse than in completely synchronous designs.
It calls for a new approach other than model checking based technique for the purpose of analysis
and verification.

On the other hand, the distributed embedded software community has been working on GALS
in a slightly different setup for at least two decades [7] [6][9]. For example, a synchronous lan-
guage SIGNAL [4] has been developed to allow people to describe their designs with concurrency
specification and to concentrate on the functional correctness without considering the timing issue
arising in the real implementation, especially for a distributed environment where the concept of
GALS applies. The task of generating and verifying an implementation independent from commu-
nication delay, is handled by the SIGNAL compiler Polychrony and a verification tool SIGNALI.
In [7][6], Benveniste et. al. formally model synchronous, asynchronous processes, desynchroniza-
tion, resynchronization and composition of processes under synchronous or asynchronous envi-
ronments. Based on these works, formal definition of endochrony and isochrony [7] are proposed.

1An detailed explanation can be found in Section 5.2.1
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Endochrony refers to the property of a process which enforces unique scheduling and deterministic
interaction with its asynchronous environment. Isochronyrefers to a delay-independent commu-
nication between a pair of processes. Endochrony and isochrony together forms endo-isochrony
which is a sufficient property for correct GALS implementation [7][6] for distributed embedded
software regardless of communication delays. A. Benvenisteet al. [73] formalize the function-
ality of LIPs and transform the synchronous modules of a multi-clock synchronous specification
into weakly endochronous modules for which simple and efficient wrappers exists. In [72], Talpin
unifies the verification of endochrony, isochrony and weaklyendochrony by checking the for-
mal structures Synchronous Data Flow Graph (SDFG) [58] and Clock Hierarchy (CH) [3]. [62]
proposessynchronous structureto describe polychrony from an event based perspective, which
provides a more direct view of the semantics in SIGNAL. The theory concerning GALS combined
with the formal tools provide a possible solution of checking correct communication for a given
system. However, most of these works are usually hired in theembedded software domain. To the
best of our knowledge, not much work has been done for formalizing hardware GALS implemen-
tations, especially for the designs described at the RTL or gate level.

1.2.1 Contribution towards modeling and analyzing LIS implementation
using polychronous framework

We present a framework of modeling and analyzing the communication for LIPs based on the
Polychrony framework. The Polychrony framework consists of the SIGNAL language and various
analysis tools and software synthesis tools. The static analysis of various properties of a SIGNAL
program are done using formal structures of SDFG and CH . In ourframework for analysis of
LIP based system, a given LIP is firstly modeled by the SIGNAL syntax which is further trans-
formed to obtain its SDFG and CH. Next, endo-isochrony is checked based on the obtained SDFG
and CH and their respective composition. A case study of modeling and analyzing Phase Elastic
Buffer (pEB) is done to demonstrate the verification flow and validate the proposed framework.
The prominent distinction between our framework and other verification techniques for GALS is
that we are using static analysis which is an efficient technique. Also, we bring the concept of
Polychrony to real hardware level LIP based SOC communication. However, we must point out
that endo-isochrony is an over restriction, some systems which don’t satisfy this property can still
be implemented with correct functionality.

1.3 Synthesis of Scheduled LIP

Handshake based protocol which uses “stall” signals (back pressure) for every communication link
has several disadvantages.

1. Handling back pressure requires relatively complicatedlogics thus using back pressure for
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every communication link introduces large overhead.

2. Each pipeline stage has a buffer size of two may causes unnecessary stalls which brings
down the system’s throughput.

3. Techniques [56, 15] have been proposed to improve the system’s throughput with buffer
resizing or buffer addition. They rely on solving a MILP formulation which is NP-hard.
Particularly, the integer variable numbers of this MILP formulation equals back pressure
numbers which does not scale for big systems.

Scheduled LIP seems be a good alternative to overcome these disadvantages. However, the current
research about scheduled LIP also has limitations.

1. Research of scheduled LIP is limited to a system whose graphic representation has only one
strongly connected component (SCC). For a LIS with mulitple-SCC, completely removing
handshake may cause overflow thus unable to get a static scheduling for the system.

2. Implementation of this protocol has not been fully studied. Current research simply uses
shift registers to store the scheduling sequence of one block which are not area efficient. It
may cause even more area if the scheduling sequence is long.

Therefore, we propose a novel flow for LIS optimization. Thisflow extends the analysis for mul-
tiple SCC system, given that most current works only considersystems with one SCC.

The proposed design flow for any LIS is shown in Fig. 1.2. It starts from the floor planning
before which the design flow of scheduled LIS is the same as normal synchronous digital design.
Relay stations and Wrappers are added to the original netlist to get netlist* based on the latency
information obtained during the floor planning and routing.Netlist* is an incomplete net list
before clock gating sequences are implemented. Then we proposepartially back pressure graph
(PBPG), an extension ofmarked graph(MG) (the background of MG is provided in Section 2.1),
to model the system, this is according to Process A shown in Fig. 1.2. At this moment, no back
pressure is used. Then we determine whether overflow exists for this PBPG model, since up to
now we don’t have any hand-shakes in the system and should conservatively assume that overflow
might happen. This directs the design flow into process B shown in Fig. 1.2. If this model is
not bounded, some modifications are required to make it bounded by ASAP scheduling, which
relates to the process C shown in Fig. 1.2. Now we can be confident that the resulted system
is bounded. Due to the side effect of back pressure, throughput might drop. If a throughput
reduction is observed, Process D increases system’s throughput to its maximal achievable value.
In process E, schedulings constraints are represented and analyzed. Such schedulings should take
data dependency and throughput restriction into consideration. After this, we need to allocate
some additional buffer size for synchronization. At reconvergent blocks that have multiple inputs,
data may get aggregated because of barrier synchronization. The buffer sizes at these locations
should be computed. This is done in Process E. In the end, the control logics for generating the
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Figure 1.2: Synthesis flow of scheduled LIS

schedulings as well as the barrier synchronization and backpressure are implemented in Process F
which completes the synthesis flow.

Let’s take a close look at these processes mentioned in the synthesis flow which are not intuitive.
They are related to the problems we need to solve before establishing the design flow.

1. Process A models an LIS with or without back pressure. Our optimization for LIS relies
on using handshake (back pressure) for some of the communication links. We need a model
which is able to represent this scenario. Performance of an LIS such as throughput and buffer
sizes should be conveniently expressed.

2. Process B determines whether the system is bounded. By the existing research in Petri-
nets, if a system is strongly connected i.e. its graphic representation has only onestrongly
connected component(SCC), the system is bounded for any scheduling sequences including
the ASAP scheduling. That is why all of the previous work on scheduled LIS assume the
system is strongly connected. However, this is not the case for most systems. Whether a
system with more than one SCC is bounded is not clear. It calls for a practical approach to
make this decision.

3. Process C modifies the system if it is evaluated to be unbounded in process B. In this case,
hand-shakes should be employed tobalancethe different data flows. Obviously, we don’t
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want to use hand-shake for every communication channel, otherwise the LIS becomes the
hand-shake based and possibly highly non optimal for throughput. So it should be used in a
smart way so that only necessary communication links are implemented with back pressure
to make the system bounded. However, no previous work has formally addressed this issue
based on our knowledge.

4. Process D improves the LIS’s throughput if a reduction is observed after Process C because
of newly formed critical cycles. Techniques [56, 15] have been proposed to improve the
system’s throughput with buffer resizing or buffer addition. They rely on solving a MILP
formulation which is NP-hard. However, their methods are suitable for a LIS where back
pressure are used for every communication link not PBPG. Also, these techniques do not
scale for big systems.

5. Process E analyzes and computes the schedules for each block, also computes the number of
fractional synchronizer used at the reconvergent block. Schedule (clock gating) sequences
represent whether blocks are executed or disabled in the current clock cycle and are periodic
binary sequences consisting “1” and “0”s. “1” represents that the current block is activated
while “0” represents not. It’s favorable to treat each schedule sequence as a variable and
derive the dependencies and throughput constraints in terms of these scheduling variables.
Based on this, optimizations related to scheduling, e.g. buffer sizes, can be performed. If
the scheduling sequences are obtained, a convenient approach should be provided to get this
information. Another interesting problem is whether this can be done or estimated with
accuracy before the schedules are computed.

6. Process F implements the schedule (clock gating sequences) but the following issues may
arise in the implementation of the scheduling sequences. Generating the scheduling se-
quences for every block from a centralized module will causerouting problems. On the
other hand, storing the clock gating sequences in local shift registers may lead to more area
overhead than it saves, especially when the period of the clock gating sequence is long.
Therefore, it requires an area efficient implementation forthe ASAP scheduling.

Parts of the dissertation’s contributions were solving theproblems highlighted in the six processes.
Process E mainly deals with the binary sequences. The synchronous languages community has
been studying the characteristics of such periodic scheduling sequences, and they call each such
sequence a periodic clock. In [29, 28, 30], a framework called periodic clock calculusis used
to analyze the composition of clocks when operations such asdown sampling, delay, resynchro-
nizationetc., are applied. This calculus also allows them to synthesize buffers of appropriate sizes
in order to synchronize events from different clock cycles.We find that their framework is also
quite appropriate for these two processes in the design flow of scheduled LIS. On the other hand,
Process A, Process B, Process C and Process D are relatively difficult. Analytical model should be
created and it requires rigorous formal proofs along the wayeach derivation is made.
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1.3.1 Contribution towards analysis of LIS using periodic clock calculus

We apply the periodic clock calculus for the issues involvedin processes E mentioned above.

1. We model an LIS by a marked graph [61] using the modeling technique described in Sec-
tion 2.1.3. We relate the scheduling sequences of differenttransitions within the clock equa-
tions and use asubtyping relation(see the definition in Section 2.2) to infer the throughput
constraints. We show that our method gives a result compatible to [14]. In addition, we
demonstrate the fact that our method can derive all the scheduling constraints.

2. We employ ideas from the periodic clock calculus to infer the number of fractional synchro-
nizers used at eachjoin transition (the reconvergent transition with multiple inputs). Also,
the activating sequence (scheduling sequence) of each fractional synchronizer is determined.
We prove that our way of synthesizing the fractional synchronizer is sufficient to make the
system’s marked graph 1-safe (each place has at most one token for all time). The importance
of making the system 1-safe will be discussed in Section 5.2.2

3. We propose a static method to estimate the number of fractional synchronizers for a given
elementary cycle based only on the structure of the system. With this method, one can grab
an earlier estimate of the fractional synchronizers beforethe complex computation for the
system’s schedules.

1.3.2 Contribution towards optimization of LIS based on back pressure min-
imization

Here we summarize our effort towards Process A, B, C, D and F mentioned before. We model the
LIS by PBPG, which is used for all processes in the design flow. PBPG models the change of an
LIS when back pressure arcs are gradually added. We start ourexploration for system boundness
by observing that the back pressure must be used to avoid overflow when a faster SCC sends
data to a slower SCC. We extend this observation to multiple SCC interconnection situation and
formally show a necessary and sufficient condition to decidewhether the boundedness is satisfied.
The problem of finding a minimal set of stalling signals was formalized as the Minimization of
Back Pressure Arcs (MBPA) problem, which can be solved efficiently by a transformation to the
Minimum Cost Arborescence (MCA) problem. After MBPA, back pressure arcs may form new
critical cycles, which could possibly bring down the resulted system’s throughput. If this happens,
we provide two techniquesreduced integer mixed linear programming(RMILP) and localized
integer mixed linear programming(LMILP) to increase the LIS’s throughput. Meanwhile, we
provide a decentralized implementation for generating scheduling sequences which is expected to
have fewer area cost. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one that bridges the gap
between the hand-shake based LIS and the scheduled LIS. Our contributions toward the synthesis
flow of scheduled LIS are summarized below:
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1. We proposed PBPG, derived from marked graph, to model LIS. Initially, LIS has no back
pressure. Then, back pressure arcs are gradually added to make the LIS bounded. PBPG is
able to model this modification and is not only used in processA but used throughout the
design flow.

2. We propose the notion of a Strongly Connected Component Graph (SCCG) and based on
which a theorem is derived to determine whether such LIS is bounded.

3. We provided an assumption based on which algorithm (MBPA) is proposed to searches for
the minimal back pressures required to prevent overflow. MBPAis shown to be solvable as
the well knownMinimum Cost Arborescencesproblem which has efficient solution. This
algorithm is applicable to general systems including thosewith multiple SCCs.

4. We propose RMILP and LMILP to improve the throughput of the system with minimal
buffer size increase. We compare the RMILP and LMILP’s scalability against the current
methods, which demonstrate better performance.

5. With both the buffer size and handshake information, an LIS implementation is proposed.
The design of relay stations, wrappers and back pressure is given. We also discuss about the
the system’s initialization such that the implementation refines the specification of its PBPG
model.

1.4 Publications

The publications regarding this dissertation are listed below:

• Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla, S.S. Ravi, Optimization of LatencyInsensitive System based
on Back Pressure Minimization, under reviewed for publication.

• Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla. Optimization of back pressure andthroughput for latency
insensitive systems. In Proceedings of ICCD’2010. pp.45-51

• Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla, S. S. Ravi. Minimizing back pressure for latency insensitive
system synthesis. In Proceedings of MEMOCODE’2010. pp.189-198

• Xue, B. and Shukla, S. K. 2010. Analysis of Scheduled Latency Insensitive Systems with
Periodic Clock Calculus. Journal of Electronic Testing. Volume 26, Number 2, April, 2010,
Pages 227-242.

• Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla, Analysis of Latency Insensitive Protocols Using Periodic
Clock Calculus. Appears in IEEE International High Level Design Validation and Test
Workshop (HLDVT’09), Nov. 2009, San Francisco, USA.
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• Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla, Modeling and Analysis of Latency Insensitive Protocols Using
Signal Framework. In Proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on the Application of
Formal Methods for Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous Design (FMGALS
2009), April, 2009, Nice, France. Also appears in Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer
Science (ENTCS), Volume 245, 2 August 2009, Pages 3-22.

• Bijoy A. Jose, Bin Xue, Sandeep K. Shukla, An Analysis of the Composition of Synchronous
Systems. In Proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on the Application of Formal
Methods for Globally Asynchronous and Locally SynchronousDesign (FMGALS 2009),
April, 2009, Nice,France. Also appears in Electronic Notesin Theoretical Computer Science
(ENTCS), Volume 245, 2 August 2009, Pages 69-84.

1.5 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized according to the areas according to Fig. 1.3.

1. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of marked graph’s definition, behavioral properties
and their use in modeling for LIS. Meanwhile, the basic notations of periodic clock calculus
is mentioned. Then a brief description of polychronous framework is described. In addition,
our tool LIS-LOLA is introduced.

2. Chapter 3 discusses the related work on GALS design and different formal approaches ap-
plied for GALS and LIS design analysis. Then it narrows down the scope to related work on
elastic designs and talks about the existing model, and optimization for LIS.

3. Chapter 4 presents a framework which makes use of the polychrony tool set and associated
semantic analysis techniques, in the form of endo-isochrony. We show a number of LIP
protocols to preserve the correctness with respect to theirfully synchronous specifications
using our framework.

4. Chapter 5 shows the application of periodic clock calculusfor analysis of schedule LIS. We
demonstrate that the schedule constraints can be expressedby a group clock equations. We
also show how the buffer size can be computed based on schedules. In addition, a buffer size
estimation technique is given only by the net’s structures(without computing the scheduling
sequences).

5. Chapter 6 extends the ASAP scheduling for LIS whose graph representations have multiple
SCCs. We show that back pressure are required for some inter-SCCarcs to make the system
bounded by giving a sufficient and necessary condition. Basedon that, an algorithm is
derived which determines the minimal number of back pressure arcs required to make the
system bounded with ASAP scheduling.
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6. Chapter 7 discusses an implementation of ASAP scheduling for LIS. Instead of using a cen-
tralized scheduler to generate the scheduling sequences orshift-register to store a scheduling
for each transition. Our implementation realizes the control in a distributed and area efficient
manner.

7. Chapter 8 talks about throughput improvement. We are propose two mixed integer linear pro-
gramming formulations for throughput improvement, which aims at handling the throughput
degradation problem caused by back pressure arcs. Solving MILP formulation is known to
be NP hard, so we are trying to get a MILP formulation with reduced size based on SCC level
abstraction (RMILP) or localization (LMILP) Combined with the MBPA, the flow which can
optimize the LIS’s back pressure arc as well as the throughput is completed.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts and definitions required for further discussion of
our work. Marked graph (MG) is a formal modeling notation that we have used to represent the
interconnections and communications of an LIS. In Section 2.1, a rigorous definition of MG is
explained and its behavior properties are introduced. Thenwe employ the ASAP scheduling [12]
for an MG to make it suitable for analyzing the state reachability of an LIS. We show that an LIS
with strongly connected graph representation has periodicstate transitions by ASAP scheduling.
Based on this, one modeling technique to model an LIS with an MGis described. In Section 2.2, a
periodic clock calculus is introduced. The definition of clock, periodic clock, clock synchroniza-
tion are discussed. Some formal notations are briefly explained. In Section 2.3, a framework of
polychrony [38] which we use to specify a multi-rate interface is discussed. A validation tech-
nique to check correct communication based on Endo/Isochrony is provided there after. In the
end, we briefly introduce LIS-LOLA, the tool built based on LOLA [67] to validate our algorithms
throughout the dissertation.

2.1 Marked Graph Model

2.1.1 Transition, Place, Marking and Firing rules

LIS is very well modeled by Marked Graphs (MG) [32], which is asubclass ofPetri-net. In [61],
one can find an excellent review of the basics. Our notations are based on [61].

Definition 1 (Marked Graph (MG)). A marked graph is a Petri net(P, T,W,M0) whereP is a set
of places,T is a set of transitions,W is a set of arcs such thatW ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ), M is the
markings (M : P → N) with the restriction that every placeP has exactly one incoming arc, and
one outgoing arc.M0 is used for the initial markings.

13
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According to the definition of Petri-net. An MG is a directed,bipartite graph whose nodes can be
classified into two categories, thetransitionsand theplaces. Generally, the transitions are drawn
as rectangles or bars and places are drawn as circles in the graphical representation. One directed
arc connects a transition and a place. For MG, each place can have only one incoming and one
outgoing arc. A markingM assigns each placep a nonnegative integer numberM(p) and it is said
that the placep hasM(p) tokens.M(p) tokens are drawn asM(p) dots inp. A markingM relates
to a state of the system being modeled by the marked graph andM0 is the initial marking which
relates to the initial state. Fig. 2.1(a) shows a simple MG model that consists of four transitions
T0, T1, T2 andT3 and three placesP0, P1 andP2. M(P0) = 1, M(P1) = 0 andM(P2) = 1.

An MG is generally used to model a concurrent system. Transitions are usually employed to model
events in the concurrent system, thefirings of transitions represent the triggering or execution
of these events. Sometimes, places represent the conditions. In these cases, places connected
to the incoming and outgoing arcs of a transition can be interpreted as the preconditions or the
postconditions of firing for this transition. Nonzero markings of these places indicates that these
conditions are true. In other cases, places can represent data transfer and they are interpreted as
the input and output data of the transitions.

The following notation is usually used to express pre-set and post-set for each transitiont and place
p.

1. •t = {p|(p, t) ∈ W} = the set of input places oft

2. t• = {p|(t, p) ∈ W} = the set of output places oft

3. •p = {t|(t, p) ∈ W} = the set of input transitions ofp

4. p• = {t|(p, t) ∈ W} = the set of output transitions ofp

A transitiont is enabled at markingM if M(p) > 0 for everyp ∈ •t. In Fig. 2.1(a),T1 andT3
are enabled whileT2 is not. However, a transition which is enabled may not be fired. Before any
firing, the list of transitions which are enabled is called the enabled transition list. Each time a
transition is selected from the enabled transition list to fire and firing oft leads to a new marking
M ′ according to:

M ′(p) =





M(p)− 1 if p ∈ •t\t•

M(p) + 1 if p ∈ t•\•t
M(p) otherwise

(2.1)

Such firing mechanism is perfectly suitable for modeling asynchronous behavior in a interleaving
manner. However, in later discussions we restrict the firingchoices for modeling LIS, which is
a synchronous design. For the above rule of transition enabling, we assume that each place can
hold infinite number of tokens, since only the places in•t are used to determine the enabling
of transitions. For example in Fig. 2.1(a),T1 is enabled iffM(P0) > 0 regardless ofM(P1).
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Such an MG models an infinite capacity systems. For actual physical systems, each placep has
a capacityK(p), indicating the maximum number of tokens a placep can have. In Fig. 2.1(a),
K(P0) = 2, K(P1) = 1 andK(P2) = ∞. With the constraints on capacity, the above firing rule
should be changed to take the output place capacity into consideration, (e.g.T1 is not enabled if
alreadyM(P1) = 1) which leads to thestrict firing (transition) rule. Comparatively the firing rule
without considering the place capacities is referred asweak firing rule. For the strict firing rule,
transitionst is enabled iff:∀p ∈ •t, M(p) > 0 and∀p ∈ t•, M(p) < K(p).

One can either directly use strict firing rule for the MG, or still apply the weak firing rule to a
transformed MG′ derived from MG according to the following steps as mentioned in [61].

1. Add a complementary placep′ for each placep, and assign the initial marking ofp′ as
M0(p

′) = K(p)−M0(p).

2. Add arc(p′, t) and(t′, p′) if arcs (t, p) and(p, t′) exist. So the sum ofM(p) andM(p′) is
K(p) before and after the firing oft.

In the transformed MG′, the tokens on the complimentary placep′ can be viewed as the number of
available space onp. WhenM(p′) = 0, a transitiont (p ∈ t•) is disabled becauseM(p) = K(p)
i.e., p is already full. Also, the situation that placep has infinite capacity can be treated in this
framework as well. In this case,K(p) = ∞, then it complimentary place in MG’p′ has a initial
markingM0(p

′) = K(p) − M0(p) = ∞. It indicates thatM(p′) is always non-zero thus the
condition related toM(p′) is always satisfied. Therefore, whetherp′ exists or not, does not change
the system’s behavior andp′ can be removed. In the transformed MG′, if one placep has no
complimentary place, it can be inferred thatK(p) = ∞ and vice-versa. The derived MG′ for
weak firing rule of the MG in Fig. 2.1(a) is shown in Fig. 2.1(b). After the transformation, strict
firing rule can be enforced equivalently to its weak firing counterpart. In later contexts, we always
assume the MG is fired by weak firing rule, since in case of strict firing rule is needed, we can still
apply weak firing rule on the modified MG′. This basic point must be remembered when we move
to the discussion on buffer capacities and back pressure.

T3T2T1T0

P0 P1 P2

K(P0)=2 K(P1)=1 K(P2)=

T3T3T2T2T1T1T0T0

P0 P1 P2

K(P0)=2 K(P1)=1 K(P2)=

(a)

T3T3T2T2T1T1T0T0

P0 P1 P2

K(P0)=2 K(P1)=1 K(P2)=

P0’ P1’

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a)An MG;(b)The derived MG′ for using weak firing rule
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2.1.2 Some properties associated with concurrent system

After a concurrent system is modeled with an MG, a group of behavioral properties can be easily
checked against the structure of its MG model. It facilitates the formal analysis of the concurrent
system and is one of the major reasons that MG is favored as a modeling notation. These properties
normally refer to thereachability, boundedness, liveness, reversibility, coverability, persistence
andsafetyas discussed in [61]. Some of these terms are also known in thearea of formal verifi-
cation but they may have different interpretations in the context of MG. Model the properties used
throughout this dissertation such as reachability, boundedness and liveness are briefly introduced
below. Readers can refer to [61] for elaborate discussions ofother properties as well as the various
ways to verify them.

1.Reachability
At a particular markingM , some of the transitions are enabled based on the firing rule.Firing one
of these transitionst will redistribute the tokens and lead to a different markingM ′. In this way, a
firing sequenceσ = M0

t0→ M1
t1→ . . . gets formed. We say a markingMn is reachable fromM0

iff there exists a firing sequenceσ such that starting fromM0 and arriving atMn. Usually,R(M0)
is used to represent the set of markings reachable fromM0. It has been shown that the reachability
problem is decidable [51, 59] but requires exponential time[63].

2.Boundedness
An MG is said to be k-bounded with an initial markingM0 iff any markingM reachable fromM0

(∀M ∈ R(M0)), the numbers of token on any placep will not exceedk,i.e.,M(p) ≤ k. Especially,
1-bounded MG is also referred assafe. Boundedness guarantees no overflow if the places are used
to model buffers and other storages. For an MG, if we use “M(C)” to represent the number of
tokens residing on a directed cycleC. M(C) is invariant during any arbitrary firing sequences
such thatM(C) = M0(C). It can be inferred that if an MG is strongly connected and itsinitial
markingM0 satisfies thatM0(p) is finite for every placesp, then the MG is bounded byM0.

3.Liveness
Liveness talks about infinite firing. An MG with an initial marking M0 is said to be live if at the
current markingM after firing some transitions fromM0, this process can continue ad infinitum
through some further firing sequences. A live MG is deadlock free. If an MG is strongly connected,
its liveness can be easily verified by checkingM0(C) for every directed cycleC. If M0(C) > 0,
this MG meets the liveness property and is deadlock free (we assume the firings use weak firing
rule).

2.1.3 Model LIS using MG

As mentioned above, the firing of an MG has asynchronous characteristic such that only one tran-
sition is selected to fire from all the enabled transitions. This is somewhat different from the
mechanism of LIS because the latter is a synchronous design such that more than one computation
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block (either wrapped IP blocks or relay stations) can be executed at the same time. Therefore,
we need to synchronize the firings of all enabled transitionsto make it suitable for synchronous
design. This brings in the notion of ASAP (as soon as possible) scheduling as defined below.

Definition 2 (ASAP scheduling). For an MG, letTen(M) be the set of transitions that are enabled
at markingM . One step of ASAP scheduling is a sequence of transitions which transfersM to
a different markingM ′, such thatM ′ is obtained by firing every transition inTen(M) once. It is
denoted asA(M) = M ′, A maps one markingM to its sequent markingM ′ by ASAP scheduling.

This definition indicates that:

1. Each transition can only fire once during one step of an ASAPscheduling. With this restric-
tion, one enabled transition only fires once until all other contemporary enabled transitions
in Ten(M) are fired. This is due to the fact that in synchronous design, in one clock cycle,
the one signal can only be updated once.

2. The system’s behavior is only observed every time an ASAP scheduling is executed rather
than when just one of the enabled transitions is selected to be fired. One step of an ASAP
scheduling can be viewed as one clock cycle in synchronous design. We don’t need to
consider the firing sequence of transitions inTen(M) during one step ASAP scheduling.
Since for an MG,|p•| = |•p| = 1, there are no transitions reading from or writing to the same
place. Firing one transitiont ∈ Ten(M) will not disable another transitiont′ ∈ Ten(M).
It can be inferred thatM ′ is fully determined byM based on ASAP scheduling and it is
independent of the firing sequence of transitions inTen(M).

Another interesting observation we can made based on ASAP scheduling is the following:

Theorem 1(Periodic state sequence). If an MG is strongly connected with initial marking (state)
M0, by ASAP scheduling there exist a markingM ∈ R(M0) and a positive integerTP such that
ATP (M) = M .

Proof. Let an MGm be strongly connected,m is bounded by any firing sequences, including an
ASAP scheduling. Therefore,R(M0) is bounded, i.e., all markings reachable fromM0 are finite.
Let |R(M0)| be the number of markings inR(M0). At M0 the next markingM1 by applying an
ASAP scheduling once, is deterministic andM1 ∈ R(M0). If we take this for|R(M0)| + 1 times,
there must be two identical markings appearing in the sequences such thatMi = Mi+k = Ak(M).
ThisMi andk are the requiredM andTP .

ASAP scheduling is just a restriction on firing sequences of MG, therefore the properties such as
boundedness and liveness of the system are preserved with ASAP scheduling. Theorem 1 tells us
that some of the (markings) states are visited periodically. Recall that the markingsM determines
Ten(M), therefore each transition is also fired periodically. In another word, if the MG is strongly
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connected, each transition can be scheduled with a periodicsequence. This is the fact that a
scheduled LIP relies on.

To clarify the following discussions, we now make some simplifications of the notations [61].
Recall that for an MG|p•| = |•p| = 1. Each place has only one incoming and outgoing arc, we
can use placep to represent the link connectingt andt′ (wheret ∈ •p andt′ ∈ p•), which consists
arcs(t, p) and(p, t′). In later discussions, without specific claim,we use the term “arcp” for the
link betweent andt′.
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Figure 2.2: (a)A scheduled LIS without back pressure and itsMG model;(b)A scheduled LIS with
back pressure and its MG model

Let’s first model a scheduled LIS without back pressure and then extend it for hand-shake based
LIS. The scheduled LIS without back pressure is modeled according to the following rules:

1. The IP blocks and relay stations are modeled by transitions and their storages are modeled
by places.

2. Transitions in white and black represent the IP modules and the added RS respectively.

3. Initially, the places related to the output buffer of IP modules are marked by 1 token and
others by 0.

4. An MG model is fired with ASAP scheduling.

5. One clock cycle of the scheduled LIS relates to one step ASAP of an scheduling of its
MG model. In later discussions, “one clock cycle of an MG′’ means one step of an ASAP
scheduling of the MG.

6. We assume that in LIS, each transition (either an IP or a relay station) has one clock cycle
latency (this makes MG become timed marked graph, see the definitions below). If an IP
module has multiple clock cycle latencies, we can divide it into several sub-blocks and each
will have one clock cycle latency.

7. For a transition, once the transition fires, one token at its outgoing place indicates that the
output of its corresponding block is valid, i.e., signal “Valid=1”. Otherwise, “Valid=0”.
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Fig. 2.2(a) shows one part of an LIS without back pressure. The Receiver which is a wrapped IP
has two senders, Sender1 is an RS and Sender2 is another wrapped IP. These three components
are connected to other components but in this figure only the interconnected signals are shown. Its
corresponding MG is shown on the right. Initially,P2 has a token meaning that Sender2 produces
a valid data (Vin2=1) whileP1 has no token indicating that the output data of Sender1 is invalid
(Vin1=0).

Associating each transition with unit latency makes the MG become atimed marked graph(TMG).
A TMG is an MG that each transition has a deterministic latency. In the context of modeling LIS,
each transition has unit latency. More discussion about TMGcan be found in [61]. In the following
discussion, we still use the term MG for the model of LIS sinceTMG is a subclass of MG. The
cycle-meanof a directed cycleC for an MG is determined by the number of tokens onC over the
number of transitions (also the latency ofC, denoted as|T |C) onC:

δ(C) =

∑
p∈C M(p)

|T |C
(2.2)

The throughput of an SCC is determined byminC∈SCC δ(C). Previous work such as [19] extended
the MG model to Elastic Marked Graph (EMG) to model back pressures.

Definition 3 (Elastic Marked Graph (EMG) [19]). EMG is an MG such that for any placep ∈ P ,
there exists a complementary placep′ ∈ P satisfying that•p = p′• and •p′ = p•. In addition, at
any timeM(p) +M(p′) = 2.

In [19], a labeling functionL is also defined to map all arcs of an EMG as forward or backward
(L : P → {F,B}) such thatL(p) = F iff L(p′) = B. This complementary arcp′ makesp
bounded [61] and represents the back pressure.M(p) +M(p′) = 2 indicates that the forward arc
p is bounded by 2. This is coincident with the implementation in [33, 80, 42] where the capacity
of each relay station is 2. We define the back pressure arc as follows:

Definition 4 (Back pressure arc). Back pressure arc of an arcp is an added arcp′ to the original
MG which satisfies•p = p′• and•p′ = p•, L(p′) = B andM(p′) = 2−M(p).

The arcp in the original MG is called a “forward arc” to distinguish itfrom the added back pressure
arcs (L(p) = F ). In Fig. 2.2(b),P2′ is a back pressure arc added fromtr to ts2 soL(P2) =
L(P1) = F , L(P2′) = B. It corresponds to adding a “stall” (as Sin2 in Fig. 2.2(b)) signal in the
original LIS.M(P2′) = 0 relates to “Sin2=1” which requires that Sender2 be stalled.On the other
hand,M(P2′) > 0 relates to “Sin2=0” which indicates that Sender2 does not have to be stalled.

We need to point out that EMG is just a modification of MG for strict firing rule. In the theory
of LIS, both forward latencyLf and backward latencyLb are 1. So in most handshake based
protocols, each stage has a buffer size ofLf + lb = 2, which allows storing two data before both
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the updated “valid” and “stall”signals arrive. If this is directly modeled by MG, each placep should
have a capacity of 2 (K(p) = 2). With the place capacity, the MG should be fired with strict firing
rule. We know that MG can still be fired with weak firing rule if we make some changes to this
MG to get MG′ as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Not surprisingly, this derived MG′ is just the EMG
model. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, if back pressure is notadded to one arcp, we assume
K(p) = ∞.

2.2 Periodic Clock Calculus

It has been proved in the last section that if a system’s MG model is strongly connected, transitions
which model IP blocks and relay stations with certain periodic patterns. If we relate the firing
of one transitiont to a binary sequenceSt such thatSt[k] = 1/0 denotes at clock cyclek, t
is fired/disabled,St becomes a periodic sequencevt(ut). vt is the prefix ofSt representing the
transient phase andut is the part that iterates infinitum. Analyzing the periodic sequenceSt can
reveal some properties of the LIS model which can be studied within the framework of periodic
clock calculus. Here, we briefly introduce some basics of theperiodic clock calculus [29] and
we conform to the definition of [29][28][30] and show their applications to analyzing the latency
insensitive system schedulings.

Definition 5 (Clock and periodic clock [28]). A clock for an infinite stream is an infinite binary
word which is a member of theω-regular set(0 + 1)ω. A periodic clockw is an infinitely peri-
odic binary word and can be expressed as:w = v(u), where(u) = limnu

n denotes the infinite
repetition ofu with period|u| , andv is a prefix ofw.

Note that ifw is the clock of activation sequence (scheduling) for a computation block, then the
computation block is activated at the cyclen if thenth letter ofw (also denoted asw[n]) is 1, else at
thenth cycle, the computation block remains idle. For the scheduling purposes,v is often denoted
as the transient or initial sequence andu as the periodic sequence. For an arbitrary binary wordw,
let |w| denote the length ofw and|w|1 denotes the number of1s inw and|w|0 denotes the number
of 0s inw. Note that for infinite words, these could be infinite. Letw[1 . . . n] be the prefix of length
n of w. [w]p denotes the location ofpth 1 in w. It can be inferred that:

[1.w]p = [w]p−1 + 1, p > 1 (2.3)

[0.w]p = [w]p + 1, p ≥ 1 (2.4)

Note that if a periodic clockw = v(u) is a clock of a computation block A, then|u|1 refers to the
number of firings (executions) of A within one period and|u|0 refers to the latencies of A within
one period, therefore the throughput of A can be given by:

δ(A) =
|u|1

|u|1 + |u|0
=

|u|1
|u|

(2.5)
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Definition 6 (Precedence relation [28]). One can define a precedence relation� between two
clocksw1 andw2, iff ∀ p ≥ 1, [w1]p ≤ [w2]p.

This relation is a partial order on clocks e.g.(1) � (10) � (01) � (001) � (0). It can be used to
reflect a causal relation between two clocks. For example, ifdata flow A is dependent on data flow
B andwA, wB are the clocks of A, B, thenwB � wA.

Definition 7 (Upper/lower bound [28]). The upper boundw ⊔ w′ and the lower boundw ⊓ w′ of
two clocksw andw′ can be characterized as sequences with the following properties:

∀p ≥ 1, [w ⊔ w′]p = max([w]p, [w
′]p) (2.6)

∀p ≥ 1, [w ⊓ w′]p = min([w]p, [w
′]p) (2.7)

It could be proved that:w � w ⊔ w′, w′ � w ⊔ w′ andw ⊓ w′ � w, w ⊓ w′ � w′. In order to
analyze the unification of data flows which have different clocks, [28] discusses synchronizability
usingsub-type relation.

Definition 8 (Synchronizable clocks [28]). Two clocksw andw′ are synchronizable, written as
w ⊲⊳ w′ , iff ∃d, d′ ∈ N such thatw � 0dw′ andw′ � 0d

′

w. It meansw can be delayed byd′ ticks
so that the1s ofw′ occur before the1s ofw, and reciprocally.

It is also interesting to note that if for alln, thenth 1 of w is bounded by a finite distance from the
nth 1 of w′, then a bounded FIFO is enough to “slow down” one data flow according to the other.
Further, [30] gives a sufficient and necessary condition of synchronizability for periodic clocks.

Theorem 2. [30] Two periodic clocksw = v(u) andw′ = v′(u′) are synchronizable, denoted as
w ⊲⊳ w′, iff they have the same rate (throughput)

|u|1
|u|

=
|u′|1
|u′|

(2.8)

Definition 9 (subtyping relation [28]). The subtyping relation, written as<: is the conjunction of
precedence and synchronizability:w1 <: w2 iff w1 � w2 andw1 is synchronizable withw2.

Therefore, if there is subtyping relation between two clocks, they must have the same throughput.
In a computation block, the clocks of the input and output data flows must satisfy this constraint if
bounded buffers are used and no data should be lost.

Theorem 3. In a causal computation block,si1, si2, . . . , siN are the input signals andso1, so2, . . . , soM
are the output signals.clk sik, clk soj are the clocks of these signals,k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. The computation block can work correctly with bounded buffers iff clk soj =⊔

k clk sik ⇒ clk soj :> clk sik.
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This is apparent, for example in Fig. 2.3,a and b are the input data flows of the computation
block andc is the output data flow. Here we assume the computation blocksarecausal systems,
that the system’s outputs only depend on the previous and thecurrent inputs but not the future
inputs. clk a, clk b and clk c are clocks ofa, b and c, thenclk c = clk a ⊔ clk b. To make
a andb synchronizable,clk a, clk b must have the same throughput, otherwise, if throughput of
clk a is larger than the throughput ofclk b, infinite data will aggregate in the input buffer ofa and
unbounded buffer is required. Byclk c = clk a⊔ clk b, it implies thatclk c should have the same
throughput asclk a andclk b. Combined with the causal relation, it implies thatclk c :> clk a,
clk c :> clk b. It is used when analyzing the scheduling relations of a jointransition (a transition
with multiple incoming arcs) for latency insensitive systems. On the other hand, if such type

clk_a

clk_b

clk_c
a

b
c

Figure 2.3: A example of subtyping relation

relation are not satisfied betweenclk a, clk b andclk c, the block cannot computec correctly with
bounded buffers.

2.3 SIGNAL language and Polychronous Framework

2.3.1 SIGNAL language

SIGNAL is a synchronous programming language for real time applications [41], which allows
describing a system with concurrency specification and verify the functional correctness without
considering the actual implementation. In a SIGNAL process, signals (a signal is defined as a infi-
nite sequence of events) likex,y can update at different frequencies determined by their “clocks”,
denoted aŝx andŷ. The clock of a signal indicates the set of instants at which this signal is absent
or present. The relations of clocks are implicitly includedin SIGNAL operations shown in Ta-
ble 2.1. For a boolean signalC, [C] refers to the set of instants when boolean variableC = true.
Clocks can also be explicitly related using clock equations shown in Table 2.2. One can refer to
[9] for the detailed explanation of SIGNAL syntax shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

2.3.2 SDFG and CH

One of the tasks of the SIGNAL compiler is to transform the concurrent specification written in
SIGNAL language to a sequential implementation in C language. Therefore a valid schedule of the
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SIGNAL operator SIGNAL expression Clock relation Conditional dependency

Function Y = f(X1, X2, . . . , XN ) Ŷ = X̂1 = . . . = X̂N Xi
X̂i−−−→ Y

Downsampling Y = X when C Ŷ = X̂ ∧ [C] X
X̂∧[C]
−−−−−→ Z

Merge Y = X default Z Ŷ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ X
X̂
−−→ Y

Ŷ /X̂
←−−− Z

Delay Y = X $ init y0 Ŷ = X̂ X(i− 1)→ Y (i), i > 0, Y (0) = y0

Table 2.1: Conditional dependencies for kernel operations of SIGNAL language [9]

concurrent specification must be found. SDFG is a formal structure used by the compiler to find
scheduling. Each basic operation of SIGNAL has its ownconditional dependency[62] shown in
Table 2.1. SDFG is constructed by composing all of the conditional dependencies [58]. A simple
SIGNAL process and its SDFG(bottom left) is shown as in Figure 2.4. A valid schedule forbids
combinational loopin SDFG. Combinational loop in SDFG refers to the followings.

process A= (? integer a,b; ! integer c,d,e;)
(| c := a - b

| d := a + 1 when c > 0
| e := 2 * b when c <= 0 |)

a b

ĉ ĉ

c

d

c>0

~ ~a b c

[c>0]~ de

c<=0

[c<=0]~e

Figure 2.4: SIGNAL description of process A and its SDFG and CH

1. A loop without buffers which is expressed by “$” in a SIGNALprocess. For example, inBX
:= X $ init 0 , signalBX takes the previous value ofX and which can be treated as a buffer
of X.

2. A loop with effective conditions. If there is a loop in the path, forexample,a1
c1−−→ a2

c2−−→

. . .
cn−1
−−−→ an

cn−−→ a1 , it must satisfy
∧n

i=1 ci to be a combinational loop. In other words, all the

Table 2.2: Explicit clock relations using clock equations
Clock relations Clock equations Explanation
Synchronization Y ˆ= X signal Y is synchronized with signal X

Union Y ˆ=Xˆ+Z values of signal Y are on the instants of signal X or signal Z
Intersection Y ˆ=Xˆ*Z values of signal Y are on the same instants of signal X and signal Z
Deference Y ˆ=Xˆ-Z values of signal Y are on the instants of signal X but not signal Z
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conditions along this loop should be true at the same time forthe loop to be a true combinational
loop. Figure 2.5 shows two processes B, C and their SDFG. Process B has a combinational loop
between signal c and d. On the other hand, process C with a slight change has no combinational
loop, because there are bufferszc andzd in the loop.

process B= (? integer a,b; process C= (? integer a,b;
! integer c,d;) ! integer c,d;)

(| c := a + b (| c := a + zd
| d := b + c |) |zc := c $ init 0

| d := b + zc
|zd := d $ init 0 |)

where
integer zc, zd;

end

a c

d b 

a c

d b 

zc

zd

Process B Process C

Figure 2.5: Process B with a combinational circle and Process C without combinational circles.

Another important aspect of the compiler is to synthesize the clock relations by a formal structure
clock hierarchy(CH). In a given CH, any child node clock is a down-sampling of its ancestors. All
of the synchronized clocks are grouped as one node in CH. [3] illustrates an algorithm to construct
the CH for a given SIGNAL process. The CH of process A is shown in Figure 2.4(on the right) as
well. Root nodêa ∼ b̂ ∼ ĉ means that signala, b, c are synchronized and have the fastest clock.
[c > 0] ∼ d̂ as a child node indicates that clock ofd is synchronized with the clock[c > 0] = true,
and they are downsamples of clockc. Sometimes, there might be contradicting clock relations
within one CH, and which is formally defined in [72] as an ill-formed hierarchy.

Definition 2.3.1. [72] A CH is ill-formed if and only if:
1. There exists any boolean signalx, thatx̂ is a childnode of either[x] or [¬x], where[x] represents
“ when x = true” and [¬x] represents “when x = false”.
2. There exist signalb1, b2 and b̂1 is a ancestor of̂b2, whereb1 = c1fc2 and ĉ1, ĉ2 are childnodes
of b̂2, f = {∨,∧, \}.

In 1, x̂ is a childnode of its downsamples[x] or [¬x]. In 2, sinceb1 = c1fc2, b1 should be a
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childnode of the common ancestor ofĉ1 and ĉ2. Here the common ancestor isb2, thenb1 is a
childnode ofb2, and it contradicts that̂b1 is a ancestor of̂b2. Therefore, ill-formed hierarchy
results from contradictiing clock inclusion, which is explained by an example given in Chapter 4.
SDFG and CH can be used to check communication correctness between interconnected processes.

2.3.3 Endochrony, Isochrony and GALS distribution

Endochrony and Isochrony are properties to ensure correct operation of synchronous processes
working in an asynchronous environment. The formal definitions and proofs of endochrony and
isochrony can be found in [8] and [7]. In this chapter, we onlydiscuss their applications to GALS
and their verification, which is the foundation for our framework of modeling, analyzing GALS
design. More rigorous discussion about endochrony and isochrony can be found in [8] and [7].

Endochrony ensures that a process interacts with an asynchronous environment correctly. An
endochronous process can uniquely resynchronize a group ofdata flows to synchronous state tran-
sition [8] without external information. An endochronous process has a unique sequential schedul-
ing.

Isochrony enables correct communication between two processesP1 andP2. If two processes
P1 andP2 are isochronous, their communication is independent from the channel delay. In other
words, they can behave equivalently as they are interactingthrough synchronous channels.

GALS refers to a globally asynchronous system made of locally synchronous components, com-
municating via asynchronous communication media. Endochrony and isochrony provide a suffi-
cient solution for mapping a synchronous program onto a group of distributed processors [6].
Property 1: Suppose we have a system P which consists of a finite collection of processes
Pi(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n), P is endo-isochronous if

1. eachPi is endochronous;

2. each pair(Pi, Pj) is isochronous.
If P is endo-isochronous, when eachPi works in an asynchronous environment and communicates
with others asynchronously, thenP will have the latency equivalent behavior as when allPis
communicate synchronously. Endo-isochrony provides a sufficient solution for GALS design.

Verification of endo-isochrony is employed from [72] and we come up with our framework to
model and analyze GALS designs. [72] shows that
Property 2: A process is endochronous iff the process is:

1. without combinational cycle;

2. without ill-formed clock;

3. its CH has a unique root.
Condition 1 can be verified by checking its SDFG and conditions2 and 3 can be verified during
the procedure of construction of the CH. Since it is possible to get the SDFG and CH from a given
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SIGNAL process, they can be used to check endochrony for any system modeled by SIGNAL. [72]
also pointed out one way of checking isochrony [72]
Property 3: (P,Q) is isochronous, if twoP andQ satisfy,

1. P‖Q, the synchronous composition ofP andQ is acyclic;

2. P andQ have no ill-formed clocks;

3. P‖Q has no ill-formed clock.
Similarly, condition 1 can be easily checked by analyzing the composition of the SDFG ofP‖Q,
condition 2 can be checked by observing CHs ofP andQ. We can compose the CH ofP and
Q to see if there is contradicting clock relations to verify 3.Analyzing the clock relations of two
processes is fully described in [43]

2.4 LIS-LOLA, a LIS analyzer

All of our methods related to scheduled LIS design flow are validated on our tool LIS-LOLA,
which is a software to analyze the performance of LIS based onLOLA (A Low Level Petri net
Analyzer) [67]. LOLA is an open source validation tool for place/transition net reachability analy-
sis. It embeds several state space reduction techniques such as automated detection of symmetries,
partial order reduction, sweep-line-method, coverability methods and linear invariants methods.
Some of them can also be jointly used. Also, it accepts textual specification as input, which facil-
itates the integration with other tools. We utilize the LOLA’s internal data structures for petri net
graphic representation and state space exploring techniques, based on which we have added some
features for LIS analysis. The following extensions to LOLAhave been done by us:

• LOLA is extended for specification of the ISCAS and the ITC benchmarks. This enables us
to access these benchmarks to validate our algorithms and methods in LIS synthesis.

• Simulated latency information can be provided to a constructed marked graph. Additional
transitions and related places, arcs, markings are inserted into the constructed graph. This
simulates the process of packing shells for IP and adding relay stations in LIS synthesis flow.

• ASAP scheduling is implemented for LOLA. When LOLA is fired, the marking (state) tran-
sition conforms to the ASAP scheduling and record the periodic marking sequences as well
as firing sequences for each transition. Informations such as throughput, buffer sizes can be
reported.



Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the past and contemporary important contributions in the field of GALS
design styles, formal analysis models for GALS and in particular LIS designs. In this dissertation,
we are more interested in modeling and analyzing the GALS design rather than GALS implemen-
tation details. So we just give an overview of different existing GALS design styles. We don’t
look into too much detail about progresses related to physical characteristic, such as ring oscilla-
tor’s variability and clock network optimization. Rather, we emphasize more on the current formal
methods which have been applied to GALS and LIS design. For the LIS design, an introduction
about the two fundamental design styles (hand-shaking, scheduling) is given in Chapter 1, here we
focus on the techniques which have been proposed for performance optimization.

3.1 Overview of GALS design styles

The term GALS was first used in the work of Chapiro in his doctoral dissertation, “Globally-
Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous Systems”(Dept. of Computer Science, Standford Univ.,1984) [24].
In his work, he proposed an interface using pausible clock circuitry. For the last twenty years,
many efforts about GALS design have been made both in academia and industry [47]. Broadly
speaking, most of these work adopt a similar architecture inwhich the locally synchronous blocks
are packed with some glue logics as interfaces and interconnected through communication fab-
rics. The central issue of GALS design is to handle the problem resulting from crossing clock
domains. A flip-flop or latch sampling data from other clock domains may violate the setup and
hold requirements. It leads to an indeterminate output voltage and requires unbounded length of
time to become stabilized to a valid value [23], which is regarded as metastability failure. This
problem can be handled by using a series of flip-flops connected in a row (Fig. 3.1) and the failure
probability drops exponentially with the number of flip-flops [76].

It is the responsibility of the communication fabric to makethe correct data transfer between dif-
ferent clock island. Based on the techniques required, the existing GALS designs can be classified

27
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Figure 3.1: A two-flop synchronizer

into three categories: pausible clock, asynchronous and loosely synchronous [76]1.

3.1.1 Pausible clocks

The idea of Pausible clock was proposed by Chaprio in his dissertation in [24]. Pausible clocks
are used to decouple clock domains to transfer data safely and to avoid metastability. Each syn-
chronous block can generate its own clock using a ring oscillator and the frequency of which should
meet the frequency requirement for this particular block. Control signals are used to stop or restart
the ring oscillator which start or stop its own clock. With the ability to stop the clocks, data is trans-
ferred between wrappers when both the data transmitter and receiver’s clocks are stopped [82].

There are two major advantages for pausible clocking technique. The clock edge of the receiving
block can be delayed or stretched by stalling the ring oscillator until the data from the sending
block arrives. Thus metastability is completely avoided. On the other hand, shutting down an
IP block through the ring oscillator when the IP block is idle(not performing any computation
or processing) can reduce dynamic power consumption. However, the disadvantage of pausible
clocking is also apparent. Ring oscillator are impractical for industrial use because they are very
sensitive to process, voltage and temperature variations.So most designs only choose pausible
clocking if power consumption is a critical consideration.

3.1.2 Asynchronous interfaces

An asynchronous interface uses circuits known as synchronizers to transfer signals such asre-
questandacknowledgehand-shaking signals, from the outside clock domain to the local clock
domain. Synchronizers have circuitry similar to the one shown in Fig. 3.1 to reduce the possibility
of metastability failure. The hand-shaking signals guarantee correct data transfer across the clock
domains. As a result, the received data flow is without duplicated or missing data compared to the
transmitted data flow. This approach is reliable but suffersfrom low throughput.

[68] increased the throughput of an asynchronous interfaceby pipelining the synchronous opera-
tions through a FIFO buffer along with the data. [25] provides a low-latency synchronizing FIFO

1Other classification can be found in [52]
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buffers by detecting when the FIFO buffer is nearly empty (atthe transmitter’s side) or nearly full
(at the receiver’s side). These predicative information are used along with the traditional full and
empty signals to control the data flow adaptively.

Another approach for asynchronous interface is realized byasynchronous FIFO between the trans-
mitter and receiver [5]. The FIFO is designed with special treatment which hides the synchro-
nization problem inside the FIFO buffers. It is reported to tolerate large interconnect delays and
resilient to metastability. The advantage of this design isthat it takes the FIFO out of the syn-
chronous blocks thus avoiding any changes inside the synchronous blocks. However, the FIFO
buffers normally have wide interconnect data buses and can cost a lot of area.

3.1.3 Loosely synchronous interfaces

Loosely synchronous interfaces apply to the situation whenthe frequencies difference or their
bounds between the communicating blocks are known before hand. In this situation, the hand-
shaking can be removed if the designers are able to exploit these bounds to ensure that the timing
requirements are met. So the resulting system are able to achieve higher performance and have
more deterministic latencies than those of the asynchronous interfaces. The most common case is a
mesochronousrelationship, where the transmitter and receiver work on exactly the same frequency
but their clocks have an unknown but steady phase difference. It usually happens when the two
clocks are derived from a same source but deliveries to the two blocks have different latencies
in the clock network. Self-timing scheme at the receiver’s input [40] is used so that a self-timed
FIFO buffer in the receiver can compensate for the phase difference. The FIFO buffer is properly
initialized tohalf full. During operation, the number of data in FIFO remain within±1 data item
of half full since the sending frequency and the receiving frequencies match. In this case, stopping
signals are unnecessary hence the throughput is increased.[22] provides an interface with single
stage, clocked FIFO buffer, which tolerates nearly two clock periods of phase uncertainty between
the transmitter and the receiver.

3.2 Formal approach for GALS and LIS design

In this section, we discuss several formal approaches whichhave been applied to model and an-
alyze GALS and LIS. Both GALS and LIS are concurrency systems.They consist of multiple
components which may execute simultaneously with interactions. Issues like indeterminacy, dead-
lock and overflow are potential risks for such systems if theyare not designed properly. Formal
methods can play an important role to help designer find reliable solutions for coordinating the
execution, data exchange, buffer allocation, and execution scheduling to minimize response time
and maximize throughput. Models of concurrent system have gained many attractions from re-
searchers and designers in the field of GALS and LIS studies. In this section, we introduce some
related works on using formal approaches for GALS and LIS design.
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3.2.1 Kahn processing network (KPN)

Kahn process network (KPN) is a distributed model computation (MoC) where each node of the
network is a sequential deterministic process and it is communicating with other nodes through un-
bounded FIFO channels [44]. Regardless the computation varieties and communication delays, the
process network is guaranteed to be deterministic. KPN was initially proposed to model distributed
systems but it is also found many applications in modeling embedded systems, signal processing
system and other high-performance computing systems. Processes exchange data via unbounded
FIFO channels. Writing to a channel is non-blocking, while reading from a channel is blocking. A
process can’t test input availability but can only stall there waiting for a token if that input channel
is currently empty.

[70] had proposed a GALS design methodology based on KPN MoC and which is shown in
Fig. 3.2. From a the system’s description, the behaviors of the system is identified as a collec-
tion of concurrent processes communicating asynchronously with a Kahn Process Network (KPN)
MoC. Then, the specification can be validated via functional simulation to ensure the correctness
of the KPN model. Transformation from the KPN model to the target GALS design is made and
the refinements use a components library.

Simulation

based
validation

Figure 3.2: A flow of GALS design methodology based on KPN [70]

In this design methodology, [70] created GALS design a correct-by construction design by refin-
ing a its specification as a KPN. The refinement transformed each process with a blocking read
and non-blocking interface. The communication between therefined processes is facilitated by
asynchronous communication with a shared on-chip memory. Meanwhile, [70] proved that their
refinement preserve the KPN properties using I/O automata such that each process is deterministic,
continuous and monotonic. Also, they showed that the KPN model and the refined GALS model
are latency equivalent by firstly showing that each process and its refinement is latency equivalent,
and then showing that composition of processes preserves latency equivalence.

Bounded Dataflow NetworksBDN is a variation of KPN, where the FIFO sizes are bounded. Nodes
can enqueue into a FIFO only when the FIFO is not full and dequeue from a FIFO only when
it is not empty [44]. [77] presents a theory for modular refinement of synchronous sequential
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circuit (SSM) using BDN. They propose the LI-BDN, a special class of BDNs with some good
compositional properties and provide a flow for refinement ofany SSM into an LI-BDN and the
latency insensitive property is preserved under parallel and interactive composition. Also, the LI-
BDN can be extended to refine multiple-cycle computation block with correct function.

3.2.2 Process calculi

Process calculi, also referred as process algebras, facilitates system-level description of interac-
tions, communications, and synchronizations between a collection of concurrent processes. It also
permits formal reasoning about equivalences between processes (e.g., using bisimulation), thus
being widely used in specification and validation of GALS, LIS design.

1. CSP

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a formal language for describing patterns of inter-
action in concurrent systems [64]. CSP provides two classes of primitives in its process algebra:
Events and Primitive processes. Events represent communications or interactions and which are
assumed to be indivisible and instantaneous. They can be atomic names, compound names and
input/output events. Primitive processes represent fundamental behaviors of processes.

A process alphabet consists of input(A) and output(B) which are called the input and output
channels. An input valuev arriving at channelc is denoted byc?v andc!v represents a outputv
released byc. Basic behaviors of processes can be expressed by CSP operators.

1. Deterministic choice: a → P�b → Q. It represents the process that waits for eventa or b
and will transit to processP orQ if it getsa or b.

2. Parallel composition: P ‖ Q denotes that processesP andQ synchronize on common
actions, dependencies exist betweenP andQ.

3. Interleaving: P |||Q represents that processesP andQ can execute independently of each
other and no interaction on any events between them except termination.

4. Conditional actions: P ⊳ cond ⊲ Q represents thatP is performed if the conditioncond
holds. OtherwiseQ is executed.

5. Others: skip is an event that happens instantaneously,stop makes one process deadlock,
error denotes a divergent state.

[45] presents CSP model for LIS. It models the computational blocks and connectors for LIS. The
composition of IP blocks is done by the parallel composition. Also, properties such as liveness and
deadlock freedom of LI systems are given as conditions for later check. In this model, [45] com-
pares streams of events from the synchronous model of the system against its latency insensitive
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implementation by checking bisimulation and the latency equivalent is found to be satisfied. The
detailed model descriptions can be found in [45].

2. CCS

The Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) was introduced by Robin Milner around 1980 in
his book with the same title [60]. It models indivisible communications between exactly two par-
ticipants, which includes primitives for representing parallel composition, choice between actions
and scope restriction. CCS is useful for evaluating the qualitative correctness of properties of a
system such as deadlock or livelock [49].

[69] models each component of GALS designs in CCS processes which supports nondeterminism
and provides a unique formal verification using bisimulation semantics for equivalent checking be-
tween specification and implementation. [46] presents a method to describe both the specification
and implementation of delay-insensitive (one kind of GALS interfaces) in CCS. Particularly, the
property of delay-insensitivity is also defined as aMUST-testingpreorder in CCS which captures
the refinement relationship between specification and implementation.

3.2.3 Petri-net

In Chapter 2, an introduction of marked graph (MG) is given, which is a special case of Petri-net.
The definition of Petri-net is somewhat similar to MG but is more general that one placep can
have multiple incoming and outgoing arcs. Two subsets of Petri-net gain the most popularity in
modeling GALS and LIS designs, MG andsignal transition graph(STG). The first one is usually
used to model the overall communications network of the system while the latter is good candidate
to represent the asynchronous interface. Here we give a brief introduction of STG. On the other
hand, since we have already introduced MG in the last chapter, we will focus some variation of
MG for modeling GALS and LIS.

1. Signal transition graph (STG)An STGΓ(Σ, Z, λ) is defined based on a Petri-netΣ(P, T,M)
thatZ is a finite set of binary signals, which generates a finite alphabetZ± = Z × {+,−} of
signal transitions.λ : T → Z± is a labeling function. In STG, each node represents a transition
of a signal. For signalx, x− denotesx is changed from “1” to “0” (falling edge) whilex+ denotes
the change from “0” to “1” (rising edge). STG is the most widely used model to specify the
asynchronous circuits. One can find many work use STG to represent the systems for synthesis
and verification [26, 65, 79, 81].

2. Marked graph and its variations MG and its variations has been successfully used in LIS
modeling and analysis [20, 31, 57, 78, 12, 13, 11, 32, 17, 15, 19]. For most of these works, timed
marked graph (TMG) is used where each transition has a unit latency which expresses one clock
delay of each module. [19] uses elastic marked graph based onTMG is proposed, such that each arc
has an complementary arc with the opposite direction to the data flow, which models the backward
stall signal. [15], an similar MG variation denoted as back pressure graph (BPG) is proposed. The
only difference is that the capacity of an forward arc can be increased. This is used for throughput
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improvement through buffer resizing (see the discussion inSection 3.3.1). In [32], the dual marked
graph (DMG) is provided by extending MG by allowing negativemarkings and early firing, which
enables the early evaluation (see the introduction in Section 3.7).

3.2.4 Other formal methods for verification

A variety of formal verification methodology have been developed and applied for GALS, LIS
designs. Most of these methods use model checking techniquewhich verifies the protocol by
exploring all of the reachable states.

Rostislav et. al. [36] propose a way of converting signal transition graphs of asynchronous proto-
cols into PSL statements and employ assertion based verification tool to do complete verification.
In [50] , a verification framework based on process space is employed, where a new data transition
model representing the implicit relationship between clock and data validity events is proposed
and a comprehensive implementation models for the asynchronous wrapper and the asynchronous
communication scheme is constructed; In [35], Dasgupta et.al. propose deadlock tolerant GALS
ring architecture using Petri net specification and used model checking tool for reachability anal-
ysis and deadlock check. [66] verifies the asynchronous hardware designs specified in CHP, a
VLSI programming language based on process calculi, using exiting model checking tool CADP
that are based on exploration of LTSS (labeled transition system). Specially for LIP, [71] pro-
pose a framework to validate the families of LIP using Spin model check for latency equivalence.
It also models the LIP with SML to validate the functional correctness by a programming based
simulation technique.

3.3 Performance Optimization for LIS

Another aspect of LIS research is on performance optimization for LIS design. Many works are
there exploring various ways of improving the design’s performance, especially the throughput.
This section gives a brief discussion of these approaches.

3.3.1 Performance optimization by slack matching

In hand-shake based LIS, the performance maybe degraded because of using stall signals. Fig. 3.3
is an MG model of LIS using hand-shaking from [19]. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the through-
put of the original system (without considering the back pressure arcs) is 3/5, determined by the
cyclea → b → c → d → e → a. However, if hand-shakings are used for every link and each arc
has a capacity of 2 [16], the throughput is brought down to 1/4by the cycleh → j → i → h. At h,
waiting for token from d slows down the system. A method called slack matchingis used to make
the token come toh with a small latency difference. Slack matching achieves this by increasing
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the capacity of short branch (the incoming path which has less latency) with the aim of balancing
fork-join branches [18].

Figure 3.3: One example showing the throughput degradation[19]

There are two technique that can be used to increase the capacity and are referred asBuffer sizing
andRecyclingaccording to [18].

• Buffer sizing is used to increase the capacities of buffers. Intuitively,increasing the buffer
capacity of one arcp (see the assumption we made to simplify the expression in Sec-
tion 2.1.3) can increase the initial tokens on its complementary arcp′. If p′ is on a criti-
cal cycle, adding tokens on this arc can make this cycle no longer critical or increase the
throughput. For instance, in Fig. 3.3, if one of the forward arcs inh → j → i → h increases
its capacity by 1. Then the throughput will be increased to 2/4. If another arc in this cycle
increases its capacity further by 1, the throughput will be raised to 3/4 and resulting system
becomes the one shown in Fig. 3.4. Generally, the minimum additional buffer sizes required
to achieve a given throughput can be found by solving a mixed integer linear programming
formulation (MILP) which is known NP-complete. [56]. [56] is the first work, according to
our knowledge, to provide such formulation. It restricts the throughput by restricting every
cycle mean (see definition in Section 2.1.3), which again canbe expressed by a group of
linear inequalities in terms of rational number associatedwith the transitions. [15] extends
this formulation for asynchronous design.

• Recycling is to add bubbles in the short branches, the one with short latencies. This tech-
nique is based on the idea that breaking down a long combination path can increase the clock
period. Therefore, recycling is similar to the idea of buffer insertion in retiming [54]. For
Fig. 3.3, a bubble is inserted in arcj → h by adding additional transitions. The original arc
j → h is broken into two arcs which achieves the same throughput asobtained by buffer
sizing shown in Fig. 3.5. [18] pointed out that recycling can’t always achieve the same
throughput improvement as buffer sizing.
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Figure 3.4: Throughput improvement through buffer resizing [18]

Figure 3.5: Throughput improvement through recycling [18]

3.3.2 Performance optimization by exploiting dependencies

LIS is normally designed without considering the information inside each IP block to keep the
integrity of the predesigned IP modules, thus each IP block is treated as a black box. However,
in some cases if the internal information such as dependencies within one block is known for the
designer, it can be used to reduce the implementation of the LIS and globally optimize the system’s
performance. This is studied in [55]. Since IP blocks are synchronous systems, they can always
be expressed as FSMs. In [55], the functional independence condition (FIC) is obtained before
synthesis of the LIS system. FIC indicates whether in stateSi, the state transition toSj or the
generation of outputOk is independent of a particular inputIl. If it is independent, inSi the FSM
does not need to be stalled waiting for the inputIl. Both the wrapper design can be simplifed and
the throughput can be increased.
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Figure 3.6: An motivating example

Consider a motivating example from [55] shown in Fig. 3.6. A relay station is inserted on the
data path ofY . Two synchronous IP blocks communicate with each other through signalX and
Y [55], whose FSMs areM1 andM2. Each FSM has an output variable and is just the input
variable of the other FSM.M1 has one outputX which is also the input ofM2. M1 has one input
Y which is the output ofM2. The transition arc is marked by the condition which activates the
transition. BothM1 andM2 have three statesM1 : {A,B,C}, andM2 : {D,E, F}. M1 and
M2 are single output Moore FSMs. We assume that in each state S, the output variable is equal
to the corresponding lowercase letter s, e.g.M1 outputsX = a in stateA, X = b in stateB,
X = c in stateC, so isY . M1 has an initial state ofA andM2 has an initial state ofD. In
stateC of M1, transition toA is independent of its inputY . Also in stateB, transition toA is
independent ofY . ForM2, transition fromF toE is independent of inputX. FIC detectors at the
shells are developed in order to obtain this information, based on which the system’s throughput
can be increased from0.66 to 0.72 as claimed in [55] by removing unnecessary synchronization
on these non-required inputs.

3.3.3 Performance optimization by early evaluation

Traditionally, the convergent block, the block has multiple inputs can be enabled only when all of
its input data are available. This is often referred as late evaluation and is too strict especially when
the reconvergent block plays a role as a multiplexer. For example, consider a block that takes three
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Figure 3.7: An LIS with early evaluation

inputsin1, in2 andS, where the first two are input data andS is a choice signal.

out =

{
in1 if S = 1

in2 if S = 0
(3.1)

Such a block can be controlled by an early evaluation of the expression. For instance, output can be
generated right away asout = in1 if in1, S are available andS = 1 is evaluated. It does not have
to wait for the availability ofin2. At the same time, datain2 should be dropped if the output has
already been generated by early evaluation which prevents this in2 from producing new output.

According to [32], the key problem of early evaluation is to prevent the spurious enabling of a
block when the non-required inputs (such asin2 in the last example) arrive later after the compu-
tation completed.Antitokensalso termed as negative tokens which were introduced to solve this
problem. Comparatively, positive token refers to any token in the original graph. When an early
evaluation happens, a negative token is generated at the “don’t care” inputs. When they meet the
positive tokens on these “don’t care” links later, they annihilate, thus the late arriving non-required
tokens can not enable the computation block anymore. There are two types of antitokens,pas-
siveandactivedepending on their “mobility”. A passive antitoken by its name, can’t move, but
only waits for the positive token and is simpler to implement. On the contrary, the active anti-
token can travel backward to meet the positive token. It has advantages in terms of power and
performance. [18].

With early evaluation, the “AND” firing rule for the reconvergent block should be changed to
the “OR” firing rule. The conditions which can enable a block are denoted as guards. There
might be multiple guards for a block. The guards for the earlier example arein1, S andin2, S.
The availability of either guard is enough to generateout. Fig. 3.7 shows an example of early
evaluation. Let the guards of blockT0 beP0 andP1. With early evaluation,T0 is fired whenP0
has a token and generates a antitoken onP1 to destroy its late incoming token.
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With early evaluation, the system’s throughput can be improved. Several approaches have been
proposed for early evaluations to implement generation of antitokens in the flow opposite to data
transfer [21, 32].



Chapter 4

Modeling and Analyzing LIP
implementation Using Polychronous
Framework

As Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous (GALS) based System-on-chip (SoC) are
gaining importance, a special case of GALS when the global clocking is preserved, but the inter-
connect delays of multiple clock cycles are to be tolerated has also been proposed, and used. In
this case, the protocols are complex, and many optimized implementations of such protocols need
verification that indeed they work correctly with respect tothe specification of the system. Usu-
ally the specification of the system is fully globally clocked with negligible interconnect delays,
so that the specification can be first implemented as synchronous design with traditional tools.
GALS or LIP refinements are then applied to tolerate the multi-cycle interconnect delays, or fully
asynchronous interconnect communication, as the case may be. Verifying that such refinements
are correctness preserving, researchers have used model checking in the past. In this chapter,
we present static analysis based framework for such verification. Our framework makes use of the
Polychrony framework and associated semantic analysis techniques, in the form of endo-isochrony
(see the introduction in Section 2.3.2). We show that the SIGNAL language and its related formal
structures can be used to model LIPs and to verify their implementation using static analysis avoid-
ing state space generation based methods such as model checking. With the SIGNAL syntax, the
elementary hardware such as combinational logic, sequential logic and FSM can be correctly spec-
ified. It enables the modeling of more complicated LIP. On theother hand, two formal structures
synchronous dependence flow graph (SDFG) and clock hierarchy (CH) constructed from SIGNAL
description, can be used to analyze endo-isochrony and therefore verify the correct communica-
tion. These facts provide us an appropriate framework to model and verify the communication of
LIP and which is demonstrated and validated through a case study. Analyzing a number of LIP
protocols to show whether they preserve the correctness with respect to their fully synchronous
specifications using our framework, we believe, designers can verify LIP implementations with
clever optimizations using our framework much more readilythan when using model checking.

39
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4.1 Modeling Register Transfer Level (RTL) elementary hard-
ware using the SIGNAL language

It is well known that SIGNAL is developed for modeling embedded software. However, most
LIPs’ implementation are described at lower level such as gate or RTL level. In this section, we
describe how the SIGNAL language can effectively model hardware described at gate or RTL level
as well. Based on this fact, it is reasonable for us to model more complicated LIP implementa-
tion. Generally speaking, the basic components of hardwaredesign include combinational logic,
sequential logic such as registers and latches, and sometimes Finite State Machine (FSM) to de-
scribe control logics. In the following context, we use SIGNAL to describe combinational logic,
latches and registers and FSM respectively.

4.1.1 Modeling combinational logic

Combinational logic is a type of logical circuit whose outputis a pure function of the present
input only, which can be expressed as a triple{I, O, F}. I is the set of inputs,O is the set of
outputs,F is the set of functions that can be formed by{AND,OR,NOT} or their variants. For
∀o ∈ O, ∃f ∈ F and∃i1, i2, . . . , im ∈ I, o = f(i1, i2, . . . , im). Modeling combinational logic
with SIGNAL is direct. Each variable in{I, O} can be modeled as a boolean or integer signal.
Each function inF can be modeled using boolean or arithmetic functions.

4.1.2 Modeling latches and registers

Latches and registers can store their previous value until the trigger conditions are satisfied. Here
we use latch to denote level-triggered storage and registerfor edge-triggered storage. In Fig-
ure 4.1, a register triggered at positive edge and its SIGNALdescription is shown. Internal signal
ZDout is defined as the previous value ofDout to model the storage. “when (clk and not
zclk) ” expresses the positive edge-triggered condition, wherezclk is the previous value of
clk . One can use “when clk ” (“ when not clk ”) to express a high (low) level-triggered con-
dition. “Dout := Din when (clk and not zclk) default ZDout ” assignsDout
to Din when the trigger condition is true, otherwise it will take its previous valueZDout . Dinˆ=
Doutˆ= clk synchronizes the three signals. (i.e, as clk changes value,the value of Din is sam-
pled, and the value of Dout is computed).

4.1.3 Modeling FSM

The finite state machine (FSM) is generally used for control logic, which can be implemented by
combinational logic and registers. However, it will be muchsimpler to express FSM directly from
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process register= (? integer Din; boolean clk;
! integer Dout;)

(| Dout := Din when (clk and not zclk)
default ZDout

| ZDout := Dout $ init 0
| zclk := clk $ init 0
| Din ˆ= clk ˆ= Dout |)

where
integer ZDout; boolean zclk;

end

Din Dout

clk

Figure 4.1: A register and its SIGNAL description

its state transition diagram. Figure 4.2 shows an FSM with three states IDLE, REQ and WAIT. In
its SIGNAL description,ack andv are inputs andreq is the output,NSrepresents next state of
FSM andS denotes the current state.

% State transition of a FSM %
% S:current state, NS:next state %
% S = 0:IDLE, S =1:REQ, S = 2:WAIT %
process FSM = ( ? boolean ack, v;

! boolean req; )
(| NS := 1 when S = 0 when v default

2 when S = 1 when ack default
0 when S = 2 when not ack
default S

| S := NS $ init 0
| req := 1 when S = 1 default 0

where
integer S, NS;

end

IDLE

REG

/req = 1

WAIT

/req = 0

v

ack = 0 

ack = 1 

Figure 4.2: A finite state machine and its SIGNAL description
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4.2 Modeling LIP using SIGNAL

Now we are going to resend our methodology to model and verifythe implementation of an LIP.
The methodology has the following steps:

1. Model each componentPi using the SIGNAL language;

2. Construct SDFG and CH of eachPi;

3. Check endo-isochrony of the design by the sets of SDFG and CH;

4. If endo-isochrony is satisfied, the design has correct communication.
We demonstrate this methodology by modeling a particular latency insensitive design in Sec-
tion 4.2 and analyzing its endo-isochrony in Section 4.3. Inthe end, the analysis results of other
latency-insensitive designs are provided as well.

In this section, we choose to model pSELF proposed by You, et.al. pSELF is a handshaking
protocol used for a communication fabric and interface between Intellectual Property (IP) cores,
and it traditionally applies to clocked systems. pSELF supports communication with both asyn-
chronous and clocked logics [80]. pEB is one of pSELF protocols as shown in Figure 4.3 from
[80]. One pEB consists of two phase elastic half buffers(pEHB) implemented by latches, which

sr

dr
di0

vr

dl

vl

sl

pEHBL pEHBH

Figure 4.3: Phase synchronous elastic buffer [80]

are enabled on different clock phases. In this figure, the clock signal is not explicitly shown for
simplicity. The pEHB with a L-latch is named as pEHBL and the pEHB with a H-latches is named
as pEHBH. vl is the valid signal from previous stage to indicate an effective value of input dl, sr is
the stall from the next stage to indicate filled buffers and tostop the current pEB generating new
outputs. Both vl and sr can propagate through the current pEB. This pEB is modeled as a SIGNAL
process pEB and shown in Figure 4.4. Process pEB calls two subprocesses pEHBL, pEHBH with
interconnected signalsdi0 , vi0 andsi0 . Here, we only give the code of pEHBL. pEHBH is
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same as pEHBL, except for latches. In subprocess pEHBL, it firstly synchronizes input signals
Vl, Sr, Clk andDl by clock equation̂= since it’s a clocked design. Then it generates the
outputs of the control signalsVr andSl as is quite obvious from the circuit diagram. (Zvr, Vr )
and (Zsl, Sl ) model behaviors of the latches in the control path. After that, the enable signal of
the data path is generated by the logic. At last, the data pathis modeled byDL which represents
the characteristic of the latch.

4.3 Analysis of Endochrony and Isochrony of LIP using SDFG
and CH

In this section, we show the flow of analyzing endochrony and isochrony by a case study of pEB
modeled in Section 4.2. In addition, we provide analysis results of other LIP protocols.

4.3.1 Analysis of Endochrony for pEB

Using the SIGNAL compiler description we can extract the SDFG (Figure 4.5) and the CH(Figure 4.6)
for process pEB. We need to analyze SDFG to check out combinational loops and CH for ill-
formed clocks and single root respectively. To ease the expression, vll and srl are used to rep-
resent the internal signals of pEHBL and enl is the enable signal of pEHBL’s latch and vlh, srh
and enh are named for pEHBH in the same way. Notice that in this SDFG, loops between DL
and ZDL, DH and ZDH, sl and zsl, vr and zvr, si0 and zsi0, vi0 andzvi0 are not combinational
loops. Another loop vll→vi0→srh→si0→vll, is also not an effective combinational loop, because
the path between vll to vi0 and the path between srl to si0 can not be effective at the same instant.
Above all, there is no effective combinational loop in this SDFG. Next, let’s move to its CH. As a
clocked design, all of the signals in pEB are synchronized with signal Clk and therefore its CH has
a special form with only one node. This node is also the root node. It’s easy to see that this CH has
no ill-formed clock and has a unique root. According to Property 2 in Section 2.3, process pEB is
endochronous.

4.3.2 Analysis of composition for two pEBs

Let’s move to two pEBs, denoted as pEB1 and pEB2. We can constructtheir CHs and SDFGs
in the same manner and which are named as CH1 and CH2, SDFG1 and SDFG2 respectively.
Since both CH1 and CH2 have only one node, the composition of thetwo will not give any ill-
formed clocks, see Figure 4.7. This case is too special and wewould like to give readers another
counter example to see how ill-formed clock could be generated when composing two different
processes. See processes D and E and the composition of theirCH’s are given in Figure 4.8.
s1 and s2 are communication signals shared by both processes. In CH(D) of process D, s2 is a
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downsampling of s1 and is present whens1 > 0. On the other hand, in CH(E) of process E, s1 and
s2 are synchronized such that s2 is present when s1 is present. Therefore, composition CH(D) and
CH(E) leads to the contradiction that s1 is present whens1 > 0 which gives a ill-formed clock.

Next, we look at the composition of SDFG1 and SDFG2 in Figure 4.9. We only need to observe
the interface, because we already know from the previous discussion that both SDFG1 and SDFG2
have no combinational loops. Similarly, we can observe thatloop vlh→vr→vl→srl→sl→ sr→vlh
is not effective and therefore the composition SDFG is acyclic. Above all, we can conclude that the
composition of pEB1 and pEB2 are isochronous and therefore a system composed by several pEBs
is endo-isochronous and have correct function as if they areworking in synchronous environment.

4.3.3 Other analysis results

Apart from the example given in Section 5.1 and 5.2, we have also modeled and analyzed several
other LIP protocols listed below. One can refer to the Appendix for the detailed SIGNAL codes.
The analysis results are given in Table 4.10

1. Relay station(RS),wrapper(W) from Carloni et. al. [16];

2. Synchronous interlocked pipelines(SIP) from Jacobson et. al. [42];

3. SELF, elastic half buffer master/slave(EHBM, EHBS), fork,join, eager fork from Cortadella et.
al. [33];

4. pSELF(pEHBL, pEHBH), interleaving to synchronous protocol(int2syn), synchronous to inter-
leaving protocols(syn2int) from [80].
The results are as expected. All of these LIP listed above areclocked designs and the communica-
tion between them are synchronized, therefore isochrony iseasily satisfied with the same reason as
mentioned in Section 4.3. On the other hand, RS, W, SIP, SELF are based on Elastic Buffer(EB)
with handshaking signalsvalid andstall, and their structures have much in common. At the same
time, EB and pEB are similar. Therefore, it’s not surprisingto get the same results as Section 4.3.
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process pEB= (? boolean vl, sr, clk; integer dl;
! boolean vr, sl; integer dr;)

(| (vi0, sl, di0) := pEHBL(vl, si0, clk, dl)
| (vr, si0, dr) := pEHBH(vi0, sr, clk, di0) |)

where
boolean vi0, si0;
integer di0;
%subprocesses EHBM, EHBL%
process pEHBL = (..., ...);
process pEHBH = (..., ...);

end;

%subprocess EHBL%
process pEHBL = ( ? boolean Vl, Sr, Clk; integer Dl;

! boolean Vr, Sl; integer Dr;)
%synchronize input signals’ clocks%

(| Vl ˆ= Sr ˆ= Clk ˆ= Dl
%Compute Vr and Sl%
| Vll := Vl or Sr
| Vr := Vll when (not Clk) default Zvr
| Zvr := Vr $ init false
| Vr ˆ= Vl
| Srl := Vl and Sr
| Sl := Srl when (not Clk) default Zsl
| Zsl := Sl $ init false
| Sl ˆ= Sr
%Date path control%
| Enl := Vl and (not Sr)
%Data path%
| DL := Dl when Enl when (not Clk) default DL $ init 0
| Dr := DL
| DL ˆ= Clk |)

where
boolean Vll, Zvr, Zsl, Zrl, Enl;
integer DL;

end

Figure 4.4: SIGNAL description of pEB
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Figure 4.5: SDFG of one pEB
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Figure 4.6: CH of one pEB
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Figure 4.7: The composition of CH1 and CH2
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process D= (? integer a,b; process E= (? integer s1,s2;)
! integer s1,s2;) ! integer c;)

(| s1 := a + b (| c := s2 + s1 |)
| s2 := a + 1 when s1 > 0 |)

~ ~ 1a b s 1 ~ 2 ~s s c

[When (s1 > 0)]~ 2s

Figure 4.8: Composition of process D and E has ill-formed clocks
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Figure 4.9: composition of SDFG1 and SDFG2 of pEB1 and pEB2

Protocols Endochronous?
RS yes

Wrapper yes
SIP yes

EHBM yes
EHBS yes
fork yes
join yes

eagerfork yes
pEHBL yes
pEHBH yes

Compositions Isochronous?
RS——RS yes

RS——Wrapper yes
Wrapper——Wrapper yes

SIP——SIP yes
SELF(EHBM——EHBS) yes

pSELF(pEHBL——pEHBH) yes
int2syn(pEHBL——EHBM) yes

Figure 4.10: Analysis results of other LIPs



Chapter 5

Analysis of Latency Insensitive System
Using Periodic Clock Calculus

Originally the Latency Insensitive Protocols (LIP) were invented to make a system elastic to the
interconnect latencies using handshaking signals such as ‘valid’ and ‘stall’. Such protocols require
extra signals leading to area overhead and may affect throughput of the system. To optimize away
some of these overheads, scheduled LIPs were proposed whichreplaced the complex handshake
control blocks by a scheduling scheme. One can view a scheduled LIP based design as a system
where within each strongly connected component of the system, the modules and the relay stations
are scheduled by activation signals. These activation signals can be thought of as infinite sequence
of ‘1’s and ‘0’s. If such sequences are periodic, one can viewthem as periodic clocks. Given
the advances in periodic clock calculus in the synchronous programming context, in this chapter,
we analyze the LIP scheduling problem within the framework of periodic clock calculus. Such
analysis provides straight forward algorithms to compute the throughput of scheduled LIP based
systems. Within this framework, we also propose a method to synthesize fractional synchroniz-
ers. Fractional synchronizers are used to equalize cycles with different throughputs. Our method
can determine the numbers and the scheduling sequences of such fractional synchronizers using
the periodic clock calculus. In addition, we provide a static estimation of the required fractional
synchronizers based only on the system’s structure which isfast and accurate. The notations of
periodic clock calculus are introduced in Section 2.2.

5.1 Scheduling analysis using periodic clock calculus

Let’s consider the system shown in Fig. 5.1.T0 andT1 are two computation blocks connected
by three pathsT0 → T1, T1 → T0 andT0 → T0. The communication latencies of these paths
are 1, 2, 2 respectively. Therefore,T2 andT3 in black are relay stations inserted to make each
link with unit latency. Initial tokens are marked for the immediate outputs of the computation

48
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blocks which areP0, P1 andP2. Suppose the scheduling sequences forT0, T1, T2 andT3
areS0, S1, S2, S3. Let us express these sequences by periodic clocks defined inSection 2.2.
With ASAP rule, whether a transition can fire depends only on the tokens of its incoming places,
this is the case when stalling signals are not used that a transition can’t be stalled by its outgoing
transitions. The tokens on these places are either initially given or later produced as a result of
firings of their incoming transitions. For example, thepth firing of T0 must be in the instant when
both thepth tokens, including the initial tokens, ofP4 andP3 are produced. In other words, we
have the relation[S0]p = max([M0(P4).S2]p, [M0(P3).S3]p) and which is equivalent toS0 =
M0(P4).S2 ⊔M0(P3).S3. Similarly,S0, S1, S2, S3 can be related by Equation(5.1):





S0 = M0(P4).S2 ⊔M0(P3).S3 = 0.S2 ⊔ 0.S3
S1 = M0(P1).S0 = 1.S0
S2 = M0(P0).S0 = 1.S0
S3 = M0(P2).S1 = 1.S1

(5.1)

This system of equations is simple and we can infer that:S0 = 0.S2 ⊔ 0.S3 = 01.S0 ⊔ 01.S0 =

Figure 5.1: An example of strongly connected system

01.S0 ⇒ S0 = (01) = 0(10) And thenS1 = 1(01), S2 = 1(01), S3 = 1(10). However, generally
equation systems such as Equation(5.1) are hard to solve. Instead of solving the equations directly,
we use the subtyping relation defined in [28] to infer the constraints on the scheduling sequences.
From Section 2.2, Equation(5.1) can lead to the subtyping relations:





0.S2 <: S0 (a)
0.S3 <: S0 (b)
1.S0 <: S1 (c)
1.S0 <: S2 (d)
1.S1 <: S3 (e)

(5.2)

According to the definition of subtyping relations,S0, S1, S2, S3 should have the same through-
put, therefore:

δ(S0) = δ(S1) = δ(S2) = δ(S3) (5.3)
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By (5.2a), (5.2d): S0 :> 0.S2 :> 01.S0 which implies:

[S0]p ≥ [S0]p−1 + 2 (5.4)

This inequality implies that in every two instants,S0 can fire no more than once, therefore the rate
of S0 should be no more than1/2. Similarly, (5.2b), (5.2e), (5.2c) implies:

S0 :> 011.S0 ⇒ [S0]p ≥ [S0]p−2 + 3 (5.5)

then the rate ofS0 should be no more than2/3. By (5.4) and(5.5), the rate ofS0 is no more than
1/2 which is the upper bound for rate ofS0. Given the fact that the rate ofS0 is the same as the
throughput ofS0, the throughput ofS0, δ(S0) ≤ 1/2. By (5.3):

δ(S0) = δ(S1) = δ(S2) = δ(S3) ≤ 1/2 (5.6)

It is interesting to observe that the inequalities(5.2b), (5.2e), (5.2c) and(5.2a), (5.2d) actually
relate to the two elementary cycles containing transitionT0, which areT0 → T1 → T3 → T0
andT0 → T2 → T0. Inequality 5.4 gives the upper bound of the throughput forT0 → T2 → T0
and Inequality (5.5) gives the upper bound of the throughput forT0 → T1 → T3 → T0.
Therefore our analysis is compatible with the problem of finding the minimum throughput of all
elementary cycles [53]. It is also observed that the subtyping relation(5.2a), (5.2b), (5.2c), (5.2d),
(5.2e) give the scheduling constraints of the marked graph. For example by(5.2d),

1.S0 <: S2 ⇒ [S2]p ≥ [S0]p−1 + 1 (5.7)

Equation(5.7) implies that thepth firing of S2 should be no earlier than the(p− 1)th firing of S0
plus one instant, which gives the same relation presented in[14]. Therefore, the schedule of this
marked graph can also be obtained by Bellman-Ford’s algorithm to find the longest paths to and
from a chosen transition. Therefore, this example illustrates that the information used to express
the schedule constraints can also be fully expressed by the periodic clock calculus. We extend this
discussion later.

Now, we formalize the scheduling problem using the periodicclock calculus for the general situ-
ation. Let the marked graph(P, T,W,M0) be a representation for a scheduled latency insensitive
system, we provide some definitions for this formalization.

Definition 10 (Predecessor). We define transitiontj as a predecessor of transitionti iff there ex-
ists a placep that the token atp is produced bytj and consumed byti. Pred(ti) is the set of
predecessors ofti.

Let pj be the place located between transitionstj andti wheretj ∈ Pred(ti) andSi be the schedul-
ing sequence of transitionti, N the number of transitions. Then we have:

Si =
⊔

tj∈Pred(ti)M0(pj).Sj (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) (5.8)

We define theinitial scheduling matrixto represent Equation(5.8).
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Definition 11 (Initial scheduling matrix). We define the initial scheduling matrix is a matrixA =
{aij} such that:

aij =

{
M0(pj)

X
tj ∈ Pred(ti)
otherwise

(5.9)

aij = X denotes that transitiontj is not a predecessor of transitionti.

Then Equation(5.8) can be rewritten as:

S = AS, S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN)
T (5.10)

If we consider the multiply operation as “catenation” and the add operation as the clock upper
bound operation “⊔”, we also regulateX.Sj = X andX⊔aij.Sj = aij.Sj. Applying the subtyping
relation, we haveS :> AS, from which Theorem 4 could be inferred.

Theorem 4. An elementary cycle of lengthk in the initial scheduling matrix is a sequenceci =
ai1,i2.ai2,i3 . . . aik,i1, whereaip,i(p+1)mod k 6= X for all p ∈ {1..., k}. The throughput of the sched-
uled system ismini(|ci|1/|ci|) wherei ranges over all elementary cycles in the initial scheduling
matrix.

This is obvious because such an elementary cycleci is related to an elementary cycle in the original
graph, |ci|1 is equivalent to the number of tokens onci and |ci| is equivalent to the latencies.
The throughput obtained from Theorem 4 gives the maximum throughput a scheduled system can
achieve. With this information, the periodic calculus can provide a neat representation of the
scheduling constraints for this maximum throughput. In following discussion, we only consider
the periodic phase of schedulings sequences since the periodic steady state of a system is more
important to analyze. Denote the periodic phase ofSi asUi i.e. Si = Ui.Ui . . . = (Ui), we use
(Ui) to express the unlimited repetition ofUi. Suppose the throughput obtained from Theorem 4
is δ = Ku/Tu, then|Ui|1 = Ku and|Ui| = Tu denoting that there areKu “1” in Ui andUi is aTu

length sequence. Suppose the initial token ofpi given at the start of the periodic phase isMu
0 (pi)

and the initial scheduling matrixAu for the periodic phase becomes:

auij =

{
Mu

0 (pj)
X

tj ∈ Pred(ti)
otherwise

(5.11)

Applying the subtyping rule to Equation(5.10) and replacing the scheduling sequences by their
periodic phases gives:

(U) :> Au(U), U = (U1, U2, . . . , UN)
T (5.12)

Finding the schedulings is equivalent to finding[Ui]p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu}, wherep ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ku},
which satisfy Inequality(5.12). Consider any placepij, let tj be the transition that consumes token
from pij andti be the transition that produce token topij. Ui andUj are the periodic phases of
scheduling sequences forti andtj. From(5.12), we have:

(Uj) :> Mu
0 (pij).(Ui) (5.13)
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By Equation(2.3), we have:

[(Uj)]k ≥ [(Ui)]k−Mu
0 (pij) + 1, k ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .} (5.14)

Consider the periodicity of(Uj) and apply(5.14) to one clock period, we can infer:

[Uj](p mod Ku) ≥ ([Ui](p−Mu
0 (pij)) mod Ku + 1) mod Tu

p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ku}, [Uj ]p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu}
(5.15)

There are|P | ∗Ku inequalities in(5.15), where|P | is the number of places.(5.15) gives the full
constraints of the schedulings based on which Integer Linear Programming (ILP) can be used for
other optimization issues related to the values of[Uj]p. For example, in [39] a buffer size optimiza-
tion problem with a given throughput for synchronous data flow graph (SDFG) is solved by ILP
and the constraints of which can be neatly described by(5.15). DenoteBij as the buffer size of
pij, then the ILP is:

maximize:
∑

Bij

subject to:
Tu ∗Bij +Ku ∗ ([Ui]p − [Uj]p′) ≥ C(p, p′),
[Uj ](p mod Ku) ≥ ([Ui](p−Mu

0 (pij)) mod Ku + 1) mod Tu

where
C(p, p′) = Tu ∗ (p+ 1− p′ +Mu

0 (pij),
p, p′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ku},
[Uj]p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu}

We are not going to explain in detail since it is beyond the scope of this chapter, one can refer
to [39] for more illustration. Once the scheduling sequences are computed, IP modules as well
as relay stations which are modeled by transitions are clockgated by these scheduling sequences.
However, tokens may aggregate before join transitions and the fractional synchronizers are pro-
posed to equalize data flow with different rates. In the next section, we discuss how to determine
the number of required fractional synchronizers between any two transitions and their enabling
sequences based on the schedulings of transitions.

5.2 Fractional synchronizer synthesis

5.2.1 Equalization process

From the previous discussion about the scheduling process,each elementary cycle must work at
the same throughput. Therefore, the data flow from the fastercycle should be buffered before
join transition, e.g.,T0 in Fig. 5.2, to match the data flow from the slower cycle. This process is
calledequalizationin both [20] and [12]. Simply inserting registers at the faster cycle may not
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completely equalize their throughputs, and this process may affect the performance of the system.
For example in Fig. 5.2, the throughputs of the two elementary cyclesC1, C2 are1/2 and2/5,
and the throughput of the system is2/5. However, adding one register to the faster pathC1 will
decrease its throughput to1/3 which is less than the system throughput2/5. The fact is that since
the throughputs are fractional numbers, we need to add fractional latencies to equalize the two
cycles. However, adding registers toC1 can only add integer latencies. To solve this problem, [20]

Figure 5.2: A system having two elementary cycles with different throughputs

proposes the fractional synchronizer (Fig. 5.3) and [12] proposes the fractional register. Both of
them introduce selective enabled registers to store the aggregated tokens which result in selective
delay rather than a constant delay. It will provide better throughput while solving the equalization
problem. For example, in Fig. 5.3 the input data will be buffered in the register, thus causing one
clock cycle latency of the data flow, only when “1” of the MUX isselected. So one can calculate
the activating sequence of the fractional synchronizer without changing the system’s throughput.
In the following discussion, we focus on insertion of fractional synchronizers and show that the
number of such synchronizers and their activation schedulings can be obtained by applying the
periodic clock calculus.
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Figure 5.3: Fractional synchronizer ( [20])
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5.2.2 Fractional synchronizer synthesis

Theorem 5. [28] If two data flowsf1 and f2 have periodic clocksclk1 and clk2 respectively
which are synchronizable, then the buffer size to synchronizef2 to f1 is:

B(clk2, clk1) = maxk{|clk2[1 . . . k]|1 − |clk1[1 . . . k]|1, 0},
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}

(5.16)

This basically says that the required buffer size is the maximum number of clock cycles through
which the two systems are out of synchronization, before they synchronize again. Note that
B(clk2, clk1) is computed based on the fact that only the valid data off1 andf2 are buffered.
In other words, the data is buffered only its clock is “1” in each instant. Notice thatB(clk2, clk1)
can be calculated by finite steps, sinceclk2 andclk1 are both periodic clocks. In fact, we can write
clk1 = v1(u1) andclk2 = v2(u2) where|u1| = |u2| and|v1| = |v2|, then

|clk2[1 . . . (k + |u1| ∗m)]|1 − |clk1[1 . . . (k + |u1| ∗m)]|1
= clk2[1 . . . k]|1 − |clk1[1 . . . k]|1, m ∈ N

(5.17)

Therefore,clk2[1 . . . k]|1 − |clk1[1 . . . k]|1 is also periodic with period of|u1| and its maximum
valueB(clk2, clk1) can be determined by tryingk ∈ {1, 2 . . . , |u1| + |v1|}. Normally, we have
B(clk2, clk1) 6= B(clk1, clk2). Based on Theorem 5, we can infer the number of fractional syn-
chronizers needed for the equalization process at a join transition and determine their scheduling
sequences.

Theorem 6. In a marked graph, lett be a join transition and letPred(t) be the predecessor set of
t. Letpi be the place located betweenti andt whereti ∈ Pred(t). Let the initial marking ofpi be
M0(pi) such thatM0(pi) ∈ {0, 1}. Let the scheduling sequence ofti besi. Define:

s⊔ = (
⊔

ti∈Pred(t)M0(pi).si) = st (5.18)

∆si[k] = |si[1...k]|1 − |s⊔[1...k]|1 +M0(pi) (5.19)

Then the number of fractional synchronizers added betweenpi andt is:

NFi = maxk(∆si[k]− 1, 0) (5.20)

Letj be thejth fractional synchronizer betweenpi andt, thenj is scheduled at instantk+1, when
j < ∆si[k].

We are going to prove that Theorem 6 gives a sufficient condition to make the corresponding
marked graph 1-safe.
Proof: Notice that∆si[k] is the number of tokens which have been produced byti while not
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consumed byt at instantk, if ∆si[k] > 1. So we need at least∆si[k] storage to buffer these tokens
at instantk. Sincepi can take 1 token, the rest∆si[k]− 1 tokens should be stored in the fractional
synchronizers. Therefore,NFi fractional synchronizers is enough to store the accumulated tokens
for any instant. Denote these fractional synchronizers located frompi to t asfs1, fs2, . . . ,fsNFi

.
Notice that if a token is stored in one fractional synchronizer at instantk, it will be consumed by a
later stage at instantk + 1 and the control signal of this fractional synchronizer should be enabled
at instantk + 1. This is a fact based on the structure of the fractional synchronizer(see Fig. 7).
Since at instantk, ∆si[k]− 1 fractional synchronizers are used to store redundant tokens, denoted
asfs1, fs2, . . . ,fs(∆si[k]−1), they should be enabled at instantk + 1. Therefore, thejth fractional
synchronizerfsj is enabled at instantk + 1 if j ≤ ∆si[k]− 1,i.e.,j < ∆si[k].

Now, we explain this theorem with an example shown in Fig. 5.4[12] with modifications. Fig. 5.4

FS

10111101010 10101111010

01010101111

C1:5/7

C2:6/9

T1 T2

T

P1 P2

T3

P3

10101011110

C3:7/11

Figure 5.4: A system with three elementary cycles with different throughputs (from [12])

is system with three elementary cycles which have differentthroughputs. In fact,δ(C1) = 5/7
, δ(C2) = 6/9 and δ(C3) = 7/11. T is a join transition withPred(T ) = T1, T2, T3. The
scheduling sequenceS1, S2 andS3 of T1, T2 andT3 are presented in this figure. Initial mark-
ings for P1, P2 andP3 areM0(P1) = M0(P2) = M0(P3) = 0. The number of fractional
synchronizers is computed as shown in Table 5.1. SoNF1 = maxk(∆s1,2[k]− 1, 0) = 1,

Table 5.1: Computation for the number of fractional synchronizers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
S1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
S2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
S3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
∆s1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
∆s2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
∆s3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NF2 = maxk(∆s2[k]− 1, 0) = 0, NF3 = maxk(∆s3[k]− 1, 0) = 0, so only one fractional
synchronizer needs to be inserted betweenP1 andT and it should be fired at instantk + 1when
∆s1[k] > 1. i.e. the7th instant for one clock period. Therefore, its scheduling sequence is
〈00000010000〉.
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5.3 Estimation of fractional synchronizer numbers

In Section 5.2.2, we have derived the static computation of fractional synchronizers based on
schedulings of a system. Since the MUXs in fractional synchronizers will increase the length of
combinational path, placing large number of fractional synchronizers in series should be avoided.
However, such information is unclear until the computationof schedulings is complete and which
is both time and storage consuming, especially for a large design. In this section, we target this
problem by deriving an estimation for the upper bound of fractional synchronizer numbers based
only on the structure of a system and which is fast and accurate.

In our estimation, we follow a preprocess from [12] to make the system more close to “equalize”.
The basic idea is to slow down the faster elementary cycle with integer-cycle latencies by adding
relay stations before fractional synchronizers are used. Consider a system containing two elemen-
tary circleC1 andC2, whose mean cycles are3/4 and4/7 (3/4 > 4/7). ThusC2 is the critical
cycle of the system and the throughput is4/7. Instead of computing the scheduling of the system
directly, one additional relay station can be added to “slowdown” C1. After that, the mean cycle
of C1 is reduced to3/5, closer to but still larger than4/7. Now,C1 is slowed down without dete-
riorating the system’s throughput. Intuitively it can reduce the number of fractional synchronizers.
We follow this preprocess by making the assumption in(5.22) and which is discussed later.

Let’s consider a system has the throughput ofKu/Tu, C is an elementary cycle of the system and
whose mean cycle isN/M (N/M ≥ Ku/Tu), whereM is the number of transitions ofC.

Theorem 7. Let (U) be the periodic scheduling of one transitiont ofC. Then:([U ](p+N) mod Ku −
[U ]p) mod Tu ≥ M .

Proof: Since mean cycle ofC is the ratio of the number of tokens and the number of transitions
on C, N is the number of tokens onC. It takes at leastM clock cycles for each token onC to
pass through all the transitions onC and therefore withinM clock cycles no token can pass one
transitiont twice, which meanst can fire at mostN times for everyM clock cycles. In other
words, the time interval betweenp’th firing of t and the(p+N)’th firing of t should be at leastM
clock cycles. This proves Theorem 7.

Theorem 7 also works forN ′ andM ′, whereN ′ = kN , M ′ = kM andk is a positive integer. In
fact,

([U ](p+N ′) mod Ku − [U ]p) mod Tu =
([U ](p+kN) mod Ku − [U ]p) mod Tu =∑k

j=1 ([U ](p+jN) mod Ku − [U ](p+(j−1)N) mod Ku) mod Tu

≥
∑k

j=1 M = kM = M ′.

(5.21)

This theorem shows that any segment ofU with lengthM contains at mostN “1”. For later
discussion, we can assumeM < Tu < 2M without lose of generality. IfM > Tu, we can always
multiply Tu, Ku with a positive integer to makeM ≤ Tu < 2M , if Tu > 2M we can multiplyM ,
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N with a positive integer to makeTu < 2M . They are equivalent to unrollU for some periods to
make the valueM andTu close. Another assumption we are going to make is:

N

M + 1
<

Ku

Tu

≤
N

M
(5.22)

This assumption is actually the result after the preprocessing [12]. The right part of(5.22) is
true by definition. In case the left part does not hold, i.e.,N

M+1
> Ku

Tu
, sinceM is the number

of transitions (latencies) inC, we can add one more transition (latency) as a relay station to C
makingM1 = M + 1, if still N

M1+1
> Ku

Tu
, we can add another transition (latency) onC to make

M2 = M1 + 1. This process can continue until it reachesM ′ such that N
M ′+1

< Ku

Tu
≤ N

M ′ .
Also, sinceKu

Tu
≤ N

M ′ , the throughput of the system does not change. This process is equivalent
to slowing downC and makingN/M andKu/Tu as close as possible without deteriorating the
system’s throughput. With these assumptions, we could infer that:

{
N < Ku(

M+1
T

) ≤ Ku if M < T
N = Ku if M = T

⇒ N ≤ Ku (5.23)

Theorem 8. LetU = u1.u2 . . . uM−1.uM . . . uTu and defineU(ui)M = ui.ui+1 . . . u(i+M−1) mod Tu

be a segment ofU with lengthM and starting fromui, wherei ∈ {1, 2 . . . Tu}. Then∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu}
that |U(ui)M |1 = N .

Proof: We are going to prove it by contradiction. Suppose for allU(ui)M , |U(ui)M |1 < N ,
indicating that the time interval between thep’th 1 of U and the(p +N − 1)’th 1 of U should be
at leastM clock cycles,i.e.,





[U ]N − [U ]1 ≥ M

[U ]N+1 − [U ]2 ≥ M

. . .

[U ]Ku − [U ]Ku−N+2 ≥ M

[U ]1 + Tu − [U ]Ku−N+1 ≥ M

[U ]2 + Tu − [U ]Ku−N ≥ M

. . .

[U ]N−1 + Tu − [U ]Ku ≥ M

(5.24)

Summing these inequalities up will lead to:

Tu ∗ (N − 1) ≥ Ku ∗M ⇒
N − 1

M
≥

Ku

Tu

(5.25)

On the other hand,
N − 1

M
−

N

M + 1
=

N − 1−M

M ∗ (M + 1)
< 0 (5.26)
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Combined with(5.22) leads to:
N − 1

M
<

N

M + 1
<

Ku

Tu

(5.27)

which contradicts(5.25). Therefore Theorem 8 is proved.

Let’s consider a situation whenC has only one join transitiontj, transitiont is also inC and
t ∈ Pred(tj). Let the scheduling oft andtj be (U) and(Uj), since we are talking about ASAP
scheduling,U is obtained by right rotatingUj for M − 1 bits. [Uj ]p and [U ]p can be related by
Equation(5.28):

[Uj ]p = ([U ]p+N−uM mod Ku −M + 1) mod Tu (5.28)

Let U = u1.u2 . . . uM−1.uM . . . uTu, thenUj = uM . . . uTu .u1.u2 . . . uM−1. By Theorem 7, there
is a segmentU(ui)M that |U(ui)M |1 = N . SinceU is a periodic sequence, we can assume
that |U(u1)M |1 = N without losing generality. We are going to explain Equation(5.28). In
u1.u2 . . . uM−1, there areN − |uM | “1” ( |uM | = 1 if uM =“1”, else |uM | = 0) so thep’th “1” in
Uj corresponds to thep+ (N − |uM |)’th “1” in U . In addition, the distance betweenUj andU for
the sameuk is M − 1 and which gives Equation(5.28).

Sincetj is the only reconvergent transition inC, tokens can only aggregate beforetj by ASAP
scheduling. Let the place betweent and tj be p, let B be the maximum number of tokens that
aggregate inp, then∃p0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ku} that[U ]p0+B < [Uj ]p0 and[U ]p0+B+1 ≥ [Uj]p0. It means
that the(p0 + B)’th firing of t happens before thep’th firing of Uj and thereforeB tokens are
aggregated onp andp’s size should be at leastB. Recall that this discussion does not consider the
initial token onp and we deal with that later. Using(5.28), we have:

[U ]p0 ≤ ([U ]p0+N−|uM |−B mod Ku −M + 1) mod Tu (5.29)

This relation means that there is a segment inU that:

|U(uk)M−1|1 = N − |uM | −B + 1 = N −B′,
B′ = B + |uM | − 1

(5.30)

Now the problem becomes how large the valueB′ can be without breaking the constraints shown
in Theorem 7 and Theorem 8. We first consider how large the value B′ can be in aM length
sequence since the difference betweenM long segment andM − 1 long segment is no more than
1.

Theorem 9. For any segmentsU(ui)M andU(ui+1)M , ||U(ui)M |1 − |U(ui+1)M |1| ≤ 1

Proof: Recall thatU(ui)M = ui.ui+1 . . . u(i+M−1) mod Tu andU(ui+1)M = ui+1.ui+2 . . . u(i+M) mod Tu.
There are only one bit difference betweenU(ui)M andU(ui+1)M . The difference for number of
“1”s in U(ui)M andU(ui+1)M depends only on|ui − u(i+M) mod Tu | and which is no more than 1.
It proves Theorem 9.
Now, we are ready to give a upper bound onB′.

Theorem 10. One upper bound ofB′ is (TuN −KuM)1/2.
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Proof: Let sequenceU(ui′B
)M have the least number of “1”s and which isN −B′, i.e.,

|U(ui′B
)M |1 = N − B′, B′ ≤ N (5.31)

By Theorem 9,
|U(u(i′B+1) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N −B′ + 1
|U(u(i′B−1) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N −B′ + 1

(5.32)

Further we can infer that,

|U(u(i′B+2) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N −B′ + 2
|U(u(i′B−2) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N −B′ + 2

(5.33)

By Theorem 8,∃k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu} that|U(uk)M |1 = N and if continue deriving such inequalities,
the upper bound of these inequalities will finally reachN ,i.e.,

. . . , . . .
|U(u(i′B+B′−1) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N − 1
|U(u(i′B−B

′−1) mod Tu)M |1 ≤ N − 1
(5.34)

∀ k /∈ {(i′B −B′ − 1) mod Tu, . . . , (i
′
B +B′ − 1) mod Tu},

|U(uk)M |1 ≤ N
(5.35)

It implies that{(i′B−B′−1)mod Tu, . . . , (i
′
B+B′−1)mod Tu} must be a subset of{1, 2, . . . , Tu},

assume there arex inequalities in(5.35), then:

x = Tu − (i′B + B′ − 1− (i′B − B′ − 1) + 1), x ≥ 1
⇒ x = Tu − 2B′ + 1, x ≥ 1

(5.36)

Summing up(5.31) to (5.35):

∑Tu

i=1 |U(ui)M |1 ≤ N − B′ + 2
∑B′−1

j=1 (N − j) + xN

= N − B′ + (B′ − 1)(2N − B′) + xN
= −B′2 + 2NB′ + (x− 1)N

(5.37)

On the other hand, the sum of|U(ui)M |1 counts each “1” inU for M times and which indicates:

∑Tu

i=1 |U(ui)M |1 = MKu (5.38)

Take(5.38) and(5.36) into (5.37) and with some rearrangement we have:

B′2 ≤ NTu −MKu ⇔ B′ ≤ (NTu −MKu)
1/2 (5.39)

This proves Theorem 10.
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Let B∗ =
⌊
(NTu −MKu)

1/2
⌋

and in later discussion we useB∗ to represent the upper bound of
B′ given by Theorem 10. From previous discussion,N −B∗ become a lower bound of|U(ui)M |1
which is also a lower bound of|U(ui)M−1|1. Take this into(5.30):

|U(uk)M−1|1 = N − |uM | − B + 1 ≥ B∗

⇒ B ≤ B∗ − 1 + |uM |
(5.40)

Recall thatB is the maximum number of tokens which can be aggregated on placep, by Theorem 7
the number of fractional synchronizers needed beforep is B − 1 +M0(p). So we have:

Theorem 11.Given a system whose throughput isKu/Tu, C is one elementary cycle of the system
whose mean cycle isN/M , t is the only join transition inC andp is the place beforet. Then the
number of factional synchronizersNF is upper bounded at placep byFR∗ = B∗ − 2 + |uM | +
M0(p), whereB∗ = (NTu −MKu)

1/2.

In this theorem|uM | is unknown before the scheduling is computed, so with a conservative ap-
proximation, we should replace it by “1” in the theorem.

5.4 Experimental Results

5.4.1 Computation of fractional synchronizer

Experimental results of the fractional synchronizer computation based on Theorem 6 are shown
in Table 5.2. In the experiment, TEST0∼ TEST8 are randomly generated marked graph models.
Latency is randomly generated on each link to simulate the wiring latency after floor planning.
Relay stations are added to make the latency of each link less than unit time. We calculate the
throughputs and the numbers of fractional synchronizers. We also use ISCAS’89 benchmark to
test our theorems and in this case, each gate is modeled as a transition in the marked graph model.
Even though in most cases latency-insensitive protocol will not be implemented in such a fine
granularity, however, it is reasonable to use the topology of these benchmarks to test our method.
The experiment is carried out on a PC with Genuine Intel CPU T1300 at 1.66GHz with 1G memory.
The results are shown in Table 5.2.

5.4.2 Evaluation of the upper bound for fractional synchronizer numbers

We also evaluate the upper bound obtained in Theorem 11. Notice that in the discussion of Sec-
tion 5.3, we didn’t consider the initial token distributionof the system. Therefore, the upper bound
we derived is for the worst case distribution. That is the initial token distribution which could result
in the largest number of fractional synchronizers. Therefore, we should compare this upper bound
with the worst case distribution. However, it is quite difficult to enumerate all the initial tokens to
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get the worst case. Instead we construct the scheduling sequenceU that leads to the largest number
of fractional synchronizers based on the system’s structure and make the comparison based on this
U . By (5.30), min |U(uk)M−1|1,i.e., the minimum numbers of “1” contained in anyM − 1 long
sequences should be obtained. This can be easily achieved byInteger Linear Programming (ILP).
In later discussion,N , M , Ku, Tu have the same symbolic meanings as in Section 5.3. LetNRk

be the numbers of “1” contained in sequenceU [1, . . . , k], k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tu}. Now, the ILP can be
formulated:

minimize:NRM−1

subject to:
NRM+k −NRk ≤ N , k ∈ {1, . . . , Tu−M}
Ku +NRk −NRTu−M+k ≤ N , k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
0 ≤ NRk+1 −NRk ≤ 1, k ∈ {1, . . . , Tu− 1} (a)
0 ≤ NR1 −NRTu +Ku ≤ 1 (b)
NRTu = Ku (c)

Constraints (a) basically regulate that anyM length sequences ofU should have at mostN “1”s
which is required by Theorem 7. Constraints (b) is from Theorem 9. NRTu = |U |1 = Ku is
the constraint (c). Compared to Theorem 10, this ILP gives theexact value ofmin |U(ui)M−1|1
andN −min |U(ui)M−1|1 gives the exact upper bound ofB′ in Theorem 9. However, remember
that solving ILP is NP-complete and it is only used here to construct a test pattern for compari-
son and which should be avoided in the analysis for real design. That is the reason why we have
come up with the estimated upper bound which can be efficiently computed. On the other hand,
U = u1.u2 . . . uTu can be computed as a byproduct of this ILP asui = NRi −NRi−1, if i > 1 and
u1 = NR1.

Now, we are going to construct the tested marked graph and itsinitial token distribution. Since
in Section 5.3, we focus on an elementary cycle which have only one join transition, the marked
graph generated for testing has only two elementary cyclesC1 andC2 among which only one
transitiontj is shared.C1 hasN initial tokens andM transition,C2 hasKu initial token and
Tu transitions. So the mean cycle ofC1 andC2 areN/M andKu/Tu (N/M > Ku/Tu). Name
the places inC1 by this rule, the place connected to the outgoing arc oftj is named asp1,1, and
the place connected to the incoming arc oftj is named asp1,M , the places between these two are
named asp1,2 to p1,M−1. Places inC2 are named by the same rule asp2,1 to p2,Tu . The initial token
of C1 andC2 are deployed as:
1) ForC1, find a sequenceU(ui)M that |U(ui)M |1 = N , rotateU to getU ′ = u′1.u

′
2 . . . u

′
Tu

and
makeu′1 = ui. Put an initial token onp1,k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , iff uM−k′ =“1”.
2) ForC2, left-rotateU ′ for M − 1 bits to getU ′′ = u′′1.u

′′
2 . . . u

′′
Tu

. Put an initial token onp2,k,
k = 1, 2, . . . , Tu, iff uTu−k+1 =“1”.

The tested marked graph is generated according to the discussion above, the ASAP scheduling of
the this marked graph is computed and the number of fractional synchronizersFR is obtained by
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of fractional synchronizer numbers betweenFR andFR∗ at different
throughput.

Theorem 6. On the other hand, the upper boundFR∗ we derived in Section 5.3 could be computed
according to Theorem 11. The comparison betweenFR andFR∗ is carried out to evaluate the
accuracy ofFR∗. Note that the way we generate the tested marked graph may notresult in the
worst case ofFR such thatFR is maximized, however it does not hurt the evaluation. Because,
FR∗ − FR is always larger than the worst case.

A group of prime numbers ranging in10 ∼ 500 are selected asTu. Ku is chosen as(Tu − 1)/2.
This is to makegcd(Ku, Tu) = 1. For each (Ku, Tu), we compute the average value of(FR∗−FR)
through differentM , whereM iterates from⌈Tu/2⌉ to Tu − 1. According to(5.22), we can infer
that givenM , Ku, Tu, eitherN is ⌈M ∗Ku/Tu⌉ or N does not exist. (In fact, the range ofN is
(M + 1) ∗Ku/Tu −M ∗Ku/Tu = Ku/Tu < 1 and within which no more than 1 positive integer
exists. If such integer exists, it must be⌈M ∗Ku/Tu⌉.) (FR∗ − FR) are calculated based on the
valid pair (if N exists)(N,M,Ku, Tu) and the result is shown in Fig. 5.5. The x-axis represents
the range ofTu and the y-axis represents the according(FR∗ − FR). X-axis uses logarithmic
scale, because more samples ofTu are chosen from (10,100). Normally,(FR∗ − FR) increases
asTu increase but(FR∗ − FR) < 5 if Tu < 500. WhenTu < 100, (FR∗ − FR) < 3 and mostly
(FR∗ − FR) < 2. SinceTu is the number of transitions in an elementary cycle and in real design
it presents the number of IP modules in an elementary cycle,Tu is generally less than 100 for
current SOC design. With this consideration, our upper bound FR∗ is quite accurate.

On the other hand, the maximum ofFR∗−FR may befilteredin (FR∗ − FR) thus only evaluating
(FR∗ − FR) can not subjectively reflect the real accuracy. In addition,whether the accuracy is
affected by the value of throughput under the sameTu deserves investigation and which is helpful
to find a better estimation. Another is carried out to complement our experiment.Tu = 103
is selected because it is large enough to reflect the difference and represents the upper bound of
SOC size. Four different pairs of(Kui

, Tu) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are used to assessFR∗ at four distinct
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throughput. For each(Kui
, Tu), M is selected from⌈Tu/2⌉ to Tu − 1, N is determined as the

same manner of above discussion andFR andFR∗ are computed and compared for every valid
(M,N) pair and the results are shown in Fig. 5.6(a) ∼ (d). For(Ku, Tu) pair (29, 103), (53, 103),
(79, 103), FR∗ matchesFR quite well while for pair(97, 103), FR∗ deviates a little more from
FR. As demonstrated by the results, estimationFR∗ becomes less accurate when throughput
Ku/Tu is close to 1. One possible reason could be that whenKu is close toTu, there are few
number of “0”s insideTu. It might prevent more Inequalities from(5.31) to (5.35) achieving the
equality. Therefore, the upper bound becomes less tight.

Table 5.2: Experimental results of fractional synchronizer number computation

Bench LIS Info. Throughput Performance
mark #Trans. #Places #RS #Join Trans. #Frac. sync. δ Exec. time(s) Mem.(M)
test0 9 12 4 3 3 0.43 0.03 < 2
test1 17 26 11 10 6 0.20 0.04 < 2
test2 17 18 9 2 3 0.47 0.05 < 2
test6 18 20 10 3 4 0.20 0.03 < 2
test7 26 43 17 15 20 0.17 0.23 < 2
test8 10 14 5 4 4 0.33 0.06 < 2
test9 16 23 10 8 6 0.62 0.14 < 2

s27 18 29 11 12 8 0.60 0.11 2.95
s382 188 348 170 112 90 0.50 1.16 3.76
s444 211 393 196 131 75 0.50 1.17 3.77
s1423 753 1311 632 542 407 0.50 3.86 15.14
s5378 3042 4641 2293 1170 1686 0.53 128.16 105.72
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of fractional synchronizer numbers betweenFR andFR∗ at different
throughput (Tu = 103)



Chapter 6

Minimizing Back Pressure for LIS Synthesis

Most scheduling based latency insensitive designs in the literature focus on systems whose graph-
ical representation is a single strongly connected component (SCC), where a hand-shake based
protocol can be replaced by periodic clock gating through ASAP scheduling. However, for sys-
tems that are represented as interconnected SCCs, ‘back pressure’, always implemented as the
‘stall’ signal in the backward directions between SCCs, is required to prevent overflow. In this
chapter, we formulate the problem of finding a minimum set of back pressure edges. We show
that this problem can be reduced to the Minimum Cost Arborescence (MCA) problem for directed
graphs. This allows us to obtain a polynomial time algorithmfor synthesizing a minimum cost
latency insensitive implementation starting from a synchronous model of the original system. We
also show that implementing back pressure edges for every inter-SCC connection, as done in a
regular hand-shake based protocol, is inferior for the overall system’s throughput. This chapter
provides a formal framework for converting a synchronous model into a latency insensitive imple-
mentation with a minimum number of inter-SCC back pressure edges and for leveraging periodic
clock based scheduling of intra-SCC latency insensitivity.

6.1 Model LIS using partially back pressure graph

We hope to optimize an LIS by removing unnecessary back pressure arcs. A model between MG
and EMG is required to analyze an LIS where only some of the interconnects have back pressure.
In this section, we proposepartial back pressure graph(PBPG), an extension of MG model which
classifies arcsA into three categoriesAU , AF andAB.

Definition 12 (PBPG). A partial back pressure graph (PBPG) is a 4-tuple(T,A,M0, B), such
that:

• 〈T,A,M0〉 is an Marked Graph;

65
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• A consists of three subsetsAU , AF andAB and is associated with a labeling functionL :
A → {F,B}:

– AU : set of forward arcs without back pressure arcs,∀a ∈ AU , L(a) = F ;

– AF : set of forward arcs with back pressure arcs,∀a ∈ AF , L(a) = F ;

– AB: set of back pressure arcs,∀a ∈ AB, L(a) = B;

A bijection exists betweenAF andAB that for each arca(ts, td) ∈ AF , ∃a′(td, ts) ∈ AB.
a ∈ A has unit time delay.

• B : AU∪AF → N is the upper bound on the capacity of forward arcs.∀a ∈ AU ,B(a) = ∞;
∀a ∈ AF , B(a) ≥ 2;

6.1.1 Model LIS with or without back pressure using PBPG

Now, we present how an LIS is modeled by PBPG. We assume that each RS or IP block has one
stage pipeline such that it can be regarded as a composition of combinational logics and one stage
flip-flops. IPs with multiple pipeline stages can be divided into several sub-blocks in serial. We
model an LIS with partial back pressure according to the following rules:

1. The combinational logics of computation blockB (either IP modules or RSs) is modeled by
transitionst. The storages ofB are modeled by arcsa ∈ t• ∩ {AU ∪ AF}

2. For forward arca ∈ AU ∪ AF , M0(a) = 1 if a models the storage of an IP module. Other-
wise,M0(a) = 0.

3. Arc in a ∈ A has unit latency by the fact that each block has single pipeline stage. It relates
to one clock cycle delay in LIS.

4. A PBPG model is fired with ASAP scheduling. “One clock cycle transaction of a PBPG”
means one time ASAP scheduling of the PBPG.

5. M(a) (a ∈ AU ∪ AF ) equals the number of valid data stored in the buffer modeledby a.
Arcs inAB are drawn by dash lines.a′ ∈ AB has the initial tokenM0(a

′) = B(a)−M0(a),
wherea is its corresponding forward arcp ∈ AF . M(a′) represents the number of available
buffers fora. M(a′) = 0 meansa is full and IP blocks modeled by•a should be stalled.

Now, a small example shown in Fig. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) is used toexplain how an LIS is modeled by
PBPG. Four blocksBi(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) are connected in Fig. 6.1(a) . Their combinational logics are
modeled as transitionsTBi in Fig. 6.1(b).Bi’s output buffer isQi packed with signalvqi which
indicates whetherQi has valid data. The packed output buffers are modeled as arcsai. M(ai)
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represents the number of valid data inQi. sq3 is the “stall signal” fromB3 to B2 and which is
modeled by the dashed arca3′. M(a3′) = B(a3) − M(a3) represents the number of available
buffers on edgea3 which is the back pressure arc fora3. M(a3′) = 0 meansa3 is full. a1 anda2
have no back pressure, soa1, a2 ∈ AU . a3 has back pressurea3′, soa3 ∈ AF anda3′ ∈ AB.

Enabling ofB2 depends on both inputs validity (Q2 has valid data) and outputs buffer availability
(Q3 is not full). WhileB1 is enabled only whenQ1 has valid data which assumes thatQ2 can
always hold data produced byB1. Even thoughB1 andB2 are activated in different manners,
these activation conditions can be uniformly represented by its PBPG model that a transition is
able to fire when all of its incoming arcs are marked. Eg.TB2 can fire when bothM(a2) > 0
andM(a3′) > 0 while TB1 can fire whenM(a1) > 0. Note that overflow happens onQ2 in this
example.

(a)

TB1 TB2 TB3
TB0

a1 a2
a3

a3’

TB1 TB2 TB3
TB0

a1 a2
a3

a3’

(b)

Figure 6.1: A diagram of an LIS (a), and its PBPG representation (b)

In the discussion of this chapter, we start from a system for whichAF = AB = φ (no back pressure
arc). Then back pressure arcs are gradually added to arcsa ∈ AU which movesa from AU to AF .
Eventually, only finite number of tokens will reside on arca ∈ AU under ASAP scheduling. More
discussion can be found in later sections.

6.1.2 Performance analysis based on PBPG

A directed cycleC in a PBPG is formed by arcs inA. Thecycle-meanof C is δ(C) =
∑

a∈C M0(a)

|C|
,

where|C| is the number of arcs that consists ofC and is also the latency ofC. The throughput of
a SCCscck is defined byδ(scck) = minC∈scck δ(C). For a systemG consisting of multiple SCCs,
the maximum achievable throughput isδU = minscck∈G δ(scck). The cycle whose cycle-mean
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equalsδU is denoted ascritical cycleC0.

6.1.3 Interconnections between SCCs

Now, we describe the boundedness problem by considering theinterconnections between two
SCCs. In Fig. 6.2(a) and Fig. 6.2(b),scc1 has four transitions{T0, T1, T2, T3} andδ(scc1) = 3/4.
scc2 has three transitions{T4, T5, T6} andδ(scc2) = 2/3. scc1 andscc2 are connected through
a0. If the data flow is fromscc1 to scc2 (Fig. 6.2(a)),T1 produces three tokens intoa0 for every
four clock cycles andT6 consumes two tokens froma0 for every three clock cycles. This leads
to overflow ona0. On the other hand, if the data flow is fromscc2 to scc1 (Fig. 6.2(b)),T1 can’t
fire until M(a0) > 0, soa0 is bounded. Even though three tokens will aggregate ata1 because of
barrier synchronization, we can increase the capacity ofa1 with bounded value for the aggregated
tokens and no overflow happens in this situation. This observation leads to Theorem 12.
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(a) communication: scc1 to scc2
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(b) communication: scc2 to scc1

Figure 6.2: Communication between two SCCs with different throughputs: scc1(3/4), scc2(2/3)

Theorem 12. Let scc1 and scc2 be two SCCs in a PBPG withδ(scc1) > δ(scc2). Let there be
unidirectional links betweenscc1 andscc2 in any direction. The subsystem consisting ofscc1 and
scc2 is bounded with ASAP scheduling if and only if the unidirectional links are fromscc2 to scc1.

Proof: By [61] any strongly connected MG is bounded, so is strongly connected PBPG. Therefore,
SCC1 and SCC2 are bounded. We only need to focus on the inter-SCC links. “⇐”: Suppose
the unidirectional links are fromscc1 to scc2. Let t0

a0→ t′0 be one of these unidirectional links,
wheret0 is a transition ofscc1 andt′0 is a transition ofscc2 anda0 is the arc between them. The
firing of transitions inscc1 is independent from the firing of transitions inscc2. Let δ(scc1) =
m1
n1

and δ(scc2) = m2
n2

. Sinceδ(scc1) > δ(scc2), we have(m1 ∗ n2 − m2 ∗ n1) > 0. Over
n1 ∗ n2 clock cycles,t0 producesm1 ∗ n2 tokens whilet′0 only consumesm2 ∗ n1 tokens. Thus,
(m1 ∗n2−m2 ∗n1) > 0 tokens will aggregate on arca0 during this time interval. Therefore, over
time unbounded number of tokens will aggregate on arca0; that is, the system becomes unbounded.
“⇒”: We follow the previous notation but change the link’s direction ast′0

a0→ t0. Thus, firing of
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transitions inscc1 depends on the firing of transitions inscc2. t0 can’t fire until there are tokens
on a0, which are produced byt′0. Sinceδ(scc1) > δ(scc2), t0 can fire no more frequently thant′0.
Thus, tokens will not aggregate ona0 and the system is bounded.

In case overflow occurs, back pressure arcs must be added to make system bounded. For example,
a0′ is added fora0 which stallsT1 if a0 is full. This can also be viewed as making the system
strongly connected to achieve boundedness [61]. This fact is also observed in [17]. Aftera0′ is
added, the throughput of the new SCC is 2/3 which equals the throughput ofscc2, which is the
SCC with smaller throughput. This is not always the fact. In general cases, when two SCCscc1
andscc2 are merged into one SCCscc12 through added back pressure arcs, we haveδ(scc12) ≤
min{δ(scc1), δ(scc2)}. Whether the equality hold depends on the buffer sizes of the inter-SCC
arcs and which will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.3. In the following discussion we
assume:

Assumption 1. when several SCCs:scc1, scc2, . . ., scck are merged into onesccm due to added
back pressure arcs, we always have enough buffer sizes for the inter-SCC arcs to makeδ(sccm) =
min{δ(scci), i = 1, 2 . . . , k.

This assumption is not guaranteed in the discussion of back pressure minimization process. We
postpone the discussion in Chapter 8. In this chapter, when a back pressurea′ is added toAB, we
simply makeB(a) = 2, wherea ∈ AF is the corresponding forward arc ofa′. So the initial token
M0(a

′) = B(a)−M0(a) = 2−M0(a).

6.2 Boundedness analysis with strongly connected component
graph

In this section, strongly connected component graph (SCCG) isproposed to extend the bounded-
ness analysis for a systems with multiple-SCC, where each SCC has a different throughput. SCCG
is constructed from a PBPG model. We only focus on connected systems; thus, we assume that the
graphs under consideration have a single connected component when the directions on the edges
are removed.

Definition 13 (Strongly Connected Component Graph). SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ
′,MinV ) is a direct

acyclic multi-graph constructed from a given PBPG modelG.

• Eachv ∈ Vscc is an SCC ofG.

• Each arca(v1, v2) ∈ Ascc connects two SCCv1 andv2.

• δ : Vscc → Q, δ(v) is the throughput ofv whenv is disconnected from other SCCs.

• δ′ : Vscc → Q, δ′(v) is the throughput ofv when connected to the entire system. (We require
that δ′(v) = δ(v) initially, thenδ′(v) changes when connecting to other SCCs.)
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• For trivial SCCv ∈ Vscc, which has a single transition, we assumeδ(v) = 1.

• MinV ⊆ Vscc is the set of SCCs which have the minimum throughput. The maximum
throughputG can achieve isδU = δ(v), wherev ∈ MinV . δ(MinV ) is used to repre-
sentδ(v), v ∈ MinV .

There may be more than one arc connecting two SCCs in an SCCG but these arcs should have
the same direction; otherwise, the two SCCs will be merged to form just one SCC. The difference
betweenδ(v) andδ′(v) is the following:δ(v) is the throughput whenv is disconnected from other
components; therefore,δ(v) is determined only byv’s topology and can be regarded as alocal
throughput. On the other hand,δ′(v) reflect the throughput change whenv is connected to other
SCCs which can be regarded as theglobal throughput. A small example of SCCG constructed
from a PBPG is shown in Fig. 6.2(b) and Fig. 6.2(a). By Definition13,Vscc = {v1, v2, v3, v4}, v1,
v2, v4 are three trivial SCCs that only contain singular transitionsT0, T1, andT5 respectively.v3
is consists{T2, T3, T4} and their interconnections.Ascc = {a0, a1, a3, a5}. a1 anda3 have the
same direction fromv2 to v3. δ(v1) = δ(v2) = δ(v4) = 1 andδ(v3) = 1/3.

We note that SCCs of a directed graphG(V,E) can be found in timeO(|V | + |E|) using Tarjan’s
algorithm [74]. The throughput of each SCC can be calculated as the minimum cycle mean using
the algorithm given in [34]. The algorithm has the complexity of O(m) for the best case and
O(mn) for the worst case, wherem andn are the number of arcs and transitions in one SCC. It is
easy to show that the SCCG is weakly connected (i.e., when all ofits directed arcs are replaced by
undirected arcs, the resulting undirected graph is connected).It is easy to show that the SCCG is
weakly connected (i.e., when all of its directed arcs are replaced by undirected arcs, the resulting
undirected graph is connected).

v1 v2 v3 v4
a0

a3

a1
a5

1 1 1/3 1

v1 v2 v3 v4
a0

a3

a1
a5

1 1 1/3 1

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.3: (a)A PBPG model and (b) its SCCG

Theorem 13. SCCG is a weakly connected Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

This follows directly from the definition. If there is a cyclein SCCG such asv0 → v1 → v2 → v0,
then{v0, v1, v2} will be merged into one SCC.
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Figure 6.4: A stabilization process

In Fig. 6.2,MinV = {v3} andδ(v3) = 1/3. Back pressure arcs are required for these communi-
cation arcs where the data flows are from faster SCCs (with higher δ) to slower SCCs (with lower
δ as indicated by Theorem 12. When the proper back pressure arcsare added and the throughputs
are balanced, the system becomes bounded under ASAP scheduling. Then all SCCs will have the
same throughputδ0. We refer this process of making a system bounded as thestabilizationprocess.

Definition 14 (Stabilized SCCG). For ∀v ∈ Vscc, v is stabilized iffδ′(v) = δ0. An SCCG is
stabilized iff∀v ∈ Vscc, v is stabilized.

The stabilization process for the SCCG in Fig. 6.2 and the throughputδ′’s change are shown in
Fig. 6.2.δ′(vi) are shown in parentheses.

1. Initially in Step(a),δ′(vi) = δ(vi) andMinV = {v3}.

2. In Step(b), since data flow is fromv3 to v4, δ′(v4) is slowed down toδ′(v3) = 1/3 without
back pressure arc fora5. v4 is stabilized.

3. In Step(c), sinceδ′(v2) > δ′(v3) and data flow is fromv2 to v3, according to Theorem 12,
back pressure arca1′ must be added toa1. This mergesv2 andv3 into one SCC so that
δ′(v2) = δ′(v3). Thus,v2 is stabilized.

4. Similarly in Step(d),v1 is stabilized by adding back pressure arca0′ to a0 and the SCCG is
stabilized.
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It can be observed that as a result of stabilization, each node in this SCCG isreachable(see
Definition 15) fromMinV through a path which consists of originally exiting forwardarcs or
added back pressure arcs. In the following context, we are going to show that under Assumption 1,
this is actually a necessary and sufficient condition for thestabilization of an SCCG. The formal
definition of reachability is given below:

Definition 15 (Reachability). Let v be a node inV , and letV 1 be a subset ofV . Nodev is
reachablefrom V 1 iff either v ∈ V 1, or ∃a0, a1, . . . , ak such that∃u ∈ V 1 andu

a0−→ u1
a1−→

u2 −→ . . . ,
ak→ v (i.e., there is a directed path fromu to v). Here,ai (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) is either a

forward or an added back pressure arc.

During stabilization process, added back pressure arcs might merge some SCCs into one bigger
SCC. In the end, a different SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ

′
f ,MinVf ) is formed compared to the original

SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ
′,MinV ).

Lemma 1. In SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ
′
f ,MinVf ), ∀a ∈ Asccf , a is a forward arc, i.e.,L(a) = F .

Proof: Suppose∃a′(v1, v2) ∈ Asccf such thatL(a) = B, wherev1,v2 are two different SCCs
in Vsccf . Since back pressure arc is always added along a existing forward arc, there must be a
a(v2, v1) ∈ Asccf . Therefore,v1 andv2 can be merged into one SCC.

Theorem 14. SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ
′
f ,MinVf ) is stabilized iff∀v ∈ Vsccf , v is reachable from

MinVf .

Proof: “⇐”: If v ∈ MinVf , v is stabilized. Otherwise,∃u ∈ MinVf such that there is a di-
rected path fromu to v denoted asu

a0−→ u1
a1−→ u2 −→ . . . ,

ak→ v. By Lemma /reflemma1,
L(a0) = F , thenu1 is slowed down which makesδ′f (u1) = δf (u). Similarly, L(a1) = F
which makesδ′f (u2) = δ′f (u1). Continue this procedure along this path untilv is reached and
δ′f (v) = δf (u). By Definition 6.2, SCCGf is stabilized.
“⇒”: Suppose SCCGf is stabilized, then∀ v ∈ V is stabilized. Letδ′(v) = minvi∈Vsccf

{δ(vi)}.
If initially, v is in MinVf , the proof is done. Otherwise, we can assume thatv has no predecessor
in SCCGf . If not, there must be an arca1(u1, v) ∈ Asccf , whereu1 ∈ Vsccf . Since SCCGf is a
DAG, we can always trace back to a nodeu ∈ Vsccf with no predecessor. Ifu ∈ MinVf , the proof
is done sincev is reachable fromu. If not, there is no node which can slow downu andu is not
stabilized which contradicts fact the SCCGf is stabilized.

When back pressure arcs are gradually added, this theorem canbe used to determine the bound-
edness of the current modified SCCG. However, it can not be directly utilized for back pressure
optimization, since the topology of the modified SCCG in the process depends on the selection
of added back pressure. It will be more convenient if boundedness can be analyzed by checking
reachability in the original SCCG which does not change duringadding back pressures.
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Recall that in the modified graph SCCGf , each nodev ∈ Vsccf is a strongly connected graph
merged from one or more strongly connected sub-graph represented by nodesu ∈ Vscc. We have a
relation between SCCGf and SCCG such that:

Theorem 15.Let SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ
′
f ,MinVf ) be a SCCG obtained from SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ,

δ′,MinV ) by adding back pressure arcs. With Assumption 1, for eachvf ∈ MinVf , ∃v ∈ MinV
such thatv is a subgraph ofvf .

Proof: With Assumption 1, we can directly getδ(MinVf ) = δ(MinV ). Suppose∃vf0 ∈ MinVf ,
vf0 doesn’t include any subgraphs which belong toMinV . By definition ofMinVf , δ(vf0) =
δ(MinVf ) = δ(MinV ). On the other hand, supposevf0 is merged fromu0, u1, . . . , uk ∈ Vscc

through back pressure arcs. Sinceu0, u1, . . . , uk are not inMinV , δ(uk) > δ(MinV ). Then ac-
cording to Assumption 1,δ(vf0) = min δ(uk) > δ(MinV ), k = 0, 1, . . . ,m. It contradicts with
δ(vf0) = δ(MinV ).

Now, with Assumption 1, we are able to prove that:

Theorem 16. Given a PBPGG and its SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ
′,MinV ), added back pressure arcs

transfer SCCG to graph SCCG1(Vscc, A1scc, δ, δ
′,MinV ). SCCG1 is the graph with newly added

back pressure arcs inA1scc without merging new SCCs in SCCG. With Assumption 1, SCCG1 is
bounded iff∀v ∈ Vscc, v is reachable fromMinV .

If we merge these SCCs in SCCG1 and recalculate the each SCC’s throughput, we will get
SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ

′
f ,MinVf ) as mentioned before. Since we have already proved Theo-

rem 14, we only need to prove the alternative Theorem 17.

Theorem 17. Given a SCCG1(Vscc, A1scc, δ, δ
′,MinV ) and SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ

′
f ,MinVf )

as mentioned above, letu ∈ Vscc andu is merged into av ∈ Vsccf in SCCGf . With Assumption 1,
u is reachable fromMinV in SCCG1, iffv is reachable fromMinVf in SCCGf .

Proof: “⇐”: If v ∈ MinVf , according to Theorem 15, in SCCG1,∃u0 ∈ MinV such thatu0 is a
sub-SCC ofv. Sinceu is also a sub-SCC ofv, u andu0 are either the same oru is reachable by
u0. The proof is done. Ifv is not inMinVf , ∃v0 ∈ MinVf andv is reachable fromv0. Similarly,
v0 contains a sub-SCC inu0 ∈ MinV . By the definition of SCC,u is also reachable fromu0.

“⇒”: If u ∈ MinV , δ(u) = δ(MinV ). According to Assumption 1,δ(MinVf ) = δ(MinV ) =
δ(u) ≥ δ(v). By the definition ofMinVf , δ(v) = δ(MinVf ) which indicates thatv ∈ MinVf ,
the proof is done. Ifu is not inMinV , ∃u0 ∈ MinV such thatu is reachable fromu0 in SCCG1.
Let u0 is merged into av0 ∈ Vsccf , for the same reason as the previous case, we can derive that
v0 ∈ MinVf . By the definition of SCC,v is also reachable fromv0. The proof is done.

Theorem 16 indicates that one can analyze a PBPG’s boundedness by checking reachability in its
original SCCG with respect toMinV , which is more convenient for back pressure optimization.
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6.3 Algorithm for minimizing back pressure arcs (MBPA)

Most SCCGs do not satisfy the requirements of Theorem 16. Not all nodes inVscc are reachable
from MinV . For example in Fig. 6.5(a),MinV = {v4, v6}, only nodev8 is reachable from
MinV and this system is not stable. To make it stable, back pressure arcs should be added to
make each nodev ∈ Vscc reachable fromMinV . As discussed in Section 1.1, inserting back
pressure edges results in area overhead for the control logic. Therefore, it is important to minimize
the number of back pressure edges added to stabilize the system. This leads to a graph theoretic
optimization problem. It seems that adding arcs other than back pressure arcs can also stabilize
the system. For example, in Fig. 6.5(a), simply adding two arcs v8 → v0 andv8 → v9 shown
as dashed arrows could make∀v ∈ Vscc reachable fromMinV . However, in a real system, the
wires represented by these arcs are not related to the existing LIS’s data path and may have large
latencies.

For this reason, we make a pessimistic assumption by only considering the addition of back pres-
sure arcs along existing forward arcs. The minimization of back pressure arcs (MBPA) problem
can be formulated as the graph problem shown below:

Minimization of Back Pressure Arcs (MBPA)

GIVEN : A weakly connected acyclic SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ
′,MinV ).

REQUIREMENT: ExtendAscc to A′scc (with restriction that∀a′ ∈ A′scc\Ascc, v
a′

−→ u, it must be
that∃a ∈ Ascc, u

a
→ v) such that∀v ∈ Vscc, v is reachable fromMinV in the extended graph

SCCG’(Vscc, A
′
scc, δ, δ

′,MinV ).

OBJECTIVE: Minimize |A′scc| − |Ascc|.

The problem specification allows only back pressure arcs to be added. The following lemma points
out a simplification to the problem.

Lemma 2. In the statement of MBPA, one can assume without loss of generality that MinV con-
tains exactly one node.

Proof: SupposeMinV contains two or more nodes. Construct a new directed graph SCCG1(V 1scc,
A1scc, δ, δ

′,MinV ) from SCCG in the following manner.
(a) LetV 1scc = Vscc ∪ {vx}, wherevx is a new node.
(b) LetA1scc = Ascc ∪ {(vx, v1) : v1 ∈ MinV }.
This construction introduces a new nodevx and adds a directed edge fromvx to each node in
MinV . LetMinV 1 of SCCG1 have only one node, namelyvx. SCCG1 is also weakly connected
and acyclic. Further, if a nodev is reachable from some node inMinV in SCCG, then in SCCG1,
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Figure 6.5: (a) A given SCCG, (b) extended SCCG1, (c)T : MCA of SCCG1 with rootvx, (d)
optimal extension SCCGo obtained from MBPA
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v is reachable fromvx. Thus, any optimal extension of SCCG making∀v ∈ Vscc reachable from
MinV is an optimal extension of SCCG1 making∀v ∈ V 1scc reachable fromMinV 1 = {vx}
and vice versa.

In view of the above lemma, we can focus on the version of the MBPA where there is just one
node inMinV . We will now show that the MBPA problem can be transformed intothe classic
Minimum Cost Arborescence(MCA) problem for directed graphs [75]. A formal definition ofthe
concept ofarborescenceis as follows.

Definition 16. LetG(V,A) be a directed graph and letr be a node inV . An arborescence of G
with respect tor is a subgraphT (V, F ) such that the following conditions hold.

1. F ⊆ A.

2. T is a spanning tree forG if the directions on the edges inF are omitted.

3. For every nodev ∈ V , there is a directed path inT from r to v.

If T is an arborescence of a graphG with respect to a noder, one can drawT with r as the root.
For this reason, we will use the phrase “arborescence rootedat r” in preference to “arborescence
with respect tor”. Given a directed graphG(V,A) and a noder, the following lemma from [48]
gives a necessary and sufficient condition forG to have an arborescence rooted atr.

Lemma 3. Given a directed graphG(V,A) and a noder, G contains an arborescence rooted atr
if and only if for every nodev ∈ V , there is a directed path fromr to v in G.

SupposeG(V,A) is a directed graph with a nonnegative costwe for each directed edgee ∈ A.
If T (V, F ) is an arborescence ofG rooted at a noder, then the cost ofT is the sum of the costs
of the directed edges inF . We can now define the minimum cost arborescence (MCA) problem.

Minimum Cost Arborescence(MCA)
GIVEN : A directed graphG(V,A) with nonnegative edge costs and a noder ∈ V .
REQUIREMENT: Find a minimum cost arborescence ofG rooted atr, if such an arborescence ex-
ists.

The MBPA problem can now be solved using the algorithm shown inFig. 6.6. We can now prove
the correctness of the algorithm.

Theorem 18. The solution provided by the algorithm shown in Fig. 6.6 is an optimal solution for
MBPA problem.

Proof: To prove the theorem, we need to show the following:

1. There is an arborescenceT (Vscc, F ) rooted atvx for the graph SCCG1 that results at the end
of Step 1) of the algorithm.
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Algorithm

Input: A weakly connected directed graph SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ
′,MinV ).

Output: An optimal extension SCCGo(Vscc, Ao, δ, δ
′,MinV ) of SCCG.

Steps:

1. Construct an edge weighted directed graph SCCG1(V 1, A1, δ, δ′,MinV ) from
SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ

′,MinV ) as follows.
(a) For each edge(u, v) ∈ Ascc, add both the directed edges(u, v) and(v, u) toA1.
(b) The costs of edges inA1 are determined as follows: if(u, v) ∈ A1\Ascc, w(u, v) = 1,
otherwisew(u, v) = 0.
(c) Add a nodevx to Vscc to getV 1 so thatV 1 = Vscc ∪ {vx} and edges(vx, u) to A1, if
u ∈ MinV . Letw(vx, u) = 0.

2. Obtain a minimum cost arborescenceT (Vscc, F ) of SCCG1(V 1, A1, δ, δ′) with rootvx.

3. Remove edges(u, v) with w(u, v) = 1 fromA1, if (u, v) /∈ F .

4. Remove nodevx from V 1 to get back toVscc, and remove edges(vx, u) from A1 for ∀u ∈
MinV to getAo; the resulting graph is SCCGo(V,Ao, δ, δ

′,MinV ).

Figure 6.6: Steps of the Algorithm for MBPA

2. Graph SCCGo(Vscc, Ao, δ, δ
′,MinV ) satisfies the requirements of the MBPA problem.

3. The number of edges in|Ao| − |Ascc| is a minimum.

We prove these parts separately.

Part 1: From Lemma 3, it is only required to show that in SCCG1, there is adirected path fromvx
to each node inV 1 − {vx} = Vscc. Since SCCG is weakly connected, there is an undirected path
from eachv0 ∈ MinV to each node inVscc in the graph obtained by erasing the edge directions in
SCCG. For each edge{u, v} of this undirected path, the graph SCCG1 contains both the directed
edges(u, v) and(v, u) by Step 1a). Therefore, in SCCG1, there is a directed path fromv0 to each
node inVscc. On the other hand, by Step 1c), a directed path fromvx to v0 is created. Thus, there
is a directed path fromvx to each node inVscc.

Part 2: We argue that the edge setAo of SCCGo satisfies the requirements of MBPA problem
(see Definition of MBPA). By Step 3),Ao contains all the edges inAscc plus all the edges of cost
1 from the arborescenceT . Further, for each edge(v, u) of cost 1 inT , the reverse edge(u, v) is
in Ascc. Thus,Ascc ⊆ Ao and for each edge(u, v) ∈ Ao, either(u, v) or (v, u) is in Ascc. Further,
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in T , there is a directed path fromvx to each node inVscc = V 1 − {vx}. By Lemma 2,Vscc is
reachable fromMinV . Therefore, SCCGo satisfies the requirements of MBPA problem.

Part 3: Here, we need to show that the number of new edges added toAscc, that is,|Ao| − |Ascc|
is a minimum. By Lemma 2, we only need to consider the case whenMinV has just one node.
Thus, we can assumeMinV = {vx} in the following argument. Let OPTaugdenote the minimum
number of edges to be added toAscc to obtain an optimal solution of MBPA. Let OPTarbdenote the
cost of the optimal arborescenceT produced in Step 2) of the algorithm. Note that the only edges
added toAscc to produceAo are the edges of cost 1 inT by Step 3). Thus, OPTarb= |Ao| − |Ascc|.
Thus, we can complete the proof of Part 3 by showing that OPTaug≥ OPTarb.

We prove this by contradiction. Suppose OPTaug< OPTarb. Let SCCG∗(Vscc, A
∗, δ, δ′,MinV )

be an optimal solution of SCCG. Since SCCG∗ is optimal, OPTaug= |A∗| − |Ascc|. Also, by the
requirement of MBPA, in SCCG∗, there is a directed path fromvx to each node inVscc. Therefore,
by Lemma 3, SCCG∗ contains an arborescenceT ∗ rooted atvx. Note thatT ∗ contains at most
OPTaugdirected edges which are not inAscc. Further, each edge inA∗ is also inA1. Therefore,
T ∗ is also an arborescence rooted atvx for SCCG1. Further, because of our choice of edge costs in
SCCG1, the cost ofT ∗ is at most OPTaug. Since we assumed that OPTaug< OPTarb, we reach
the conclusion that there is an arborescenceT ∗ for SCCG1 whose cost isless thanOPTarb. This
contradicts the optimality of the arborescenceT constructed in Step 2). This completes the proof
of Part 3 and also that of the theorem.

Fig. 6.5(d) shows the back pressure arcs added by our algorithm with dashed arrows. The algorithm
adds 5 back pressure edges. In contrast, 14 back pressure edges get added if one inserts a back
pressure edge for everya ∈ Ascc.

6.4 Experimental results

The complexity of MBPA includes the complexity of searching for all SCCs, computing each
SCC’s throughput and solving MCA problem. SCCs of a PBPG(T,A,M0, B) can be found in
timeO(|T |+ |A|) using Tarjan’s algorithm [74]. Suppose eachscck hasnk transitions andek arcs
(
∑

nk = |T | and
∑

ek < |A|), the throughput forscck can be calculated as the minimum cycle
mean by the algorithm given in [34] with the time complexityO(nk(nk + ek)) for the worst case.
Therefore the complexity of constructing the SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ

′,MinV ) from the PBPG has
a complexity ofO(

∑
nk(nk + ek)) + O(

∑
nk + |A| which isO(

∑
nk(nk + ek) + |A|). On the

other hand, MCA problem has polynomial time algorithms [37, 27, 10]. We choose an open source
package from [1], which has time complexityO(|Ascc| log |Vscc|) for sparse graphs andO(|Vscc|

2)
for normal graphs. Therefore, the MBPA has a worst case complexity of O(

∑
nk(nk + ek)+ |A|+

|Vscc|
2). Three groups of benchmarks are used in this experiment.(s27 ∼ s5378) are ISCAS’89

and(b04 ∼ b13) are ITC benchmarks. We model each gate as a transition in PBPG model. Even
though LISs are not generally synthesized at such a fine levelof granularity, these benchmarks can
still provide complex graph topology to evaluate our methods. Interconnect latency between two
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transitions is randomly generated, and relay stations are inserted based on the latency information.
We implement the technique MBPA on our tool LOLA-LIS, an extension of LOLA (alow level
petri-net analyzer [67]) for LIS design. Experiments are done on a PC with Intel CPU T1300 at
1.66GHz with 1G memory.

In Table 6.1, column|AB| shows the number of required back pressure arcs computed by MBPA.
Column|AB|/|A| represents the ratio between the number of minimal back pressure arcs and the
number of overall inter-SCC arcs. This ratio is less than27.3% for all benchmarks and is below
10% when the SCCG becomes large. The result demonstrates that onlya small percentage of
inter-SCC arcs need back pressure.

Table 6.1: Experiment results of MBPA
Bench LIS Info. SCC Info. Throughput Info. Performance
marks |T | |A| |Vscc| |Ascc| |AB| |AB|/|A| δHS δMBPA δU Exec.(s) Mem.(M)
s27 18 22 9 16 6 27.3% 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.06 2.95
s298 161 283 89 187 10 3.5% 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.09 3.11
s344 216 316 66 119 11 3.5% 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.08 3.02
s349 217 320 65 120 13 4.1% 0.74 0.74 0.79 0.08 3.00
s382 188 333 104 198 10 3.0% 0.71 0.78 0.80 0.13 3.76
s386 205 386 91 204 12 3.1% 0.67 0.78 0.80 0.11 3.21
s400 220 375 105 203 10 2.7% 0.67 0.71 0.77 0.13 3.16
s444 211 379 98 197 11 2.9% 0.67 0.73 0.80 0.29 3.77
s641 506 631 240 382 67 10.6% 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.31 4.53
s713 523 686 240 383 66 9.6% 0.63 0.73 0.75 0.33 5.21
s820 396 846 171 484 30 3.5% 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.25 4.11
s832 397 861 168 447 30 3.5% 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.23 5.09
s1423 753 1243 205 400 52 4.2% 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.50 8.62
s1488 810 1536 442 885 13 0.8% 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.63 6.52
s1494 804 1542 439 886 13 0.8% 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.59 6.22

b04 737 1341 588 1090 13 0.6% 0.60 0.60 0.60 7.34 6.38
b05 998 1941 943 1773 1 0.02% 0.67 0.75 0.75 11.78 7.69
b06 56 98 34 60 2 2.0% 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.24 3.32
b07 441 806 117 298 2 0.4% 0.60 0.60 0.60 2.25 4.84
b08 183 331 169 244 12 2.2% 0.57 0.57 0.57 1.34 4.05
b09 170 306 59 85 2 1.0% 0.60 0.60 0.60 1.14 4.26
b10 206 376 67 121 12 5.7% 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.77 4.67
b11 770 1415 49 76 7 4.5% 0.50 0.50 0.50 3.48 27.10
b12 1076 2094 144 311 7 1.3% 0.64 0.64 0.64 15.55 35.72
b13 362 621 101 171 10 3.3% 0.67 0.67 0.67 1.73 6.07

We must point out that adding back pressure edges may affect the system’s throughput by creating
new critical cycles as observed in [31, 57] if the buffer sizes of inter-SCC arcs are not properly
chosen. It may not satisfy Assumption 1 because of newly formed critical cycles. For example in
Fig. 6.7,p0′ is a back pressure arc added to slow down SCCt5→t6→t7 and bring down its throughput
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from 2/3 to 3/5. However, a new critical cyclet1 → t7 → t5 → t8 → t3 → t2 → t1 is
formed through arcp0′, which brings down the system’s throughput to1/2 instead of the expected
3/5. This problem also exists in hand-shake based protocols where all arcs have back pressure.
However, we now show that the throughput of the LIS synthesized by MBPA is not less than the
one produced by a hand shaking based protocol.

Theorem 19. Given an LISP , letPMBPA denote the result of synthesizing the systemP by MBPA
and letPHS denote the system synthesized using hand shaking for every link ofP . The throughput
of PMBPA is at least as large as the throughput ofPHS; symbolically,δ(PMBPA) ≥ δ(PHS).

Proof: Let AMBPA be the set of arcs inPMBPA andAHS be the set of arcs inPHS. By definition,
AMBPA ⊆ AHS. If the throughput ofPMBPA is determined by its critical cycleC0 which is formed
by arcsa0 → a1 . . . → am → a0, wherea0, . . . , am ∈ AMBPA, thena0, . . . , am also belong to
AHS andC0 is also a cycle ofPHS. On the other hand, as the number of initial tokens inC0

depends only onP (number of IP blocks),δ(C0) is same in bothPMBPA andPHS. By definition
of throughput,δ(PHS) ≤ δ(C0) = δ(PMBPA).

For now, we compare the throughputs before and after using back pressure arcs. LetδU be the
throughput determined by Minvi∈V {δ(vi)} which is the maximum throughput the system can
achieve. LetδMBPA be the throughput computed by ASAP scheduling according to Equation (2.5)
after back pressure arcs are added based on the solution to the MBPA problem. In Table 6.1,δHS is
the throughput when back pressure arcs are added for alla ∈ A. For most of our benchmarks, these
three results are same. In “s349”, “s382”, “s386”, “s400”, “s444”, “s713” and “s820”,δMBPA de-
creased a little fromδU but is still better than or equivalent toδHS, which coincides with the claim
of Theorem 19 that it performs better than adding back pressure arcs to everya ∈ A.

t0t0

t1t1

t2t2

t3t3

t5t5

t7t7

t6t6

p0

t8t8

t4t4

p0’p0’

Figure 6.7: An example where the throughput is deteriorated
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6.5 Conclusions

Observing that back pressure must be used to avoid overflow when a faster SCC sends data to
a slower SCC, we extended the analysis to general LIS by proposing SCCG. We have formally
shown that preventing overflow of an LIS requires that each nodev in SCCG be reachable from
MinV by adding back pressure arcs. The problem of finding a minimalset of back pressure arcs
was formalized as the Minimization of Back Pressure Arcs (MBPA) problem, which can be solved
efficiently by a transformation to the Minimum Cost Arborescence (MCA) problem. Experimental
results demonstrate that our algorithm is efficient and the number of back pressure arcs added is
only a small percentage of the overall inter-SCC arcs. Further, the throughput of our method is no
worse than that of a realization using a hand-shake based protocol.



Chapter 7

Implementation of the protocol

In this chapter, we present an implementation of LIS which refines its PBPG model. If we consider
a state of PBPG as a|T |-bit vectorS(s0, s1, . . . , s|T |−1) such that bitsk = 1 (sk=0) indicates
transitiontk is enabled (disabled) in the given instant. MBPA, along with throughput improvement
techniques such as RMILP and LMILP, guarantees the boundnessof the PBPG and optimize its
throughput. As a result, this PBPG will have a periodic state sequence asS = Su(Sv)

ω, whereSu

is the initial sequence andSv is the iterative part when ASAP scheduling is used. This is due to the
fact that a PBPG is deterministic and has finite reachable states if it is bounded (see the discussion
of Theorem 1). Accordingly, each transition will also have aperiodic firing sequence after an
initial phase. It behaves as if it was clock gated by a periodic sequence. However, if the clock
gating sequences were not implemented properly, it could beproblematic because of the following
issues.

• Generating the clock gating sequences for every block from acentralized module will cause
routing problems.

• Storing the clock gating sequences in local shift registersmay lead to more area overhead
than it saves, especially when the period of the clock gatingsequence is long.

By ASAP scheduling, each block is executed as long as all of itsinputs are available. (Firing
constrain by one arc’s output buffer size can also be regarded as checking the input availability
of its complementary arc (back pressure arc). See the discussion about the strict firing rule and
weak firing rule in Section 2.1). Intuitively, we only need totransfer a signal which represents data
validity between different blocks to clock gate that block.It simulates the tokens’s passing from
one transition to another. A simple example shown in Fig. 7.1gives a hint on such implementation.
Two IP blocks IP1 and IP2 are connected through a relay station RS and are clock gated by “valid”
signals v1, v2, v3 stored in a flip-flop. The clock gating logicis not explicitly shown for the sake
of simplicity. (It is similar to the one used in Fig. 7.2(a).)Initially, v1 = 1, v2 = 0 and v3 = 1; thus,
in the first clock cycle RS and IP2 are enabled while IP1 is not (see the left part of Fig. 7.1). In

82
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Figure 7.1: Implementation of ASAP scheduling for LIS

the second clock cycle, the valid bits are transferred to thenext stage such that v1 = 1, v2 = 1 and
v3=0. Accordingly, RS and IP1 are enabled but IP2 is not (see the right part of Fig. 7.1). Thus,
over time, RS, IP1 and IP2 will have periodic schedulings (110), (011) and (101) respectively. This
simple example shows that the periodic scheduling can be formed by storing and transferring only
the information based on input validity. The scheduling sequence of one block is one bit right
rotation of its previous block’s scheduling sequence. In this example, all three arcs belong toAU

in its PBPG model and their buffer sizes are “1”. They can be implemented as a register clock
gated by a valid bit, which is also stored in another flip-flop.However, for other arcs in PBPG,
their implementations depends on their type and sizes whichare not so obvious.

Firstly, we need to determine buffer sizeB(a), a ∈ A, which can be obtained with respect to three
cases:

1. a ∈ AU anda is not an incoming arc for ajoin transitionswhich is a transition with multiple
incoming arcs. No more than one token can reside ona at any time according to ASAP
scheduling, soB(a) = 1;

2. a ∈ AF which has back pressure.B(a) is determined by solving the RMILP or LMILP
formulation discussed in Section 8.3 and Section 8.4.

3. a ∈ AU anda is an incoming arc for a join transition. More than one token may accumulate
ona due to barrier synchronization. However, its maximum tokennumber is bounded if the
PBPG is bounded.B(a) can be derived from the firing sequence ofvi, vj (a(vi, vj) and its
initial markingM0(a) by Equation 7.1 [78].

B(a) = max
k>0

|si[1...k]|1 − |sj[1...k]|1 +M0(a) (7.1)

wheresi andsj are the scheduling sequences ofti andtj. |si[1...k]|1 represents the number
of “1”s included in thek-length prefix ofsi. Sincesi and sj are periodic,B(a) can be
computed by enumeratingk in [0, |v| + |u| − 1], where|v| and|u| are the length of initial
sequence and periodic sequence of the schedulings.B(a) is the maximal number of tokens
that are produced byti, yet not consumed bytj, representing the upper bound on tokens that
will reside on arca at any time.
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Forward arca models the buffer of•a so the implementation ofa is considered as part of the
wrapper for•a. a should have unit latency irrespective ofB(a) according to [15] to preserve
performance. The implementation ofa can be classified into three cases: (1)a ∈ AU andB(a) =
1; (2) a ∈ AU andB(a) > 1; (3) a ∈ AF . Case (1) can be implemented as the same way as shown
in Fig. 7.1. Case (2) and case (3) can be implemented as bypassable synchronous first in first out
(FIFO) queues. We use FIFO(n) and FIFOB(n) to denotea’s implementation of case (2) and case
(3) if B(a) = n. In fact, case (1) can be regarded as FIFO(1).

Here we focus on the implementation of FIFOB(n) and FIFO(n) is a simplified version of FIFOB(n)
without detecting the “full” condition.

7.1 Implementation of FIFO(n)

Fig. 7.2(a) shows the schematic of FIFO(4). It consists of a four stage selective shift register and a
FIFO controller (shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and Fig. 7.2(b)). The functionality ofthe FIFO controller for
fifo4 is described by an FSM shown in Fig. 7.2(b). It guarantees that the outgoing block can read
the first valid data in queue. It is unnecessary for this data to travel through all stages of the queue,
if the following stages are empty or contain invalid data. Otherwise, the throughput of system is
decreased due to constant delay. In particular, control of FIFO(4) has a countercnt, indicating the
number of valid data in queue. It receivesenq (deq) from neighboring stages, updateshead and
generates “vout”. enq = 1 (deq = 1) denotes that a valid data enters (leaves) the FIFO.enq also
clock gates the shift registers.vout denote whether the queue is empty (vout = 0). The finite state
machine (FSM) of FIFOB(n)’s controller is shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Computation ofenq anddeq
depends on the interconnections with neighboring stages which will be addressed later.cnt = i
transits tocnt = i+1 (i = 0, 1, . . . , n−1) whenenq&deq that a valid data enters the queue but no
data is consumed. Therefore, it increases the number of datastored in the queue by 1. On the other
hand,cnt = i moves tocnt = i− 1 (i = n, n− 1, . . . , 1) whenenq&deq holds, which means that
the outgoing block removes one data from the queue but no new data entered thus the data stored
in the queue decreases by 1. For other inputs combinations, the number of valid data stored in
the queue remains the same, thuscnti stays incnti. Recall that the firing sequences (schedulings)
are pre-calculated, the behavior of the synchronous queue as well asB(a) are determined. Some
input combinations will never appear at a particular state.For example,enq&deq can not be true
in cntn andenq&deq can not be true incnt0, thus avoid checking “full” or “empty” on FIFO(n).
cnt also updateshead by head = cnt which selects the output via a MUX.head points to the
stage which stores the first valid data in queue.vout = 1 corresponds toM(a) > 0. As long as the
synchronous queue is not empty (cnt 6= 0)
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(b) The FSM of the FIFO controller of FIFO(n)

Figure 7.2: Schematic of FIFO(4) and the FSM of its FIFO controller

7.2 Implementation of FIFOB(n)

Arc a(ti, tj) ∈ AF has back pressure is implemented as FIFOB(n) if B(a) = n. The FIFO
controller should have a mechanism to test “full” conditionand generate “stall” signals when the
FIFO is full to stop the current block from execution. A schematic of FIFO(4)’s implementation
is shown in Fig. 7.3(a) and Fig. 7.3(b) which is quite similarto FIFO(4). The only difference
is that additionalstall signal is employed whencnt = n denoting that the output buffer is full.
stall = 0 relates to the situation whenM(a) < B(a). stall is the signal carries out the back
pressure information to its previous stage.

7.3 Implementation of wrappers for an IP block modeled by a
join transition

Let’s consider the implementation of a IP blockTIP with multiple incoming and outgoing arcs as
T4 is shown in Fig. 7.4(a). The implementation follows these rules:

1. Arcs in•TIP andTIP• are implemented as FIFO or FIFOB as discussed previously. Given
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Figure 7.3: The implementation of FIFOB(4) and the FSM of its FIFO controller

that •T4 = {a1, a2, a3}, a1 ∈ AF , a2, a3 ∈ AU , B(a1), B(a2) > 1 andB(a3) = 1.
T4• = {a4, a5, a6}, a4 ∈ AF , a5, a6 ∈ AU , B(a4), B(a5) > 1 andB(a6) = 1. a1 anda4
are implemented as FIFOB(3) and FIFOB(2); a2 anda5 are implemented as FIFO(2); a3
anda6 are implemented as FIFO(1) as shown in Fig. 7.4(b).

2. Firing of TIP removes a valid data froma ∈ TIP• and produces a new data toa ∈ •TIP .
Soenq signal forai’s (ai ∈ TIP•) controller anddeq for aj ’s (aj ∈ •TIP andB(aj) > 1)
controller are related to the firing ofTIP .

enq = deq =
∧

ai∈•TIP

vouti ·
∨

aj∈TIP •∪AF

(soutj) (7.2)

For example, in Fig. 7.4(b),deq signal fora1 anda2, enq signal fora4, a5, a6 are generated
according to:

enq = deq = vout1 ∧ vout2 ∧ vout3 ∧ sout4 (7.3)
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Figure 7.4: The PBPG model for a transition with multiple incoming and outgoing arcs (a); Its
implementation (b)

7.4 System initialization

Finally, let’s talk about the initialization. When an LIS restarts, states (cnt) of each FIFO or FIFOB
should be properly reset. Initially, if arcM0(a) = k (a ∈ AF ∪ AU ), then the related FIFO (either
FIFO or FIFOB) should resetcnt to k, representingk valid data are stored in the FIFO. After reset,
the system will behave the same way as the ASAP scheduling of its PBPG model and have a state
sequence ofS = Su(Sv)

ω. However,|Su| is usually much longer than|Sv|. Initialization from
the first state ofSv rather thanSu can potentially reduce buffer sizes. The first state ofSv can be
obtained by simulating the PBPG with ASAP scheduling. The comparison of buffer sizes with
different initializations is discussed in Section 8.5.



Chapter 8

Throughput optimization for scheduled LIS

In Chapter 6, we have discussed the boundness problem of LIS whose graph model has multiple
strongly connected components (SCC) with respect to back pressures. A technique which adds a
minimal number of back pressure arcs (MBPA) to make the systembounded with ASAP schedul-
ing was proposed. However, one remained problem is that added back pressure arcs may decrease
the system’s throughput if inter-SCC arcs buffer sizes are not properly chosen. In Chapter 6, we
simply make them equivalent to “2” which is surely not enoughto guarantee Assumption 1 as
shown in Fig. 6.7. Therefore, it calls for a better techniquewhich takes both the number of back
pressure arcs and the throughput into account. This technique should get an optimal solution of
back pressure arcs and also obtain a given throughput with minimum buffer sizes. There are two
possible approaches to achieve this:

1. Considering the throughput constraints in MBPA: assign a weight to every forward arca
to represent the amount of reduction contributed to the finalsystem’s throughput, if a back
pressure arca′ is added alonga. Then modify the MBPA to find a minimum cost arbores-
cence with respect to the weights. The solution will give a bounded system with maximal
throughput. The challenge of this approach is that it is verydifficult to assign such weights
for every forwarding arc and represent the system’s throughput as a linear combination of
such weights.

2. Considering the throughput improvement after MBPA: as a result of MBPA, the system
becomes an MG with both forward and back pressure arcs. Then we can increase some arcs
capacity to enhance the throughput. Previous work [56] shows that one can achieve a given
throughput with minimal buffer capacity increment. However, [56] is based on systems
where each forward arc has a back pressure arc. We find it is direct to extend that work for
the resulting system after applying MBPA. The challenge is that we need to solve a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for this approach which is NP-hard. So it
may not be scalable for large systems if MILP is directly applied.

88
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In this chapter, we take the second approach. We still use PBPGmodel and extend the exiting work
of throughput improvement using MILP for PBPG; Meanwhile, wepropose two techniques of
graph abstraction to speed up solving MILP formulation and which are scalable for large systems.

8.1 Problem of throughput reduction in MBPA

We revisit MBPA and the problem left in MBPA by considering the example in Fig. 8.1 and
Fig. 8.2. Fig. 8.1 shows a PBPG model for a LIS and Fig. 8.2 (a) isthe related SCCG. Since
the SCCv1 which consists of{T21, T22, T23} has the throughput of 1/3 which is less than 4/11,
the throughput ofv3 which consists of{T0, T1, . . . , T15}. The throughput ofv3 is again less
than than 1/2, the throughput of SCCv5 which consists of{T16, T17, T18, T19}. According to
the algorithm of MBPA, two back pressure arcs(T23, T8) and(T2, T16) are added as shown in
Fig. 8.1. As a result,v1, v2, v3, v4 andv5 are merged into one SCC. However, its throughput is
2/7 due to the new critical cycleT8 → T9 → T0 → T1 → T2 → T16 → T17 → T18 →
T24 → T4 → T5 → T6 → T10 → T7 → T8, which is less than the minimal throughput1/3
amongv1, v2, v3, v4 andv5. This violates Assumption 1 and brings down the system’s throughput
from 1/3 to 2/7.

T8T8
T9T9

T0T0

T3T3

T1T1

T4T4

T5T5

T7T7

T10T10

T6T6

T2T2

T17T17

T16T16

T18T24T24

T22T22

T21T21

T23T23

T20

T11T11
T12T12

T15T15

T14T14
T13T13

T19T19

Figure 8.1: A PBPG model for a LISG

8.2 Mixed ILP formulation (MILP) for PBPG

In [56, 15], strategies have been proposed to improve the system’s throughput with minimum buffer
addition. [56] was the first work which addressed this problem asmaximum performance buffer
queue sizing. Theorem 1 in [56] rewrites the constraint on system’s throughput as a linear function
of arcs’ capacities. Based on this relation, a mixed ILP (MILP) formulation is proposed to achieve
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Figure 8.2: The SCCG ofG (a), and its resulted SCCG’ by MBPA (b)

a target throughput by increasing minimum capacities of these arcs with back pressures. Other
related work modified this theorem for their respective applications. We also modify Theorem 1
in [56] and applied it to PBPG as theorem 20.

Theorem 20. For any cycleC in a PBPG< T,A,M0, B >, δ(C) ≥ δ∗ iff exists a function
r : T → R, such thatr(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− δ∗, wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AU ∪ AF ∪ AB.

The proof is also similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [56], which is shown below.
Proof: “if:” Suppose suchr : T → R exists andr(vj) − r(vi) ≤ M0(a) − δ∗ holds for any arc
a(vi, vj) ∈ AU ∪ AF ∪ AB. AssumeC is any cycle of the graph andC = a0(v0, v1)a1(v1, v2) . . .
aN(vN , v0). Addingr(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(ai)− δ∗ along the arcs inC:

0 =
∑

ai∈C
r(vi + 1)− r(vi) ≤

∑
ai∈C

(M0(ai)− δ∗)

⇔ δ(C) =
∑

ai∈C M0(ai)

|C|
≥ δ∗

(8.1)

“only if:” Assume for every cycleC, δ(C) ≥ δ∗, which means:

δ(C) =

∑
ai∈C

M0(ai)

|C|
≥ δ∗ ⇔

∑

ai∈C

(M0(ai)− δ∗) ≥ 0 (8.2)

We add an additional transitions0 toT such thatT ′ = T ∪{s0} and directed arcsa(s0, v) (∀v ∈ T )
to AU such thatA′U = AU ∪ {(s0, v)|v ∈ T}. This modification will not form new cycles in the
resulted graph. Eq.(8.2) still holds. Construct new weightsW : A′U ∪ AF ∪ AB → Q for each arc
such that:

w(a) =

{
0, a(s0, v),
M0(a)− δ∗, otherwise.

(8.3)

According to Eq.(8.2)(8.3), no cycle has negative weights.Thus the shortest path betweens0 and
v ∈ T exists with respect to the weight defined in Eq.(8.3). Let this shortest path ber(v) and
r(s0) = 0. For every arca(vi, vj) ∈ AU ∪AF ∪AB, the shortest path betweens0 andvj should be
no longer than the path which consists the shortest path betweens0 andvj plusa(vi, vj). This is
equivalent to:

r(vj) ≤ r(vi) + w(a) ⇔ r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− δ∗ (8.4)

Thusr(v) satisfies the requirements in the theorem. .
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Based on Theorem 20, a MILP formulation for optimal buffer resizing of a PBPG< T,A,M0, B >
is given as:

Minimize:
∑

a∈AF
B(a),

Subject to:
r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− δ∗ (8.5)

r(vi)− r(vj) ≤ B(a)−M0(a)− δ∗, (8.6)

B(a) ≥ 2, (8.7)

wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AF ,
r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− δ∗ (8.8)

wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AU .

Considering the definition of PBPG, only the arcs inAF have finite capacities and can be resized.
Therefore, only these arcs appear in the objective function. Eq.(8.6) uses the relationM0(a

′) =
B(a)−M0(a) in Section 6.1. Reconstructing SCCG after MBPA leads to SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ

′
f ,

MinVf ). Let sccm be any node fromVsccf which is merged from SCCscc0, scc1, . . ., scck in the
original PBPG. One can directly apply above MILP formulationto eachsccm to make Assump-
tion 1 true by settingδ∗ = min{δ(scci), i = 1, 2 . . . , k.

Doing so is sufficient to make SCCGf ’s throughput back toδU (the maximum throughput a PBPG
can achieve), however it is not necessary. In fact, one only need to setδ∗ = δU and apply this
MILP formulation to the whole graph. SinceδU ≤ min{δ(scci), i = 1, 2 . . . , k, meetingδ∗ = δU
would require less buffer size addition than directly making Assumption 1 true. On the other hand,
the discussion about PBPG’s boundness in Chapter 6 is based on Assumption 1, we also need to
show that after MBPA, meetingδ∗ = δU is also enough to make a resulted PBPG bounded.

Theorem 21.Let SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ
′
f ,MinVf ) be a resulted graph of SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ, δ

′,
MinV ) after using MBPA, if for every direct cycleC of SCCGf , δ(C) = δU , SCCGf is bounded.

By Theorem 14, we only need to show that for every direct cycleC, if δ(C) = δU , v ∈ Vsccf is
reachable fromMinVf . We first prove this fact.

Lemma 4. For the same description and condition stated in Theorem 21,∀v ∈ MinV , supposev
is merged intou ∈ Vsccf in SCCGf , thenu ∈ MinVf .

Proof: for every direct cycleC of SCCGf , if δ(C) = δU , δ(MinVf ) = δU . Let v be any SCC
from MinV andu be corresponding SCC in SCCGf wherev is merged into. We haveδ(v) =
δ(MinV ) = δU . On the other hand, we haveδ(u) ≥ (δU) (critical cycle) andδ(u) ≤ (δ(v)) = δU ,
soδ(u) = δU = δ(MinVf ). Therefore,u belongs toMinVf .
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With this lemma, we can direct prove Theorem 21.
Proof: Let u0 be any node fromVsccf andv0 be any sub SCC it merged from. After MBPA,v0
is reachable from one SCC inMinV , denote it asvx. Let ux ∈ Vsccf be the SCC in SCCGf
which containsvx. By previous Lemma,ux is in MinVf . Therefore,u0 is reachable fromux in
SCCGf .

This theorem also further indicates Assumption 1 is not a necessary condition for the boundness
of a PBPG, thus MBPA is a heuristic approach for back pressure minimization and may not get the
global optimum for every case. Solving MILP formulation is NP hard and reducing the formulation
size is preferred. In the following sections, we explores two approaches for MILP formulation
reduction.

8.3 A reduced MILP (RMILP) formulation based on SCC level
abstraction

As mentioned in Section 8.1, the throughput of system resulted from MBPA, may be less thanδU .
Because new cycles formed by added inter-SCC back pressure arcs may have a cycle-mean less
thanδU . Denote the set of the newly formed cycles asNewC. Let the resulted graph of MBPA be
SCCG′ and its throughput beδMBPA, δMBPA ≤ δU iff ∃C ∈ NewC such thatδ(C) = δMBPA ≤
δU .

Note that the constraints expressed in Eq.(8.5)∼(8.8) guarantee that in the final system, any cycleC
satisfiesδ(C) ≥ δU . However, this is overly restrictive. Because, by the definition of δU , any cycle
C in the original graph system before MBPA (not inNewC), has already satisfiedδ(C) ≥ δU .
Unnecessary restrictions are used in MILP formulation for these arcs not inNewC. This fact
gives an opportunity to simplify the this MILP formulation by only constraining the cycle-mean
onNewC. Some definitions are given to ease the discussion about the constitution ofC ∈ NewC.

Definition 17 (interface). In a SCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ,MinV, δ′), the interface of ascck ∈ Vscc is a
set of transitions ofscck such that∀v ∈ interface(scck), ∃a(v, v′) ∈ Ascc, wherev′ is a transition
of sccj, a different SCC other thanscck.

Interface(scck is the set of transitions inscck which are directly connected to other SCCs. In
Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2,interface(v1) = {T23, T21}, interface(v2) = {T20}, interface(v3) =
{T8, T2, T4, T10}, interface(v4) = {T24}, interface(v5) = {T16, T18}.

In addition, we define the set of directed paths withinscck whose two ends are both ininterface(scck)
asEPath(scck) in Definition 18.

Definition 18 (EPath). EPath(scck) is a set of directed paths inscck such that∀π ∈ EPath(scck)
with a length|π| = L, π = t0 → t1 → . . . → tL−1. tk are transitions ofscck, both t0 and
tL−1 ∈ interface(scck).
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Let π ∈ EPath(scck) andπ = v0
a0→ v1

a1→ . . .
aN−1
→ vN . Summing upr(vi+1) − r(vi) ≤

M0(ai)− δU alongπ leads to:

r(vN)− r(v0) ≤
∑

ai∈π

M0(ai)− |π|δU = M0(π)− |π|δU (8.9)

Here,M0(π) =
∑

ai∈π
M0(ai), andπ can be treated as anabstracted arcfrom v0 to vN with the

initial tokensM0(π). Eq.(8.9) can be regarded as a constraint for pathπ. Note that any cycleC ∈
NewC consists of paths inEPath and inter-SCC arcs, intuitively we only need the constraintsfor
arcs inEPath and the inter-SCC arcs to make sureδ(C) ≥ δU , whereC ∈ NewC.

For a particularscck, only the constraints ofπ ∈ EPath(scck) contribute to the restriction of
δ(C). DenoteΠ(vs, ve) as the set of paths inEPath(scck) which is fromvs to ve, wherevs, ve ∈
interface(scck). Therefore, we only require that:

∀vs, ve ∈ interface(scck), ∀π ∈ Π(vs, ve),
r(ve)− r(vs) ≤ M0(π)− |π|δU ⇔
r(vs)− r(ve) ≤ minπ∈Π(vs,ve)(M0(π)− |π|δU)

(8.10)

Through this modification, only the transitions ininterface(scck) are kept in the constraints and
other transitions inside thescck are abstracted. For any pair of(vs, ve) ∈ interface(scck), the
constraints of every path inΠ(vs, ve) can be represented by pathπ(vs, ve)∗ ∈ Π(vs, ve) which has
the minimumM0(π) − |π|δU . SinceM0(π) − |π|δU are constants,π(vs, ve)∗ can be determined
before solving the MILP formulation by finding the shortest path between(vs, ve) with the arc
weightM0(a) − δU . Through this abstraction, only transitions ininterface(scck) and abstracted
arcsπ∗(vs, ve) for every pair of transitions(vs, ve) ∈ interface(scck) are kept.

Further reduction can be made based on the directions of inter-SCC arcs connected toscck. Tran-
sitions ininterface(scck) can be classified into three categories by defining a map
TP : interface(scck) → {IN,OUT, INOUT}. Formally,

• TP (v) = IN , iff ∃a(u, v) whereu ∈ interface(scci) andi 6= k but not∃a′(v, w) where
w ∈ interface(sccj) andj 6= k.

• TP (v) = OUT , iff ∃a(v, u) whereu ∈ interface(scci) andi 6= k but not∃a′(w, v) where
w ∈ interface(sccj) andj 6= k.

• TP (v) = INOUT , iff ∃a(u, v) anda′(v, w) whereu ∈ interface(scci) andi 6= k, w ∈
interface(sccj) andj 6= k.

For example,v3 in Fig. 8.1 hasTP (T8) = TP (T2) = INOUT , TP (T4) = In andTP (T10) =
OUT . If TP (v) = IN , any paths inEPath(scck) which terminate atv can’t be in cyclesC ∈
NewC,e.g.(T8, T4), (T2, T4) and(T10, T4) can’t be in new cycles. Therefore, arcsπ(u, v)∗ are
not useful forδ(C) ≥ δU and can be removed. Similarly, ifTP (v) = OUT , arcsπ(v, w)∗ can be
removed. Denote there arenk1, nk2 andnk3 transitions ininterface(scck) whose types areIN ,
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OUT andINOUT , wherenk1 + nk2 + nk3 = nk. Instead ofnk(nk − 1), nk1nk2 + nk1nk3 +
nk2nk3 + nk3nk3 arcs are necessary when constructing the MILP formulation with respect toscck.

In this way,scck can be abstracted as a directed graphGscck(Va(scck), Aa(scck),M0a(scck), Da(scck)),
whereVa(scck) = interface(scck), Aa(scck) = {(vs, ve)|vs, ve ∈ Va(scck)} andM0(vs, ve) =
M0(π(vs, ve)

∗) andd(vs, ve) ∈ Da(scck) is the latency of(vs, ve), d(vs, ve) = |π(vs, ve)
∗|.

One may notice that ifscck(V (scck), A(scck)) is a sparse graph,|Aa(scck)| might be large com-
pared to the number of original arcs inscck, denoted as|A(scck)|. In this case, the formulation size
reduced byVa(scck) is offset by the increasing complexity byAa(scck). We introduce a reduction
ratio = |Aa(scck)||Va(scck)|

|A(scck)||V (scck|
, which represents the reduction we get through abstraction. The smaller

theratio, the more reduction we can achieve. Athreshold can be employed to determine whether
this abstraction should be done. Ifratio > threshold, we will keepscck in the final graph without
abstraction. In our experiment, we setthreshold = 0.8, considering the overhead of abstraction.
ratio can be computed before computingπ∗(vs, ve).

Now, we are ready to show the steps of obtaining a SCC level abstraction graphGa(Va, AUa, AFa,
ABa,M0a, Da, Ba) from the resulted graphG′ of MBPA,G is the original PBPG(T,AU , AF , AB,M0, B)
without back pressure.

1. ConstructSCCG(Vscc, Ascc, δ,MinV, δ′) ofG and construct the abstracted graphGscck(Va(scck),
Aa(scck),M0a(scck), Da(scck)) for eachscck ∈ Vscc as previously discussed.
Va =

⋃
scck∈Vscc

Va(scck), Aa =
⋃

scck∈Vscc
Aa(scck).

2. For the inter-SCC arca, we just keep them in the abstracted graph. Ifa ∈ AU , adda to
AUa; if a ∈ AF , adda to AFa; if a ∈ AB, adda to ABa. The initial tokens and latency ofa
remains same inGa as inG such thatM0(a) = M0a(a) andd(a) = 1. ThusAFa = AF and
ABa = AB.
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Figure 8.3: The reduced graph based on SCC level abstraction
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The abstracted graph of Fig. 8.1 is shown in Fig. 8.3. For eacharc a, (M0(a), D(a)) is marked
along the arc, e.gM0(T2, T8) = 3, d(T2, T8) = 7. The reduced MILP formulation is given based
onGa and we refer it as RMILP in the rest of this chapter.

Minimize:
∑

a∈AFa
B(a),

Subject to:
r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− d(a) ∗ δU (8.11)

r(vi)− r(vj) ≤ B(a)−M0(a)− d(a) ∗ δU , (8.12)

B(a) ≥ 2, (8.13)

wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AFa,

r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− d(a) ∗ δU (8.14)

wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AUa.

Finally, we need to prove that the RMILP formulation guarantees that eachC ∈ NewC satisfy
δ(C) ≥ δU as described in Theorem 22.

Theorem 22. For everyC ∈ NewC, δ(C) ≥ δU iff exists a functionr : Ta → R, such that
r(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(a)− d(a) ∗ δU , wherea(vi, vj) ∈ AUa ∪ AFa ∪ ABa.

Proof: “if:” Let C ∈ NewC,C consists of inter-SCC arcs and paths going through SCCs. Suppose
C is acrossscck through a pathπi fromvs tove, whereve, vs ∈ interface(scck) andπi ∈ Π(vs, ve).
Assumer(ve) andr(vs) exist forr(ve) − r(vs) ≤ M0(aa)− d(aa)δU , whereaa is the arc fromvs
to ve in the abstracted graphGa. Recall thata is the abstraction ofπ∗, the path inΠ(vs, ve) with the
minimal {M0(π)− d(π)δU} andM0(a) = M0(π

∗), d(a) = d(π∗). Therefore,M0(a)− d(a)δU ≤
M0(π)− d(π)δU leading tor(ve) − r(vs) ≤ M0(π)− d(π)δU . Summing up these inequalities

along cycleC leads toδ(C) =
∑

π∈C M0(π)∑
π∈C d(π)

≥ δU .

“only if:” If every C ∈ NewC satisfiesδ(C) ≥ δU , by the definition ofδU all cycles in the system
satisfiesδ(C) ≥ δU . We can use the same way as in proof of Theorem 20 to constructr(vi) such
thatr(vj)− r(vi) ≤ M0(ai)− δU holds for every arcai(vi, vj) in the original graphG. Every arc
aa(vs, ve) in Ga is either a inter-SCC arc or an abstracted arc within one SCC. Ifaa is inter-SCC
arc, r(ve) − r(vs) ≤ M0(aa)− δU already satisfied. Ifaa is an abstracted arc inscck, thenaa
relates to the pathπ∗(ve, vs). r(ve) − r(vs) ≤ M0(aa)− δU holds by adding these inequalities
alongπ∗.
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8.4 A localized MILP (LMILP) formulation for throughput im-
provement

Previous section reduce the MILP formulation by analyzing how newly critical cycles are formed.
Another perspective for this problem is to “localize” the newly critical cycle to a small part of
the resulting graph. After MBPA, added back pressure arcs merge some of the SCCs in the orig-
inal SCCG into one bigger SCC. Therefore, we recalculate strongly connected component graph
SCCGf (Vsccf , Asccf , δf , δ

′
f ,MinVf ) by recomputing the SCCs. Since SCCGf is a DAG, all of

the newly formed arcs must reside in these subgraphs which correspond to nodes inVsccf includ-
ing critical cycles whose cycle mean are less thanδU . Throughput reduction of SCCGf is due to
throughput reduction of some nodes inVsccf . Again, these nodes should contain critical cycles.
Therefore, we are able to localize newly critical cycles by checking whetherδ(v), v ∈ Vsccf < δU .
If this is true for a SCCv ∈ Vsccf , we call suchv “problematic SCC”. In another word, if we
apply above formulation of Section 8.2 for each problematicsccm by settingδ∗ = δU , throughput
of sccm could be improved toδU . Again, the throughput of SCCGf is increased toδU , by solving
MILP for these problematic SCCs.

In constrast to [56, 15] which apply the MILP formulation forthe whole graph representation of
the LIS, we use the MILP formulation only for the problematicSCCs. In many cases, this is only
a small part of the original graph. We refer this method aslocalized MILP(LMILP) formulation.
LMILP can also increase the throughput toδU but generally has a much smaller size since it is only
applied to subgraphs (the problematic SCCs) of the PBPG. On the contrary to RMILP, LMILP does
not have the disadvantage of RMILP that more constraints might be brought in each SCC is a sparse
graph. That’s why a threshold is used to determine whether a particular SCC should be abstracted
or not(see the discussion in Section 8.3). LMILP, by its name, localizes the new critical cycle to
several SCCs. LMILP is likely to be more efficient than RMILP. More detailed comparison is done
in Section 8.5.

8.5 Experimental results

As presented previously, we can first utilize the MBPA to add minimum number of back pres-
sure arcs to make the system bounded and then construct the RMILP or LMILP formulation to
increase its throughput back toδU if δMBPA < δU . Then RMILP or LMILP formulation is applied
to increase its throughput. The combined approach has the following benefits in optimizing the
system’s performance:

• The number of back pressure arcs is minimized;

• The throughput of the system is optimized to its upper boundδU ;

• The approach has efficient solution;
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• The required buffer size is small.

We have already covered the first two points in Section 6.3, Section 8.3 and Section 8.4. Now,
let’s analyze the complexity of our approach. We refer our approach which first uses MBPA then
LMILP as LMILPMBPA, the approach of ([56]) which apply the MILP formulation foran LIS
where all the arcs have back pressures as MILPHS, and the approach which uses RMILP for the re-
sults of MBPA as RMILPMBPA. A group of ISCAS’89 and ITC benchmark which suffer through-
put reduction after MBPA are chosen to compare the complexityof the three approaches and the
results are shown in Table 8.1. There might be more than one test case for the same benchmark,
which are obtained with different latencies. They are distinguished by subscripts such ass3490
ands3491. ColumnδU shows the maximum achievable throughput. ColumnδHS andδMBPA show
the throughput with or without back pressure optimization.Values in these two columns are less
than that in columnδU for the same test case, which indicates that all three approaches are required
to solve their MILP formulations to achieveδU . Since solving MILP is NP-hard, the size of MILP
formulation of each approach predominates its performance.

We compare the three MILP formulations’ sizes by the numbersof integer variables, fractional
variables, and constraints.

1. Integer variables: The number of integer variables of MILP formulation is the same as the
number of back pressure arcs of the PBPG. Therefore, LMILPMBPA and RMILPMBPA with back
pressure minimization should have much less integer variables compared to MILPHS as shown in
column|I| of the corresponding approach. In addition, LMILPMBPA only applied to a subgraph
of the graph to which RMILPMBPA applied, so the integer variable of LMILP is no more than that
of RMILP.

2. Fractional variables and constraints:For most cases, the fractional variables and constraints
of RMILPMBPA and LMILPMBPA are also less than that of MILPHS as shown in columns|F |
and|cst|, since both of them have reduction of the MILP’s size by either doing an abstraction or
only considering a subgraph. For test cases with smaller sizes, the complexity difference between
RMILPMBPA and LMILPMBPA are not obvious. However, the number of constraints in the for-
mulation of RMILPMBPA will increase dramatically if the corresponding PBPG is a sparse graph.
That’s why a “threshold” is introduced to determine whethera SCC should be abstracted or not.
So LMILPMBPA demonstrates a smaller size in its MILP formulation when thetest case is big.

The execution time of the three approach are shown in columt1 (MILPHS), t2 (RMILPMBPA)
andt3 (LMILPMBPA). For most cases, we havet3 > t2 > t1. When the PBPG becomes larger,
MILPHS does not converge and aborted because of exhausted memory consumption after 30 min-
utes execution, as indicated by> 30M . Above all, LMILP has the best performance among these
three approaches.

Finally, we compare the buffer size between LMILPMBPA and MILPHS in Table 6.1. For MILPHS,
each arc has back pressure and requires at least 2 buffer sizes [16]. So there are at least2 ∗ |A|
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Table 8.1: Experiment results on throughput improvement
Bench Throughput Info. MILPHS RMILPMBPA LMILPMBPA Exec.(s)
Mark δHS δMBPA δU |I| |F | |cst| |I| |F | |cst| |I| |F | |cst| t1 t2 t3

b10 0.30 0.34 0.38 669 499 1338 19 176 943 19 410 566 0.89 0.56 0.23
s3490 0.74 0.74 0.79 320 217 640 13 192 301 13 200 313 0.22 0.08 0.08
s3491 0.56 0.56 0.57 443 340 886 19 158 584 19 315 434 0.42 0.22 0.16
s382 0.67 0.78 0.8 358 213 716 10 143 278 6 117 205 2.77 0.09 0.09
s386 0.42 0.52 0.53 586 405 1172 13 234 762 9 274 405 > 30M 0.38 0.20
s400 0.67 0.71 0.77 375 220 750 10 145 284 7 125 221 3.24 0.16 0.08
s444 0.67 0.73 0.8 405 237 810 11 137 277 7 147 256 119.7 0.11 0.09
s7130 0.63 0.73 0.75 731 568 1462 70 317 1604 70 568 574 > 30M 0.86 0.33
s7131 0.32 0.35 0.36 1366 1203 2732 113 609 1999 71 800 998 4.09 2.66 1.08
s8200 0.33 0.35 0.36 1566 1116 3132 42 620 3869 42 806 1156 35.8 2.98 1.03
s8201 0.29 0.31 0.32 1689 1239 3378 38 700 3625 38 890 1241 14.2 3.35 1.30
s832 0.32 0.33 0.34 1914 1450 3828 41 773 3687 41 1045 1408 7.41 4.33 1.81

s14880 0.53 0.53 0.54 2198 1463 4396 10 922 3856 10 729 1114 9.95 3.16 1.05
s14881 0.39 0.39 0.41 2358 1632 4716 23 1011 4770 23 824 1212 13.2 4.00 1.27
s14882 0.32 0.32 0.33 3445 2719 6890 12 1608 4718 12 1379 1759 > 30M 8.95 2.84
s14883 0.32 0.36 0.37 2844 2118 5688 11 1268 4261 11 1087 1469 > 30M 6.50 2.02
s14884 0.27 0.33 0.34 3000 2274 6000 11 1359 4352 11 1163 1541 > 30M 7.75 2.47
s1494 0.51 0.51 0.52 2450 1712 4900 15 1054 4287 15 895 1301 15.7 4.80 1.53

buffer size required as shown in column BHS. On the other hand, the buffer size of LMILPMBPA
can be computed according to Chapter 7. Generally, most arcs haveB(a) = 1. So the total buffer
size is expected to be smaller. We further compare the buffersize requirement when the system
is initialized fromSu or Sv as discussed in Section 7.4. The required buffer sizes are shown in
columnsBSu andBSv. For all cases,BHS > BSu > BSv.



Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future work

Latency insensitive design provides a synchronous solution for composing IP modules in SOC
industry. With the proper design of wrappers and relay stations, different IP modules can be made
to overcome wiring latencies in SOC design.

Composition of IP modules in LIP design can potentially causedeadlock and introduce communi-
cation mistakes due to interface incompatibilities. In Chapter 4, we show that SIGNAL language
and its formal model polychrony can be employed to specify and verify these properties related to
composition by static analysis. It avoids state space generation based verification such as model
checking. With the SIGNAL syntax, the elementary hardware combinational logic, sequential
logic and FSM can be correctly described, based on which morecomplicated LIP can be expressed.
On the other hand, formal structures SDFG and CH constructed from SIGNAL description, can
be used to analyze endo-isochrony and therefore verify the correct communication. These facts
provide us an appropriate framework to model and verify the communication of LIP and which is
demonstrated and validated through a case study.

In past, most LIS implementations use hand shake for every inter-IP connection to make IP blocks
elastic to wiring latencies. However, handling back pressure requires relatively complicated logics
and consumes more area and power. Also, it introduces unnecessary stalls for the pipeline which
could possibly reduce the throughput. In addition, throughput optimization technique solves a
MILP formulation where the integer variable numbers equalsback pressure numbers which does
not scale for big systems. Reducing handshake provides an opportunities for LIS optimization.

A novel design flow for LIS optimization based on back pressure minimization is discussed in
Chapter 5, 6, 7, 8. Observing that using back pressure for every communication link is unneces-
sary, we model an LIS using PBPG and derived a sufficient and necessary condition with which
boundness is kept for any system with multiple SCCs in Chapter 6.Based on this condition, MBPA
is derived to add minimum number of back pressure arc to the system.

Back pressure may form new critical cycles along which data flow suffers a throughput reduc-
tion. Chapter 8 proposes two formulations: RMILP and LMILP forthroughput improvement
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by buffer resizing. RMILP simplifies MILP formulation based on SCC-level abstraction, while
LMILP localize new critical cycle within problematic SCCs. Both approaches can optimize sys-
tem’s throughput and are more scalable than conventional techniques. LMILP, in most case, out-
performs RMILP and other techniques.

After MBPA and throughput improvement steps, LIS is bounded and has periodic schedulings.
In Chapter 5, we have shown how the schedulings of LIS can be analyzed within the framework
of periodic clock calculus. By modeling the scheduled latency insensitive protocols with marked
graph, we derive the relations of scheduling sequences for different transitions and express such
relations using a proposed initial scheduling matrix. Also, we provide a static analysis of the
number of buffers required at a reconvergent block where data are accumulated due to barrier
synchronization.

In the end, an implementation of the resulted LIS is proposedwhich refines its PBPG model.
The implementation avoids using shift registers to store scheduling sequences for each IP module,
which saves area and reduces power consumption.

9.1 Future work

The formal analysis and verification of globally asynchronous and locally synchronous design done
in this dissertation can be extended in the following directions:

1. Work presented in Chapter 6 assumes that the latencies and execution clock cycles of each
IP block are known. In this case, throughput of each SCC is statically determined before
adding back pressure. However, this is not enough to analyzeIP blocks which have variable
latencies. IP block such as caches may have different latencies because there can be both a
cache hit and miss for cache operation. We could extend the SCCGto involve SCCs whose
throughputs are unknown or within a range. Based on this, boundness analysis and back
pressure computation should be reconsidered. With this work, one can analyze and optimize
LIS for a larger variety of SOC design which is more useful forindustrial applications.

2. Our flow for LIS design optimization can also be extended toGALS software systems where
multi-threads are executing on different rates thus have distinct throughput. Communication
between threads requires local memory for data synchronization. It is necessary to validate
weather the communication mechanism is bounded for the system such that threads will not
overflow their local memory and corrupt the system. Also, ourflow can be extended to check
whether the synchronization or handshakes among threads are necessary and find minimum
synchronization and local memory. It requires a novel approach to quantify “throughput” for
software thread which is different from synchronous hardware.

3. Instead of ASAP scheduling, other schedulings can be employed for the LIS design. One
promising application is for peak power optimization. Works have been done to heuristically
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schedule operations at a system level to optimize SOC’s peak power. We can employ a sim-
ilar method for scheduled LIS design. One needs to first obtain the power profile of each IP
block and apply these existing algorithms to find schedules.Also, as we need to implement
such scheduling sequences for each IP block, the implementation should be decentralized
and avoid using shift registers.

4. In this dissertation, we have tried using the polychrony framework to verify the communica-
tion of latency insensitive designs. This can also be extended to analyze and verify communi-
cation for IPs with asynchronous interfaces. Other works include using affine clock relation
to specify the “rates” of inputs and outputs and further express throughput to analyze the
composition of modules represented by SIGNAL.
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